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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1959

nother Witness Flees Miss.
I world as he told how he was forced to "finger" lynch sic! tim, Mack C. Parker_
Malachi, known to his friends as "Rainbow," said he
did not go to the bus station but instead went to the

Malachi told the Defender that
The witness said he waited for
Sheriff Hickman of Lamar Coun- the sheriff to come back about an
ty,
hour
the
same
man
and a half and then went
who
struck
him
•
with a broom the day before in out. He first went to Fannie Miles'
a cell after the first arrest, Sheriff place to get his shoes shined.
outskirts of Lumberton to board the vehicle which brought Osborne Moody of P e a rl River Afterward he caught a ride to
county, and a third man came Eddie's place where he and Underhim from his hatred-scarred homeland.
after him. lie said they asked him wood later drank together.
Malachi said Sheriff Hickman
Seeking out the Defender to reveal his terrifying story if he was ready to tell the "truth."
They told Malachi to go out- came in the place and ordered
of Mississippi justice. Malachi said he felt it was wise
everyone
out He said the Sheriff
side and get in the car. Getting
for him to leave after Lumberton residents (Negroes)
inside the car, 5Ialachi said he told him to stop as he walked
said they had heard rumors that Joe Miles, a white saw noticed a sawed-off shot-gun and a out of the place. Malachi said
mill operator, say, "It would be wise for all of those boys tape recorder. He said he gave the Hickman handcuffed him. "This
By EDDIE MADISON, JR.
same story, relating how he was was the first time this ever hapleave."
to
(Copyrighted Chicago Daily Defender, April 30, 111.59)
drunk on the night of the alleged pened to me," he stated.
Miles was also quoted as saying, after Parker was rape. Ile said he rementhered THE BEATING
Another witness, a man who to this day would not
Parker's stopping at a filling sta- "The sheriff then kicked me and
abducted last Saturday niaht:
let authorities "put words in his mouth," has fled the
"They sure did a good job last questioned regarding the alleged tion for gas and passed out after told me I was lying," he continuWamplands of Mississippi in search of real justice under night," referring to Parker's kid- raping. He said authorities first that. He told them he got home ed. Malachi said he told him he
could kill him if he wanted to,
napping and probable lynching. talked with him on the morning after midnight, Parker took him
the law.
but he wasn't going to lie on ParkThey should have done it long of Feb. 24, and asked Min if he to his house, Malachi said he
Norman James Malachi, 36, one of the four men who
er. Hickman then struck Malachi
before now," the white man al had been to Poplarville on t h e ,told authorities.
three or four times while he was
HANDCUFFED HIM
was with Mack Charles Parker on the night of the alleged egedly remarked. He is also quot- night in
question. He told them
handcuffed.
rape of a 23-year-old white woman in Mississippi. fled ed as saying, "They ought to get he and the others, M. C. Parker, Malachi said the sheriffs told him
he was lying when he again told Instructing Malachi to get in the
he other four next."
,Lee C. Underwood. David Alford,
car,
the sheriff struck him beto Chicago. He left Lumberton early Tuesday morning
them he had not seen a parked car
STEALTHY DEPARTURE
land Tommy Lee Grant had fiOnc
with a woman and child in . hind the head. Malachi said he
by bus after his sister, who lives in Chicago, sent him
These rumors and the feeling to Poplarville
bent over and the sheriff kicked
hat he was being avoided by other They were all questioned and He also told them a second time his right leg and told
money to leave home and insure his safety.
him to get
that he had not heard Parker say
Negroes
who
were
afraid
to be released. Then on Feb. 211, Malup. Malachi said a girl standing
Malachi arrived in Chicago only hours after two Den his company prompted Mala- achi said he was picked up again., he was going back to attack the in the crowd outside cried
out,
white woman. After questioning,
fender Publications newsmen helped lynch case witness, hi's stealthy departure. He arIt was at this point in the line , Malachi asked
Sheriff Hickman if "You're going to die tonight." He
Lee Underwood, escape from Mississippi as threats against rived in Chicago Thursday morn- of questioning that authorities atsaid
the sheriff told the girl to
lie could go out that night. He told
tempted to force a statement out him it would be all right if he, "shut up."
his life echoed around Poplarville. Underwood's story of ing.
Malachi related how he and of him, linking Parker with the al— let
He
was then carried to the
authorities know where he
police brutality, intimidation and intrigue shocked the
Jour Other men were arrested and eged rape,
could be found.
-See MALACHI, Page 2

FfrlaIachiets ut
After Warning

LEE CURTIS UNDERWOOD,
(seated second from right), a
key figure in the case which
led to the abduction of Mack
Charles Parker now

dead, Is shown as he is being
Interviewed Thursday in the
community relations r o in,
The Chicago Daily Defender,
2400 S. Michigan ave. Televi-

sion cameras ground away as
the 20-year-old escapee revealed how he was forced to tell a
completely different story for

fear of being beaten and labeled an accessory in the case.
Third from the left, (smoking
pipe) is Fletcher Martin, Chi-

cago Sun-Times. Others (left
to right) are Len O'Connor,
NBC; D. Parke Gibson, Defender public relations direc.

Find Parker's Body;
'Not Lynched' Coleman
Ali

COLEMAN'S VIEWS
The Tri-State Defender failed
to locate Gov. J. P. Coleman of
Mississippi for an interview
Tuesday but did contact Ben.
H. Walley, executive assistant
to the governor for the following interview:
Q. Would you offer any comment on the discovery of Mack
C. Parker's body?
A. No comment whatsoever.
Q. Would you call Parker's
ath a lynching?
A, Rather than say it was a
ynching, which has multiple
definitions, I would just say it
was a most unfortunate occurrence that we in the governor's office deplore. We would
not call it a lynching since we
know so little about the details
of the situation. The FBI and
the officials on the case have
been secretive about thr investigation and sae know very little.
Q. The governor has been
quoted in the press as saying
be i,elieved Parker was guilty
Of raping the woman. How is
this statement justified Inasmuch as Parker never came to
trial?
A. I have never heard that
and I don't believe Gov. ('olen ever said that. I only
ard him talk over the phone
n a couple of reporters and he
never said anything like that.
Just told them It was a de.

'ur

Law Defin• ed
By Eastland
In Speech

peel's body into the Pearl river.
An autopsy was scheduled Monday to determine the exact cause
of death for Mack Charles Parker,
23-year-old Negro who was dragged
screaming down the steps of the
unguarded jjail at Poplarville,
Miss., the night of April 25. He
was being held for trial on a
white woman's complaint that he
raped her.
Senator James 0. Eastland of
Parker's body was found Monday Mississippi was invited to Memin the swamp country Pearl River, phis last week to speak to leading
the waterway dividing Mississippi Memphis attorneys and Shriners
and Louisiana here.
during Law Day, but from the
President Eisenhower told his tone of his speech the observance
news conference yesterday that he'could have been termed "lawless
has every confidence F B I andl day."
Mississippi authorities will find) "Only when the law is based
some way to punish those respon-I upon the convictions widely held
sible for Parker's lynching.
within the community can it comThe President resisted, however, mand that measure of respect
some
of
in
demands
Congress,
which makes for permanence and
the
that new laws be adopted to cov- stability," he told his audience,
er such crimes. He said he does "and the law must grow out of the
not think the Poplarville case ne- convictions of the people, for it
cessitates a n y stronger federal cannot command them."
statutes.
Although he failed to mention
The FBI, with at least 30 agents the Supreme Court's 1954 ruling
on duty, fanned out over South outlawing segregation, the MissisMississippi and southeast Louisi- sippi Senator spoke in terms which
ana in search of clues that might left no doubt in the minds of the
lead them to the nine or 10 hood- hearers about the ruling to which
ed white men who abducted Park- he was referring.
er, killed him and
apparently RULE OF LAW
threw his body off a bridge into "Men live under the rule of law
Pearl.
swirling
the
when the law is supreme. When it
yields to whim, or is molded by
FIND BODY
theory, or is twisted to serve parMAInday Parker's body was found
In _a FBI spat sad a Mi.:asap.Ass LAW, page 2

Mies., Monday. With his back
to the camera is Vince Lloyd
of WGN Radio. Others present
at the press conference were
Bob Page, ABC; Wesley South,

FAMU Students
Get Action; Call
Off Class Strike

plorable thing that he regretted pi state trooper, his head protrudd
By BILL COOK
very much, the abduction that ing above thick underbrush in the
BOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) is.
swamp country river, 20 miles
Q. Several citizens of Missis- , west of Poplarville at the Louisi— Spurred by vast public in- sippi
have been quoted in the ana-Mississippi state line.
gnation and the confidence press As saying they feel Park- ' Parker's head was reported to
President Eisenhower, the er got what was coming to him. have been mutilated. But authoriWould you comment on this?
ties said that may nave been
FBI and Mississippi authorities
Q. We have no comment on caused by debris in the river.
Intensified their efforts Monday
that, I will say I have read
The autopsy results were to be
to bring to justice the lynch mob
something somewhere to that
that dumped a Negro rape susSee
BODY, page 2
effect. But I have nothing to
say about it.

BULLETIN

tor: Underwood; and Howard
Pulley, one of two Defender
newsmen who smuggled Underwood o u t of Lumberton,

NORMAN 'RAINBOW' MALACHI

TOPS AT LEMOYNE—Crowning of 'Miss Charm' and 'Mr.
Esquire' climaxed the annual
Charm Clinic Friday at LeMoyne college. Crowned 'Miss
Charm' WAS Miss Vearnealure
Patterson, a senior and topranking student, of 370 Elder
rd. The title of Mr. Esquire'
went to Marvi.1 L. Plunkett, a

junior of 247 Majuba. The titles
were bestowed upon the two
students by Dr. W. W. Gibson,
acting dean. A fashion show, a
lecture and discussion groups
rounded out the day. Co-chairmen of the charm clinic were
Miss Verne Edwards and Miss
Mae Isom Davenport.

Honor Students
Run' Universal
(gee Pictures, Page 9)
Approximately .120 home office employees witnessed
with rapt attention the installation of a new "top executive" and his carefully selected assistants, when a complete management and personnel change was recently effected at Universal Life Insurance company.
Against a backdrop of pomp and
fanfare—including full newspaper
The fanfare was in order as
and radio coverage, the brand- the neophyte personnel was called
new team of executives were inhonor a n d
of
positions
stalled and look over the inh of to
prestige on the basis of outstand•
immediately orientating the new
office employees.
See STUDENTS, page 2

Chicago American: Ted Wetson, Pittsburgh Courier, and a
representative of the Crusader.
TV cameras are seen in action
in the second photo.

Fisk Offers
Ten Grants
Of $1,000

NASHVILLE — Ten fellowships
of $1,000 each will be granted by
Fisk university for graduate study
at the Nashville institution.
Dr: Stephen J. Wright, president
Student President Clifford TayBy LEON DANIEL
of Fisk, said this week. a $50,000
lor said the students would return
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (UPI)!to classes Tuesday. But the dem- grant from the Danforth founda— Students at Florida A & M Uni- onstration "is Eir from being tion will make it possible for Fisk
versity called off their demonstra- over," and nightly student assem- to award ten fellowships for the
next three years. These fellowships
tions Monday shortly after a grand blies will be held, Taylor said.
jury was ordered bask into ses- "We think we have achieved will be awarded for study in chemsion to consider charges againstl victory. The officials now are say- istry, physic, psychology, and sofour white youths who confessedi ing the guilty will be punished." ciology,
raping a Negro coed.
In addition, Dr. Wright said, the
JUDGE ACTS
Taylor's announcement that stu- funds will provide research grants
teachers, and the appearance
for
dents would return to classes coinFisk.
cided with Circuit Judge W. May of guest lecturers at
fellowships will cover room,
Walker's order to the Leon Coun- The
and general univerty Grand jury to convene for con- board, tuition
academie
sideration of charges against the, sity fees for a ful
white youths who confessed raping' year.
The $50,000 Danforth foundation
the 19-year-old coed.
of the largest awarded
Walker called the jury to meet grant, one
Negro institutions
at 10 a.m. Wednesday, at the re- predominantly
education, will improve
quest of State Atty. W. D. Hop- of higher
students,
graduate
quality of
kins, Earlier, Hopkins had indi- the
case until the quality of teaching and the
hold
the
he
would
cated
WASHINGTON — President Eiseffectiveness of the university's
enhower yesterday expressed ev- a new grand jury meets June 1. graduate program instruction, Dr.
that
reports
disclaimed
Taylor
ery confidence that the FBI a n d
Wright said.
Mississippi authorities will find the campus demonstrations were
some way of punishing those re- instigated by the NAACP. He said]
sponsible of the lynching of a Mis- the movement was independent'
sissippi Negro accused of raping and 'we will not allow outsiders
to rattle our thinking."
a white woman.
Speaking at his early morning Taking note of Walker's action,
press conference, t h e President Taylor said "the wheels of justice M
said, however, that he did not are moving. We believe right will
think the Poplarville case neeessi- prevail because we have God on
Si-RINGFIELD —(UPI)— Startlaved any stronger federal statuses our side."
ing July 1, insurance firms Wilt
on the subject.
MANY TELEGRAMS
The body ct Mack Charles Park- The hundreds of telegrams and be permitted to make donations
for educational, scientific, religier, the lynching victim, w
8 phone calls received by the school,
brought to a Bogalusa, La., mor- Taylor said, indicate that the rape ous and charitable purposes ungue, where small groups of hush- episode has received nationwide at- der a bill signed into law by Gov.
Stratton Monday.
ed whites and Negroes gatherA tention.
Another bill signed by Sessetton
on the streets to discuss the latest Hundreds of Negro college studevelopment in the Parker case. dents, classmates of the rape vic- removes the present 60-year age
Eisenhower told the press con- tim, engaged in a day-long "pas- limit for joining fraternal ,,,amefit
societies. The bill also authorizes
ference of his hope that the Resive resistance" demonstration such societies to issue family
publican 1960 Presidential c a In.
dramatize
the
ease,
and
to
n
group insurance contracts under
paign will carry more Southerni Monday
a single certificate,
"_
states than he did in 1956;
urge Wit "justice be dons*

Ike States
His Faith
In Miss. Law

in Right To
ake Donations

Rev. Charles Dinkins
To Succeed Townsend

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 9, 1959

NASHVILLE — Rev. Charles L. Dinkins, Assistant tive Board of the St tie River Distrustee
Secretary and Director of Education of the Sunday School trict Association. Hr is a
of Owen college, Memphis and
Publishing Board, National Baptist Convention, 11. S. A., Chairman of the Trustee CommitInc., has been elected corresponding (executive) secretary tee on Academic Standards.
of the Board, to fill the unexpired term of Dr. A. M. Town- Beyond his denomination, Rev.
Dinkins is a member of the execusend, it has been announced by
on
Rev. M. H. Ribbins, chairman of and several other of the Board's tive board and commission
General Christian Education, of
the Board.
, publications. In 1957 he prepared
Christian EducaThe election took place during the administrative plans for the the Division of
tion of the National Council of
, the meeting of the Board of Di- reorganization and expansion proof the
rectors of the Publishing Board, gram of the Board, which were Churches, and a member
Council's committee on Uniform
held Tuesday, April 28th.
adopted by the General Sunday
Administrative and
Rev. Dinkins began his associa- School Publishing board, and were Series Lessons,
Children's Work.
tion with the Sunday School Pub- in use at the time of Dr. Town- LLeadership,
Executive Editors, and Denomina- Nr
lishing Board in 1943, when he send's passing.
tion Executives. He is a member•
Mississippi last week in the
was elected Secretary of the WITH BTU CONGRESS
UNDERWOOD,
Council of ' LEE CURTIS
Tennessee
Board's Department of Christian Since 1944 Rev. Dinkins has of the
wake of threats from white
lett, and Norman James Malof
the
member
and
a
Churches,
Education.
and are now staying in Chicaachi are shown here during
been associated with the National 1900 Emphasis Committee of the
go with relatives. Their friend,
PASTORED CHURCH
a brief reunion in the editorial
Sunday School and BTU Congress, Baptist Jubilee Advance,
Parker, is believed dead at
In January, 1951, he resigned member of Its Four-Year Program
offices of the Defender. Both
OBERLIN GRADUATE
the hands of the mob which
his position to assume the pastor- Commission, and since 1950, superwere witnesses in the
A native of Selma, Alabama, men
abducted him from the Popate of the First Baptist church of visor of the Congress AdministraMack Charles Parker case in
Rev. Dinkins received his A.B.
East Nashville. Since 1953 he has live Division. He has also served
larville jail on April 25.
Poplarville, Miss., residents
Degree from Oberlin college, Overbeen a member of the Sunday as member of the Board of Direc- tin, Ohio, and his B.D. Degree from
School Publishing Board, its tors of the National Baptist Mis- Oberlin Graduate School of The
Board of Directors and its Exe- sionary Training School, since ology. He is married and the
cutive Committee. In January 1947; director of Courses, Young father of three sons.
1957, he returned to the staff of People's Departrment, Woman's
Other principal officers of the
the Board as Assistant Secretary Convention, National Baptist Con- Board are Rev. M, H. Ribbins,
By GEORGE E. PIPKIN
i and director of Education.
Inc.,
vention, U.S.A.,
since 1944. Chattanooga, chairman; Dr. L. A.
Rev. Dinkins was Regioinal Vice. Bowman, Nashville, treasurer.
the
Rev. Dinkins has served
men. Four charged in the
they attend all-day "passive
' SIGN READING, "We Love
Board as Editor of the "Sunday President of the Tennessee Baptist
This is the first of a series of since the Emancipation Proclamaformal
arface
crisis
were
to
the
after
strike
resistance"
Our Women Too!" is carried
Missionary and Educational conarticles that the Youth Council of tion, that is, it has been almost
raignment in the case yes- School Informer" and of the "Sunrape of a coed by four white
'3, students at Florida A di M
vention, Dean of the Tennessee
day
School
Teacher."
He
wrote
100 years since the Negro has
terday. UPI Telephoto.
the NAACP shall write to inform
university, Tallahassee, as
Education
Leadership
the Boardl "Manual for Sunday Baptist
been proclaimed free, but in realithe teenage public, as well as the ty, this is only half free. Yes, we Schools. Manual for State Depart- Congress, and Young EncampMcGenthia Collins named Alfred
adults and others, about their re- as Negroes, are free from the
ments of Christian Education," ment, and member of the ExecuClendon as her stand-in for the
sponsibilities, the effects ra- bonds of physical slavery, but not
agencies
of
vice-president-director
cial segregation and integration emotional, mental, intellectual and
position, "ousting" H. A. Gilliam,
social slavery. I am sure we are,,,
(Continued from Page 1)
shall bear upon them, which in(Continued from Page 1)
REPLACEMENTS
all aware of this fact.
must
be-I
myself,
and
what
eludes
disclosed
(at
4
p.m.
EDT)
TuesInstalled
as
Gladys Wilson was
I do not believe that it should-ing qualifications in personal
expected of us with the inevitable be necessary to stress the inVice President-Assistant Secretary day at Poplarville.
scholarship, character, leadership,
coming of firstclass citizenship. portance of a civil rights organize.'
charge of the Industrial depart- BODY MOVED
in
and service.
ment, replacing T. J. Willis; Ern- Parker's body was taken from
It is the sole purpose of these tion at this particular time. I di
SEVENTH SALUTE
took over as Charity hospital here early yesterestine Henderson
articles to denounce racial segre- not believe, however, that it should
This action marked the seventh
Assistant-Secretary
Vice-President
ambulance
to
Hall's
day
in
an
gation
and racial discrimination in be necessar yto stress the imporannual "Salute to High School
in charge of the Ordinary Dept., mortuary in Hattiesburg, Miss.
any form whatsoever. I believe it tance of belonging to such an orScholarship Day" sponsored by'
J. A. Olive's job, while Shirley
Parker was awaiting trial at
is unjust, illegal, and sinful to ganization, Consequently, this in
Universal Life Insurance Compox supervised the Claims de- Poplarville on charges of raping
practice either one.
.in attempt to encourage you to
pany. On this day, honor students
partment, taking L. H. Boyce's a 23-year-old white mother Feb.
About five years ago, a teenage join the NAACP and its auxill
from a city or county school—
with
to
spend
some
time
MEETS
WEST
—
Two
him
EAST
office of vice-president assistant 24. while her four-year-old daughNegro, Emmett Till, was taken aries.
they alternate each year — are
All Bin Mummer, right, of
visitors from Southeast Asia,
secretary.
ter looked on. The alleged assault
from his home and mobbed, appar-1 I can hear you asking these
brought to Universal Life Insurwas
just
arriving
Malaya,
who
employes
of
the
United
both
occurred
near
Lumberton,
where
ently by whites, and undoubtedly questions. . NAACP? Who me?
ance company for an observance As indication of their apprecia.
as a guest of the college. The
States Information Agency,
the rape victim's car had stalled.
because of racial prejudice and ra- But why? Well here's your anwhich places them in key official tion for the opportunity afforded
tours
pair
were
conducted
on
met
recently
by
chance
on
the
The
attack
was
made
after
t
h
e
OFFICER FIRED — Following his cial hatred. Two weeks ago, a Ne- swer. Life's road ahead, for us as
administrative and personnel posi- them to study big business in acand Introduced to Memphians
campus
of
LeMoyne
college.
woman's
husband
left
the
vehicle
the
students
entertained
tion,
last week on charges of be- gro man was taken apparently by,future adult citizens is still uptions for the day,
by Prof. Howard E. Sims, arrest
Myat Kew, left, of Burma
home office personnel with a pro- to go to a garage.
ing drunk, assault and battery and whites, and mobbed undoubtedly hilland is paved with plenty of
Honorees this year were memcenter, a member of the Lewas waiting for a train to the
Parker's body was pulled from
during
the
last
hour
of
the
gram
disorderly conduct, Patrolman because of racial prejudice and ma- stumbling blocks. Even you may
bers of the Douglass high school
Moyne faculty.
West Coasi and that allowed
the river six hours after it was
day.
Frank Pebbles was discharged racial hatred,
someday tall or trip over these
National Honor society, recently
from the Memphis Police depart. These two crude incidents hap- prejudiceblocks, unless someone
Under the direction of Omar found. The delay results from the
organized and having week-long
convening at the scene of a Washhe
knocked
Arrested
after
ment.
Acapella
Robinson,
the
Douglass
pened in the same state and as, or some organization acts to hetinstallations at the school during
ington-st. Tammany parish (counthree of his estranged wife's teeth of this day the murderer or mur- ter the road, and the NAACP has
the same week. Douglass follows ensemble rendered heart-warmty), La., coronr's jury.
out. Mr. Peebles Was dismissed, derers of young Till haven't been taken some action to help.
Melrose, Geeter, Booker T. Wash- ing music.
according to Police Chief J. C. Me.L,brought to justice.
TROUSERS MISSING
According to a recent publication
inglon, Mt. Pisgah, Manassas and YOL'THFUL MINISTER
Donald for "conduct unbecoming Five years from
Woodstock as participants in the The devotion period led by one The body was bleached, apparthis day, unless "the NAACP and its Youth Counto
Robert' tery. Southern Funeral home was an officer." He forfeited $63 bond the Negroes wake up and realize cil has done more to advance the
annual salute to high school of Douglass' youthful ministers, ently from the long period of sub- Funeral services
I
•
ht City Court.
Jonathan Rodgers, was touching mersion in the 40-yard wide river. "Frog" Claxton, who died of a i n charge of arrangements.
achievement.
what is being done, not just to Negro than any other organizeand
meditative.
Delores
Jordan
Till or Parker. hut to him, the tion in the world."
When
Parker
was
snatched
from
successors
to
the
the youthful
heart attack shortly after arriving '
murderers of Till will still be free. It is inconceivable that anyone
top positions of Universal Life In- and Cheryl Scott disblayed ex- his cell he was wearing a pair of at the Union Memorial Baptist
should doubt the importance of belt has been almost 100 years
surance Company arrived about cellent talent in dramatics, while trousers in addition to his underlonging to such an organization.
church for Sunday night services
9 45 with office personel. A. C. Miss Cecelia Willis dance teams wear. The trousers were missing
Fellow students, let us wake up
on April 28, were held at the GolWilliams — who taped installation showed talent and superb chore- Monday.
NELSON FOX played in his to the most important thing of our
The body was found near the den Leaf Baptist church on last
proceedings for the seventh con- ography.
530th consecutive game at second lives — our civil rights. Let us
secutive year — was on hand to The audience applause following Mississippi shore of the river a Friday night.
base April 30th, having last mist- all join the NAACP.
get the installation program Aubrey Cross's rendition of "He" little over a half mile south of An usher at Golden Leaf, Mr.
ed a game on Aug. 5th, 1955, when
Actually, to join Is not enough
brought him back to do "Em- this city.
promptly underway.
Claxton was stricken soon after
Hrs. Autherine Lucy Foster, who just the certificate, but it will Manager Marty Marion decided in itself. But to believe in and
braceable You." Both were done NO CLUES
where his
entering the church
TOURED BUILDING
this worthwhile organize
to
"rest"
support
him.
As
the
enseason
known take several summers to get a deinternationally
became
. A planned, conducted tour of in professional fashion. A piano Parker and the lynch mob had wife, Mrs. Meriest Claxton, Was
tered May Fox had played in 805 tion indicates to all that we th
when she attempted to study for a gree."
solo
by
Joan
Douglass
and
rethe building preceded a recreation
been the objects of one of the a member.
youth of Memphis do care about '
graduate degree at the University
Mrs. Foster is seeking a mas- of the last 806 White Sox Amenand picture-making period. Afterl marks of thanks by Genthia Col- south's largest manhunts. Neither
According to Mrs. Claxton, her of Alabama, will study for her ter's degree in library science, and can League games. The old record our future.
lins
rounded
out
the
program.
the FBI 40 agents nor the large husband was thought to have been
lunch, served in the spacious cafe-'
master's degree at the University is at present librarian at the Mary for second basemen's durability The next meeting of the Youth
Mississippi state highway patrol suffering from indigestion at first.
teria, the top officers selected STUDENT PARTICIPANTS
of Texas this Summer on a scho- Allen college in Crockett, Texas. WAS 477 consecutive games by the Council is Tuesday, May 12, at 5
Coordinating the program for staff working day and night on,He was assisted to a chair and
their departmental staff and ousted
late Eddie Collins from 1914 to p. 411. in room 105 of the Mt. Olive
larship granted by the Elks.
Lt. Lee also announced that the
all officers and much of the sup- Douglass WAS Mrs. Mabel Jones, the case had reported any clues. died a few minutes later.
Cathedral. Let's join.
The announcement of the scho- Elks planned to give "massive as- 1918.
erviaory staff from their positions. who also chaperoned the following
Mississippi
A bridge which joins
A Mason, Mr. Claxton was a larship grant WAS made by Lt. sistance" to the more than 40 chil"Infant" executives then set about honor student participants:
above
the
river
Louisiana
just
and
member of the Douglass Lodge No. George W. Lee, grand commission- dren who entered previously alllearning the "behind the scenes" James Alexander, Ernestine Hen- where the body was found may 360. He was employed for nearly
er of education for the Elks.
Starts Sunday!
white high schools in the state of
derson, William Rodgers, Genthia have been the dumping spot for
activities of big business.
30 years at the Buckeye Cotton
In granting the scholarship to Virgins earlier this year after the
3 Big Dave 3!
Taped installation remarks were Collins, Gladys Wilson. Charlie the victim. There were no weights Oil Mill, Hollywood branch.
Mrs. Foster, Lt. Lee said: "The j laws which sougt to keep them
hear over Radio Station WDIA Booker, Shirley Knox, Sadie Ful- attached to the body.
Officiating at the funeral were
Friday evening. The top officer — ton, Velma Murrell, Gussie M. Parker was carried feet first, Rev. L. A. Hamblin, pastor of Gol- struggle for freedom is every-I out were declared illegal.
THE
taking over the chairman of the Ford, Carolyn Willis, Elizabeth screaming and shouting, from his den Leaf, and Rev. J. W. West, body's struggle, and every lover nsoszen SHAD SHRDL SHRD SH
of freedom will long remember! "Now that the massive resinboard-president position from A. Baker, Bobbie Knox, Patsy limit- normally unguarded third floor pastor of Union Memorial.
THRILLER
your courageous fight at the Uni- tance campaign in Virginia has
M. Walker — wag installed by a ton, Willie Roth Wilson, John Pearl River County courthouse
Aside from his wife, Mr. Claxton versiyt of Alabama to unlock clos- been broken up," Lt. Lee said.
I
h
Delores Jordan, Alfred
Douglass graduate now employedurman,
jail by the men, who first hit him is survived by three children, Mrs. ed doors to Negro youth,
"I have collaborated with the
in the Universal Life home office. McClendon, Francine McConnel, with their fists. Parker was tossed
of Highland Park,
Mary
Forge
"At the University of Alabama Grand Exalted Ruler, Robert
Mrs. Marguerite Cherry Mosley. Audrey Yates, Catherine Avery, into a car and a convoy of four
Mich.; Hazel and Leonard Claxyou stood up under trying cir- Johnson, to give recognition to the
Each "officer" then selected and Lillie Wesson, Bobbie J. Robinson, or five vehicles sped the Negro
Memphis;
other
relaof
and
ton
cumstances and fought the battle 40 odd Virginia children who
installed an official partner, with Minnie L. Seay, Freddie Rooks, out of the south Mississippi town.
tives.
of the entire race in an effort to crushed it with their b are hands."
the last such "officer" installed Joan Douglas, Ida Wilson, George
Interment was in Galilee ceme.'secure equality in education for
giving thanks to the company for Bland. Susan Neal, Imogene Clax.
He said they would be invited,
all and a social and political pro- along with their "brave leader."
its open-door policy as relates to ton, Rosie Nichols, Josephine
Bland,
THE
Susan
NEXT
LADIES
Neal,
Day
Imogene
at
Clax
verity
and
happiness
whose
Mrs.
Vivan Carter Mason to the
educational and civic promotions.
Nichols. Everlena Billups, Robert
Comiskey Park is Saturday, May course shall he onward and up- Grand Lodge in Atlantic City, N.
SENT 'SUBS'
9th, when Cleveland battles the ward, and which, while the earth J. He said the boys and girls will
Because of the city-wide mathe. L. Mann, Charly Scott, Barbara
(Continued from page 1)
White Sox. All Ladies will be ad-'endures, shall not pass away." be the Elks' guest during the Namatic examination held at Le- S. Moore. Huey Long, Joyce HopMoyne college on that day, sever- WTI, James Bradford, Robert Wil- Lumberton city hall where Moody rnitted upon purchase of a 1.25 In her appeal to the Elks for the tional Oratorical contest and BacJuanita Yates, Doris Keath, and Hickman talked with him service charge ticket at the gate. scholarship, Mrs. Foster said that calaureate sermon at the Grand
al top students — previously ap-1lis,
,
pointed to key positions — had tol James Sanders, Aubrey Cross, awhile. Malachi said Moody asked
she wanted to study for the Sum- Lodge.
BILLY PIERCE oche' corn- mom and then return to work in There are 411 students in colleges
!
send stand-ins. Substituting f o r Martin Tisdale. Bradford McLean, Sheriff Hickman if he wanted him
talk.
The
"Rainbow"
latJonathan
make
plete
games
in
three
to
of
his
five
and universities in the United
Rodgers, Barbara Dethe Fall,
James Alexander as chairman of
ter was quoted as saying no but starts this season as he registered "At present it is not known how States, Canada and Mexico this
the board -president was Genthia' mire'
that Malachi would be ready to three victories and one defeat. His long it will take to get a master's year who are studying on Elk
Collins. Robert Mann took overIi
talk in the morning. On the fol- 4.3 eleven inning triumph over the degree, which is what I desire," scholarships., and they include
the first vice president-secretary's
lowing morning he gave them the Yankees April 30th made his life- Mrs. Foster wrote "The Universi- Bobby Cain, the first Negro to Iraposition from B. G. Olive, jr., forstl
same statement.
time mark against New York stand ty of Texas points out that 36 se- duate from Clinton High school in
William Rodgers. jr. Substituting
KNEW PARKER
at 20-30.
mester hours is needed to receive Tennessee; Gail Ann Eons, who
for Charlie Booker as vice presisaid
he
was
given
a
Malachi
later finished at the school, and
dent-medical director, replacing
LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI) — A summons to appear in the PoplarErnest McEwen, who led a studDr. J. W. Kelso. was Aubrey Cross. three-man commission on higher
other:
ent revolt in Mississippi.
Having moved up to president, education from Britain and the ville court along with the
four boys. After the others were
United States has arrived to con- questioned he said authorities:
fer with Nigerian leaders on this sent one of the witnesses to tell
African country's education needs. him, "They don't want to talk to•
old drunk -Rainbow." This was
probably due to the fact that he
failed to go along with the story
suggested by officials.
He has not been questioned by
(Continued from Page 1)
local authorities since that time,
he said. However Malachi Moriday
ticular ends, whether they be good talked with FBI officials and Deor had, men live not under the fender newsmen.
rule of law.
Maalchi said he has known
"If we live under the rule of Parker "since he was a kid." He
law:' Senator Eastland said. said he never heard the youthl
"when we come to a particular boast about white women. He said
THIRTEEN WERE injured
order to Weep from striking a
case we seek to find the law of Parker was never involved in any
when this Memphis bound bus
truck whith he said was stradthe case, not to make it. When- sex crimes to his knowledge. He
left the highway outside Hot
dling the center line of the
Pr.
ever or wherever the law of the said Parker remained in the'
Springs. Ark. The driver of the
Arkadelphia highway. — Photo
case is made for that case, there South while in military service,'
Modern, Scenic and Floral Prints. Beautiful Patterns. Length
bus said he had to swerve in
is a departure from the rule of Malachi said he had not seen!
correct for new houses.
—
law as a matter of principle."
Parker since the morning of Feb.'
CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPES t SLIP COVERS
Mr. Eastland. who is chairman 24. when he was on his way to
Highest Quality, superb tailoring, Low Price!
of the Senate Judiciary Commit- work. At this time he was runSelect at home at your convenience
mist
GRADUATE
—
tee,
law
is
HOPES TO
said that when new
ning late and could not stop to
by
men
the
made
it
made
should be
Vera Phinisee. in
executive
telt with Parker whom he met
secretarial course at Henderson who are "elected by the people on the street.
Business college hopes to gradu• and responsible to the people so The unmarried Malachi has two
ate on Junc 1. She is a graduate as to avoid the taint of incipient other sisters in Mississippi. He
ef ItTW high school and a mem• tyranny which is inherent in any has a brother here in addition to
her of the Pentecostal Temple. She law that represents the whims or the sister who sent him his fare.
‘tothproofed for life gp,
I Mors: French Beige,
b also employed at John Gaston convictions of one man or one He said his previous encounters
215
hospital. Henderson commence. group."
with the law were for being drunk
Parchment. Gold,
AL)f.
A.VoN1NriCo
Sent ceremonies will he held all He told the group that careful and fighting.
Sry.
Celadon, Etc.
Progresshe
Baptist
Hs,
church,, distinction must be made between "I don't intend to go back to
peetored by 141. 0. G. CollIns.1 mere law and the rule of law.
Mississippi,'' Malachi said.
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Living Is Killing Me

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

By L F. PALMER, JR.

3
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1

L P. PALMER, JR.
consternation that I had only
Woman's place is not in the made a straight out of it
when 1
bee — not if there's a poker could have made
a straight flush.
me going on. '
NO IDEA
gs have come to a pretty By now, I was
55 when a guy can't enjoy a fqddled. But I hadcompletely beno idea that
good game of stud without the this • was
just the beginning.
Lefties adding all their frills. Another dear, dear
WIM AN
Talk about wild wimmin! Oh. (that's the singular
of wimmlnl
brother, they throw All inhibitions came up with
something called
to the wind when they start."Mississippi."
'peeping a,t the hole cards."
She explained that in this coita1 was at a party the other night pletely berserk
burlesque of pos
and having one heck of a good her, four
cards were wild. (I
time playing straight stud poker learned later that
this was true
with a bunch of guys. Nothing because there
are four "i's" ii
crazy. Two bits about she highest Mississippi.
And what has an "I"
bet.
got to do with poker?
The wimmin were in their I looked
at my hand and felt
corner yakking when apparently as lost as an
organ grinder in
they ran out of people to talk Birdland. I
folded on t h e first
about. They decided to invade our bet,
little gami.
THE CLINCHER
NEW RULE
, And then came the clincher
They immediately invoked a Somebody (a wiman,
naturally),
rule that we would play dealer's dealt a cutie
FEDERATION OFFICERS —
ors (left) t'ernice Gamble,
er; Waiter Landrum, of Aupresident: Floyd O'Kain, of
called "Conclusion"
choice except that when I dealt and I'm here
of the State of Arkansas New
sr.. of Marion, Ark. From
gusta, reporter; Bennie Banks,
Claredon, secretary ; and Grato tell you, it was
Farmers of America are shown
straight stud, you should of heard the end.
left to right are Author Red of Marion, president; John
dy Brooks, sectional president.
above with one of their advisthe squawking. So they amended
dick, of Cotton Plant, treasurFields, of West Helena, sire
The Federation met May 1 in
Everything was wild. So help
the rule to read "dealer's choice me. Everybody
Marion. Ark.
claimed a royal
,•eept you can't deal straight flush, 'and while
the wimmin werel
ior draw."
arguing about whose WAS the l
It. C. IISYNIE (left) State
their victory In the quiz conbe first gal dealt something "highest." the
Words of the Wise
male
New Formers of America adtest at the Federation Contest
National
called "spit on the ocean." I had sneaked into another contingent!
room and,
young man would do
Every
congratulates
visor,
John
Meeting in Marion. Ark., last
heard of this variation but it took started a nice,
quite game of stud
well to remember that all
M.
from
Kelley,
M.
Wesley
Friday, May I. The Distrriet
me three hands to get it straight again.
successful business stands on
Marvel.
High
Tate
of
nue' was attended with
Ark.,
IV
and
and by then I had dropped a And, as
the foundation of morality.
you know, in stud,
Clarence Hughes of Lincoln
entrants from It chapters In
fortune.
--(Henry Ward Beecher)
nothing's wild unless it's that
high, Forrest City. Ark., on
the Federation.
The next innovation was somej glorious thought
spinning around Lester B. Granger. executive' sentiment against discrimination An example of the League's ef-, thing called Iti-Lo. This meant in your head
about banishing all director df the National Urban and a widespread willingness to forts in the health and welfare
that your high card and your low wimmin to
Tishomingo (which, in League, today (April 26) announ-, work toward interracial under- field is a new sewer
system in
card were both wild. I put a hand case you're
interested, is in Mis- red publication of a three-year standing.
a ,Negro section of Fort Wayne,.
together and learned later to iv sissippi.)
report of the League's interracial "Improvement of the economic Ind., installed after an eight-year .
service activities. Titled "Build- position of the Negro wage earner fight by the local 1,eague. Housing
ing for Equal Opportunity," the continued to be the Urban Lea- for Negroes, both in new develop44-page report catalogues and in- gue's primary concern," Granger ments and older communities, is
On Friday of last week the Span- 1 Boys: Robert Wallace, jr., Lerterprets the League's achieve- Slates in his introduction to the steadily expanding through LeaIsla club of Melrose presented their nell Cheers, William Jackson, Clevments and setbacks on the race report.
gue discussions with builders, annual chapel program. This
land Cox, Sam Marshall, Lynn Dilrelations front during the historic ON LOCAL LEVEL
legislators and city planners all year's program saluted all of
the lard, Kenneth Cox, Teddy Spencer,
and turbulent 1956-1958 period.
over
the
United
States. The Urban Latin American countries. 0. V. Charlie and Arthur Hull,
On the local level this Was illuDivided into chapters on hous- strated by victory in a 15-year League of Cleveland has set up Nelso is the advisor of the club.
CLUB NEWS
ng public information, research, battle to license Negro master the first racial relations housing
' A bogus magazine subscription V. Morse, Jr., BBB
manager said,
SALUTE TO DEBUTANTES
The Counts will try it again.I
vocational guidance, health and plumbers in Baltimore, merit service in the city's history.
salesman, who signed his name R. "we have a previous record
on a
This week the spotlight falls on What? Another dance. This will
It. Dixon, and falsely claimed to fradulent magazine
welfare, and employment, it pre- hiring of Negroes for city civil A special section of the threesolicitor using
a group of young ladies who pos. be their second in a month. Inciriliesent Periodical Publishing the name 'Robert Harry Dixon,' sents a sharply detailed picture service jobs in Omaha, Neb., em- year record deals with the Leaseas all of the charm and beauty dentally their dance the other week
of the organization at work in ployment of Negroes in hundreds gue's efforts to increase the numpany. has swindled an un- and had we received any
inquiries
that any young lady could want. was not very successful. To the
her of adoptions of Negro chilks wn number of Negroes in Mem- about his activities
sixty•three
American
communiairlines
,
of
jobs
in
York
New
City
while he was
They are the Debutantes of Mel- President. I heard that you wanted
phis in recent months, according to still soliciting in town, in
all prob- ties served by local Urban Lea- and around the country. The Lea- dren. More than $300,000 watt re- rose. Melrose was very fortunate to see flue. You may see me at
the Memphis Better Business Bu- ability we would have
ceived
from
gues
under
foundations
the
general
direction'
gue's
for
work
National
Commerce
and
Inbeen able to
to have 11 Debs. They are Misses any time. I live at 798 Josephine
reau.
have him picked up by the police. of a national headquarters at 14 dustry Council, composed of twen- in this area.
Eunice Dunn, Henerine Anderson, at,
"Dixon," according to the BBB,1
"Unfortunately," he said, "the East 48th Street New York City.lt y-seven industrial leaders, and , TO ENCOURAGE
Ann Mitchell, Jettie Sesley, Bar- Next week in the club news
walks with a pronounced limp —
victims did not report their ex- In spite of increased tensions i ts Trade Union Committee of fif- 1 To encourage young Negroes to bara Bailey, Vivian Keely, Roset- there will be a story on Miss Wewhether real or pretended is not perience
until three months had in many areas, the report indi- teen labor leaders exerted power- train as scientists and technicians ta Williams, Muriel Guy, Kassie pendent. She was crowned at their
known—and in soliciting claims to one
I h e League's national head- Conley, Ann Slant's and Sandra
by. By now, Dixonb cates a strong national tide of ful influence in this area.
fabulous talent program last Monbe an ex-merchant marine, lie is bly
quarters has initiated a new youth Brascomb. I would like to
long gone."
con- day night.
white and was described by the
'incentives program. It supple- gratulate these young ladies for
How
can
the
public
protect itl ments traditional
victims as short in stature.
TOP SOCIAL CLUBS
vocational gui- their first 'step to success.
self against swindles!
Bondads, Zepherys, DU.
Several victims reported that in
dance services which aim to halt!TOP
TEN
"Legitimate
magazine publishsharms, Model Teens, Coeds.
January they gave Dixon varying
t h e waste of talented minority Girls:
Ann
Mitchell,
ers
and
Barbara
subscription
agencies have
Boys: lndpendents, blarquettes,
deposits, usually about $1.75 towstudents who fail
to complete Bailey, Vivian Keeley,
Eunice Barons, Zetus, Counts.
ard a year's subscription to Ebony a cooperative program (known as
their education because of special Dunn, Sandra
Brascomh,
Central
Muriel
Registry
Plan)
with
Betand several other magazines. The
problems.
Guy, Ann Suttles, Rosetta Wilrate fo rthe magazines was unbe- ter Business Bureaus across the
Most widely publicized of the liams. Ilenerine Anderson
country,
and Jet,
Mr.
Morse
said.
lievbly low, nd ccording to BBB
League's activities during the tie Sesley.
should have been tip-off to the CALL BBB
three-year period were its anAMERICAN LEAGUE
victims. The swindler used the type "If a dishonest solicitor pockets
nual Equal Opportunity Day obW. L, PCT.
of receipts which can he purchas- the money and does not turn in
servances on November 19, laun- 01111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111S1111111111111111111111110
succeed
America
carrier
to
in
rural
leadIf
Negro
is
first
the
rice.
.722
Cleveland
13 5
the order, we can help the victim
ed in any five and dime store.
ched by proclamations from
world
Marxthe
the
against
ing
assigned
the
Negro
assigned,
a
CHICAGO
11
.579
get his or her magazine, provided
KNOWN SWINDLER
governors of many states and by
philosophy
Union,
Soviet
of
Memphis,
the
ist
Neoffice
regional
a
in
Baltimore
11
.579 WINS AGAIN -- The first place
R
"In this particular case," George they have a bona fide receipt
Kansas City
It 9
.550 winner in the state-wide bathing
from any magazine publisher or it cannot aford many more Mont- gro superintendent and an assis- President Eisenhower
Mr. Granger states the goal of
By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
Washington
11 10
.524 beauty contest sponsored by the
agency participating in the Central gomerys, Little Rocks or Poplar- tant superintendent to the George
villes, Lt. George W. Lee, Elks' Lee Post office in Memphis, and he Urban League as "Equal opElks in Kingsport. Tenn., last Sum
Registry plan."
9
.471
5111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111110 Boston
grand commissioner of education, the second deputy U. S. Marshal in portunity based on merit. It con•l
i
New York
.368 day during the annual conven7 12
"All such participants in the told
A GOOD MAN
an audience at the organiza- a half century appointed.
was Miss Ida Mae Jones. a
entrates on job opportunities and
tion
.211
4 15
Detroit
program have guaranteed delivery tMn's annual convention in Kingsbetter training and guidance for -You just can't stop a real good Boston 8, Kansas City 4
MAKING PROGRESS
senior at Booker T. Washington
in such cases, provided proof is at port, Tenn.,
last Sunday.
man,
high school in Memphis. A consis"We in America know that real youth. The League program seeks
(Only Game Scheduled)
Mr. and Mrs. McAdams Sloan ' hand that the order was taken on The speech by Lt. Lee was de- progress is being made in race solutions of serious racial hous- Here is the reason why,
tent winner of contests where pill.
a
valid
subscription
form.
Mem- livered in connection with an ora- relations. Our democracy is not ing problems and works for im- Because it was not
of 984 Woodlawn Street have anchritude is displayed, Miss Jones
in the plan—
NATIONAL LEAGUE
nounced the engagement of their bers of the public are welcome to torical contest, and young people quite adult, but adolescent; our proved use of public services Why waste your time to try?
won an earlier ocntest in MemW. 1,, PCT. phis which was sponsored by the
daughter, Miss Mildred 0. Sloan! call the bureau to ascertain the from all parts of the state compet- roads are not often smooth and made freely available. For the There is something deep within
12
Francisco
fl
San
.600
to William A. McGill of Detroit,I validity of any magazine salesman. ed for $1,000 scholarships.
mountainous.
even, but sometimes
I Artists' and Models' club. She will
nine million Negroes who live in That urges him to go,
Los Angeles
13 9
.591 represent Tennessee at the Elks'
Mich., the son of Mr. and Mrs.! All authorized agents are required
A bathing beauty contest was al' But America can't afford many cities, the League is a strong in- That's what it is that makes
Milwaukee
'1
.588
10
William A. McGill, Sr., of Detroit. to register with our office before *0 a featured attraction of the more Little Rocks, many more . fluence for improved family
conventionn in Atlantic
1national
him win
life
Cincinnati
11 9
.550 1City this Summer. (Withers Phis.
The wedding of the prominent Memphis police will permit them convention, and the first place win- Montgomerys, or many more Pop- and better neighborhood
condiWhile
fail
others
to
show,
to
solicit
publicly.
9 9
Pittsburgh
.500 to)
young couple will be solemnized on!
ner was Miss Ida Mae Jones, a larvilles. and succeed in leading tions."
You just can't keep a good man CHICAGO
.476
10 11
June 27 at the Second Baptist "All that is needed to protect Booker T. Washington high school the world against Soviet Russia's'
down,
Financially
the
local
Leagues,
the purchaser is a simple phone senior, who will go to Atlantic Marxist philosophy of naked ma-I
St. Louis
S 15
.250
Church in Detroit.
1 KANSAS CITY. Mo. — (UPI)
small-scale replicas of the Nation- He will hold up kis head;
Pittsburgh 2, Chicago 1
Miss Sloan attended Manassas call," Mr. Morse said, "before City this Summer to compete for, terialism." he said.
'rhe Kansas City Athletics have
al
Though
Urban
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others
are
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about
him
paying
San
any
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national
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Lt. Lee said that it is 1MDOSSiS
to door magazine.
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Memphis
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education
was
devel-i
of
and
hide."
versity. She is a teacher in the
southpaw, worked four and twomembership dues, The National
sponsored by the Artists and Mod- opment to Negro youth."
Detroit public school system.
thirds innings for the A's this
els' club. She was also named the He said that the Negro is not,League headquarters meets its
Mr. McGill, formerly of Wilm-i
season, compiling an 11.57 earned
winner in the "Miss Bronze only fighting for full democracy,, budget needs through individual
ington, N. C., is a graduate of
run average.
Queen" contest, hut disqualified but also fighting to save America. and group contributions and by
Storehouse College and the Uni-1
• ••
when it was learned that she was In order to accomplish this. Lt.' membership fees by local Leaversity of Michigan. lie is a mem- 1
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— (UPI) —The NeW
living
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in
the
said,
Lee
the
Negro
gues.
gradumust
ber of Omega Psi Phi fraternity' WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
A million-dollar new. plant Is! ject represents' a somewhat ro- York Yankees have announced
During his speech, Lt. Lee re- ate a large number of his children:
Redskins revealed
and is a senior public aid worker Washington
postponed
that
the
game of April
BRUNSWICK, Maine. — (UPI) scheduled to start operations in mantic "return home" of a world•
with the Detroit Department of they may sign Ernie Hefferle, viewed the progress which has from the best possible schols.
11 with the Boston Red Sox has
present line coach at the Univer- been made under the leadership The "Massive Assistance Prog-,— Dr. Daniel F. Hanley of Bruns- Tennessee on or about the first famous trade-name and product
Public Welfare.
rescheduled
been
Yankee
for
that gained early fame in TennesCollege
school wee kin July.
II and Mrs. Sloan and mem- sity of Pittsburgh, to the p r o of Congressman B. Carroll Reece. ram" of the Elks calls for the giv- wich, Bowdoin
scholarshin aid' physician, has been named to the
Lewis S. Rosenstiel, chairman see. Even more romantically, the Stadium Wednesday night, July
As
a
of
result
his
"matchless
$100.000
ing
of
in
club's
coaching
staff.
oir of their families will go to
July 7 major
8, provided the
medical and president of Schenley Indus- re-establishment is coming about
Detroit to attend the wedding of Washington coach Mike Nixon,leadership," Lt. I,ee said, the first to young Americans of all races U. S. Olympic team's
Negro clerk in 55 years had been and creeds this year, Lt. Lee, staff. Hanley will accompany the tries, Inc., announced today that on the exact site which the origi- league ALL-STAR game is not
their. daughter.
said he has talked to Ilefferle with'
postponed.
appointed to the Knoxville post of- , said,
team to Rome tor the 1960 games. construction of the distillery being nal fame grew.
the permission of university offibuilt by Scheneley in Coffee county
Mr. Rosenstiel said that the Tulcials. Nixon added he expects an
near Tullahoma has progressed to lahoma distillery principally will
, answer by today.
the point where production can produce Geo. A. Dickel's Cascade
111200n all
d
&eta!, the best thing
Hefferle is being sought to fill
"confidently" be expected to start whiskey — the "mellow as moon10e yOu
011A.M.. Pain ORA•JEL/0
LANA TURNER
the Redskins' line coaching spot
rsnishes in seconds.
that week.
light'' straight bourbon that orig.
which has been vacant since Di,l
JOHN GAVIN
When completed and operating, Mated in Tennessee—and that the
Evans resigned to accept a sin,
the new plant will employ be- new plant is being erected on the
SANDRA DEE
lar job at Notre Dame. Nix,
tween 100 and 150 people, Mr. Ro- same land and the same stream
DAN O'HERLIHY
previously had tried to get Eddi
senstiel said. He estimated the on which Cascade was first distillErdelatz after he resigned as
total cost of the installation at "up- ed by the Dickel company in 1870.
Feerst's Armee".
I.
Navy head coach.
ward of $1 million."
0
.17 of today's ters.••fiod
Nixon described Hefferle as A 0
ONLY TWO
g•oe,etree,
'long'time personal friend and an
The distillery will he Tennessee's
excellent coach."
second. Although the Volunteer
Save timer, roam and fuel by
TOASTERS LAMPS
State rivaled Kentucky in the progee:Acing vegetables in the bottom
duction of whiskey a half-century
HEATERS
of a doubt. boa., wl•gle yoo rnak•
ago, the only Tennessee distillery
the morn souse Fere then" I,, ttte
VACUUM CLEANERS
Imp« part.
now operating is at Lynchburg.
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
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Urban League Rekases
Report On Interracial Services

MELROSE REVIEW

Beware Of PhonyBook
Salesman,Reports BBB

Lt. Lee Says U.S.
Failing At Home

Major Leagues

VERSE A DAY

June Bride ,
In Detroit

Schenley To Open Tenn.
Plant In Early Summer

Washington Seeks
Pitt Line Coach

TOOTHACHE

Wife Preseners

IRONS REPAIRED

"Good Trade" says

LOANS
on

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
-wp like to say yes to your
loan requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
APPLIANCES, INC.

Home Owned Home Operated
2 Locations
152 Madison

JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 34507
Fre* Parkin,
Oven Nights
760 Union

4

-

—

JA 5-7611

Main
JA 5-1351
—
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Insurarre and Ranking

161 S.

IT'S SPRING AGAIN at Knoxville College— and the four
students shown above enjoy
doing their lesosns on the front
campus lawn. They are, from

left, Elizabeth Sanders and
Katie Debose, both of Abing•
don, Vs.; Booker T. Ridgeway
of Millers Ferry, Ala., and
/terrine Collier of Memphis.
Eugene Turner

TV REPAIR SERVICE
Service Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.

LONGVIEW SERVICE
2248 South Lauderdale

Ph. WH 6-0847

QUALITY PAINTS
GUARANTEED NOT TO
Blister, Peel or Mildew!
You Should Try It!

1239 RUSTON RD.

"When I buy a new car it
means a lot to know I will
get a good trade. That's
why I traded for my '59
Buick at . . •

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

Charles Reed

Herbert Streuli
Walter Stretili
334 Gayogo at Wellington .1A 3.1626
And 11;3 Hollywood Near Chelsea

Buick Company
2505 POPLAR

fR o'RANT
aye
DISAM KORNER • POINIT ALDR

MALCO 3rd
BIG WEEK

•
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▪ Staff
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Give Best To Get Best,
Says Ardent Christian

Writers On
pub• Board

Dr. Kelly Smith
Here On May 1

An old adage . . . "Give to the 13' Meetings of the Missionary Vol-ler the eager young lady graduated
world the best that you have and unteer Society which teaches the :from the Booker Washington high
the best will come back to you- moral doctrines of the church.'school and Huntsville college in'
. . but one, nevertheless, that The Temperance Society Is a fay- Mobile, Ala. She taught in Ala- NASHVILLE — T h e follow- Dr. Kelly Miller Smith, pastor church, Vance ave., at 3.15 P.
10.
SuDndrayt.
dheulirvcehr,
has permeated the childhood, the orite of the young adults. They are ham% and Arkansas. Then to try ing a t a f f appointments were
healthy majority in to appease an unsatisfiable desire announced by Rev. Charles d
product of How
Mayinith
cil
e,apwt
.,eN rhsvti1lB
vetb
ace.,
a
Sixth Anniversary of the church adolescence and now the adult- proud of their
NEW TYLER ADIS
hood of quiet and amiable Miss this organization, wherein they for more service to others. R he
tor I oung Ou' and university. He is a leachn
Men's Day at the New Tyler and Mother's Day will be held. Dr. Dorothy Kent. Being a member have pledgee to refrain from aII joined the WACS. Two years were L. Dinkins, secretary, Sunday principal address
the First
School Publishing Board, National plea Day at St John Baptist factor ii the reLyicus life ot the
AME church began and ended on Kelly Miller, pastor of
beverages, smoking, spent in Arlington, Va. where she.
Tenn., of a church comprised of approx- alcoholic
Bapti,t ilenomination, and a speakinc.. at
Baptist Convention.
a high note of stirring and most Baptist church of Nashville,
learned
of
to
ways
the
with
cope
profanity.
and
stimulants
imately one-third active young harmful
er in much demand throughout he
the meeting of the Board of Dienjoyable service, recently. Under will be principal speaker.
the
for
YWCA
service.
the
at
Gatherings
$152
their
count!y
Alfredo adults intent on "giving
rectors of the Publishing Board,
the leadership of personable C. W. The general chairman is
best" ... is it any wonder then? recreation are delightful, as well Miss Kent believes her ChrisMusic for the occasion will he
Bowen, the celebration reached Saffold. Rev. A. McEwen Williams Said Miss Kent as she tried to as the picnics in various parts of tian training has been invaluable Tuesday, April 28
provided by the LaRose school
Is the minister.
Mrs. Cecelia Nabrit Adkins, ac-1
new heights.
in her extensive travels and varied
sincere feeling re- the city.
her
express
countent-personnel director. Mrs. Pledges amounteg to $152 were Glee Cub under the direction of
Breakfast during the early BURNING BUSH BAPTIST
garding pointed questions of the The first through the eight experiences of life. She says. "MY
Mrs. Josie Cobb, along with many
hours of the morn appeased the The Helping Hand Industries, role of the church in the lives of grades are taught in the church religious training helped me when Adkins has been on the staff of
paid to the Vance Ave. branch of more special features.
appetites and lent energy for par- Inc., an organiaztion pledged to young adults today . . . "I be- building, daily. Trained teachers I was faced with problems or con- the Board for 16 years in the acconstruction
the
toward
YWCA
ticipation in the various other help the unfortunate, celebrated lieve the church is trying very are in charge of the classes. A flicts". She feels she has derived counting department. A summa the
A triple occasion will be observservices slated for the day. The four years of service last Sunday hard to fulfill the needs of the new addition to the private school patience, faith, a better under-1 cum laude graduate of Fisk uni- of a new building by 25 individ- ed. The morning service will be
accord.
organization,
register.
a
is
Adkins
Mrs.
McEwen Wilversity,
uals and one
men of the church prepared and at the Burning Bush Baptist young adults."
conducted by Rev.
is a kindergarten. Students of all standing of people and a broader
ed public accountant, and h a s ipnagrdt.o officials of the YWCA. The liams, church pastor, with special
served the meal. Then Sunday church. The guest speaker was As an example she uses the pro- faiths may attend,
on life from her training.
outlook
School was held. A dynamic ser- J. W. Dickey. Others appearing gram set up at her church, the In this rich soil, Miss Kent took The young woman particularly been in her present position for pledges ranged from five to $15. emphasis being placed on the 7t
Paying pledges in full were Mrs. anniversary of the church at the
mon by the pastor, Rev. Robert on the program were Rev. J. L. Seventh Day Adventist of 1051 root and grew into a finished prod- likes to work with the children in seven years.
Miss A. M. O'Reilly, business Edgar Davis, Mrs. Lillie Mae Wal- present site.
McRae, followed during the morn- Wilson, Mrs. E. J. Artison, Mrs. Mississippi blvd. The aims there uet giving many profitable re- the church. She likes "to see
them
manager. Miss O'Reilly holds the ker, Mrs. P. E. Caruthers, Mrs
ing worship.
C. Thomas Pelt', Rev. C. Thomas are to develop the individual into turns. Many are the hours she develop and instill in them
The afternoon program will be
things
At 3 p.m., Rev. Phillip Brooks Page Mrs. L. Faye Prewitt and! a well-rounded member .. . meet- spends at the church playing the i that will carry over into adult- Master's Degree in Accounting and A. A. Johnson, Mrs. Vera Clark, in observance of Young People's
Business Administration from t h e Mrs. Beatrice Edwards, Mrs. Lit- day and the evening services will
delivered a thought • provoking Rev. J. W. Powell, the host pas- ing his nceds for spiritual enrich- piano when needed . . . helping hood-.
Atlanta university School of Busi- la Hall and Mrs. William Shep. be devoted to the observance of
message centered around the gen- tor.
ment, moral growth, social devel- with the children when needed
she
Presently,
teaches
music
and
ness Administration. For two years
eral topic "Man". His church, the Thomas Jones, Joe Waller
there
or
in
capacity
whatever
"Mother's day."
awakenopment and intellectual
lessons but she has hopes of fur- she was resident business manager
ral
Featherstone CME, accompanied Mrs. Blanche Walton took charge ing.
Also Mrs. Montine Webb, Miss Alfredo Saffold is the
is a need.
her
thering
education
and
becomH.
Samuel
Rev.
of
House
National
Bath
the
offering.
Baptist
of the
him.
Jean Angst. Mrs. I.etha Young, chairman, Miss B etty WI lams,
The Youth Service club makes The young woman is chaplain of tog a full-time school teacher.
Helping
the
a
was
of
president
3
feature
For
Ark,
is
Spring,
Hot
Booker
Hotel,
Gloria
culminating
and
The
.
Miss Urla Boyd and Lionel Ar- co-chairman and Miss
visitations to different hospitals of the youth choir and pianist for the
swith her} years she has been on the staff of McFadden, Mrs. Ella Mae Mathis, Clark, secretary.
panel on the topic, "Who Is The Hand Industries Inc.
the city spreading cheer and hope, Youn3 People's Society. An inter- mother, Mrs. Jennie
Kent
Mae
of
the
School
,
board
Sunday
Publishing
Most Important In Church, Man
'Mrs Allen B Melville Mrs. Bet
the "worthwhiles" of life. Often eating and informative expereence 1052 Shaw pl. Her
leisure hours in the accounting and business de- I nice Calloway a n d Mrs. Willie
or Woman?" Panelists kept the
the club gives bulging baskets of was hers when she attended the are spent pursuing
her hobbies. partments. She is also part-time I Dean Jackson.
audience on the edge of their
food to supplement where the bare biannual meeting in Birmingham,
swimming, reading, cooking and instructor in business manageseats trying to predict the
necessities are hardly attainable Ala., last year.
I Others were Mrs. Elnora Bates,
music.
ment, Tenness A and I State unioutcome of the debate. Competent
Miss Kent received her elemenin some families.
Mrs. Darthula Baldwin, Mrs. JanI
and
judges decided that men
Pleasurable, also, are the week' tary education at the church. Lat- Of the conscientious church,versity.
lie Irving, Mrs. Rosa Murrell, Mrs.
in
important
worker, the pastor. Rev. Charles Johnnie Latimer, jr., director, I Alma Booth, Mrs. Mary E. Boyce,
women are equally
Graham says, "She is a very Sales and Merchandising. Mr. Lat- I Miss Uela Boyd and Lionel Ar
church.
modest young lady of good Chris- imer holds the Master's Degree in. nom,
FIRST BAPTIST MAGNOLIA
• •
parents, patrons and
tian character who gives liberally accounting and business adminis. I
, Plans are being made at the Many
Elementary
The Clara Barton Health club
to the church."
First Baptist Magnolia church for friends of the Lincoln
tration from the Atlanta university'
recently to
I also contributed to the YWCA
NEW YORK — (UPI) — T
Men's Day. The occasion will be school were present
School of Business Administration.
I building fund,
gunmen kidnaped a jewelry sale
observed Sunday, May 31, at 3 contribute to the success of the
four
For
he
years
resident
was
Annual Spring Tea given in the
man on a 42nd Street curbstofl
P.m.
business manager and accountant
ApSet A&T 'Home Ec' Day
Monday, put a bullet through h'
The public is invited to attend. school cafetorium on Sunday,
the
for
Baptist
National
Training
ril 26. It was sponsored by the P.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — "Home shoulder and robbed hint of an e
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Union Board of the National BapEconomics Day", to be observed timated $250,000 worth of ge
Keep in mind the triple celebra- T. A.
tist
USA,
for
and
Convention,
Inc.,
tion scheduled for the St. John Proceeds from the tea will be
over a year has been manager of at A&T college on Saturday, May, before shoving him out of the
WASHINGTON — President Wil- tions to the liberation of Africa,
Baptist church of 640 Vance ave., used to purchase needed items
he Sunday
School
Publishing 2, will draw some 200 school girls Car.
its
finance
to
and
the school
Furst, 41
liam V. S. Tuhman climaxed the he said that even before the presMay 10. Young People's Day, the for
board's St. Louis, Mo., retail invited from throughout North Ca-' The salesman, Julius
various projects.
Africa ent upsurge of African nationalWashington
day-long celebrations of
Faulkner, truck
reline and border points in Vir- was not seriously hurt althou
Officers of the PTA are Mrs. Freedom Day in Liberia by call- ism Liberia, as a charter member driver for the Memphis Divison of branch •
e
we
bullet
the small caliber
ginia and South Carolina.
Elvira Cody, president; Mrs. Dora ing for a conference to discuss' state of the United Nations, had the Kroger Company, has just corn. S. H. Nesbit, superintendent of
through his right shoulder.
Gillium, vice president; Mrs. Ger- "ending once and for all time the supported and in some instances pleted 20 years of driving for the production. Mr. Nesbit has fifty U. S. families spend one-quar- The two holdup men escaped an
trude Collins, vice president: 7irs. bloodshed, mass destruction and spearheaded every movement to grocery chain without an accident. years experience in the printing ter of their' income for food.
were the object of a police searc
Annie O'Neal, secretary; H r
inhumane practices now being per- free the whole of Africa from the This represents over one million industry, more than 30 of which
LeMoyne college's debate team, Mary Brandon, assistant secrehave
been
with
the Sunday School
petrated in some parts of Africa." bond of servitude and the state of accident-free miles of driving a
under the direction of Dr. Ed- tary; Mrs. Former Jones, assisttractor-trailer, making deliveries Publishing Board, six of them in
a nation-wide broadcast air- dpendency.
ward E Brewster, will be in Pine ant secretary: Mrs. Emma Jones, In
Ihis
present
position.
three times, he issued the Call The Africa Freedom Day cele- to Kroger Stores in Tennessee,
Bluff this Friday and Saturday, treasurer: Mrs. Versa Norswor- ed
to all independent nations of Af- brations in Liberia were colorful Mississippi, Arkansas. and MissouMay 8-9, for two contests with thy, chaplain: Mrs. Willa Briscoe,
FRANCORCHAMPS, Belgium —
ri.
Solve the problem of contacting scores of friends right
rica, to colonial powers still hold- spectacles.
the Arkansas AM&N State college pianist and Miss Helen Jones, reAsked his secret for such a safe (UPI) — Warren King of Cleveing possessions in Africa and to
DEMONSTRATE
LIBERIANS
with a notice in the Tri-State Defender Death
away
team.
porter.
"those nations and peoples who Highlighting them was a parade driving record. Washington said, 'I land, Ohio, won the Grand Prix De
The two teams clashed here in Prof. E. L. Washburn is con- are
ardent advocates and believ- and a street demonstration of always observe all the rules of the Spa auto race here, driving an
Notices Column. For details, call
Bruce Hall last Friday night.
Alfa Romeo around the 10-lap, 141.1
sultant for the PTA and principal ers in the sacred principles of
members of the Labor Congress road and never take unnecessary kilometer (7.4-mile)
Subject for the debate is: of the school.
course in 531
democracy and self determinaof Liberia, of students, civil serv- chances."
"Should Further Development of
minutes, 45.8 seconds. King, who
tion."
market women in color- Faulkner, an employee of Kro- took
and
ants
Nuclear Weapons Be Prohibited LOS
—
(UPI)
—
up racing as a hobby while'
ANGELES
Registering the slogan "Let,
ger for 29 years, lives with his
by International Government?" Fifteen robed
choir "singe'" there be no strife between us for ful national costumes.
Wife and five children at 2789 I he is with the U. S. Army, had,
Members of LeMoyne's negative rendered
dramatic we be brethren," President Tub- The streets of Monrovia were Hale.
hymns in
m p h!
an average speed of 97
team are Edgar Young, Jo Lene fashion Sunday — but not a word man said he felt confident that decorated with flags and buntings
national
colors of flags
depicting
Westbrook and Thurman Snyder. was heard.
! the march of freedom in Africa
The affirmative team includes The singers — all deaf — used would continue "in ever increas- of independent African nations. 1
Harry Truly, Sara Lee Lewis and sign language to
solemn mg velocity until, like the other A 21-gun salute greeted Africa'
sing
Ronald Cunningham.
'hymns at cornestone laying dedi- continents and peoples of the Freedom Day which was estab-1
Pilgrim
Lawrence Johnson is debate ,cation ceremonies at the
earth, we shall all enjoy the great lished as an annual celebration byi
Coach for AM&N.
'Lutheran church for the deaf.
blessings of freedom, independ- the eight independent African'
states which met in Accra, Ghana,1
ence and equality."
Liberia, he said, is convinced April 15, 1958.
that if world peace and prosperi- Another part of the celebration
ty and brotherhood are to be was a panel discussion at the Unibuilt upon a solid foundation, Afri- versity of Liberia themed "Africa cannot continue to remain can Nationalism is Eviddenced by
half slave and half free. "Africa the Accra Conference." Participatmust be totally free," he empha- ing countries were Liberia, the
sized.
United Arab Republic, Ethiopia
Enumerating Liberia's contribu- and Guinea.
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REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE

ontro,
0ut
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I A few days ago, a young man!Living any other way will cause
tame to me. On his face was writ- 1 all of us to not only falter ourten all of the evidences of dis- selves but to cause others to fall.
tortion. He inquired of me if I had . How tragic it is that once this
lk
a few moments that I might spend' man looked upon a bright and shinwith him unhurriedly. His con- ing jewel and now all of a sudden
versation was of great concern to this turns to a pile of debris. It
himself, if no one else. I told him brings to each of us the question, Dr. 0. B. Braithwaite, 825 E. slight heart attack, thereby losing
if the subject of his conversation "What are we doing to enhance McLemore, driving north on Third control of his car,
was that important I would sit: the lives of those following us?" street Saturday, suddenly lost
down and offer whatever advice, In far too many instances we build control of his car with the auto
crooked plummeting across Beale, through
'shabby bridges, walk
and consolation I could.
As time went on the story open- miles, utter unsavory statements. Handy park and striking three
lives
that, persons. The auto finally came to
questionable
ed up and he told me that he was and live
most disturbed. One in whom he causes those who follow us to fel.' rest in the park a scant two inches
1from an auto parked on the south
had placed all of his confieence ter along the way,
We look at present world con- I side of Handy ave.
had placed all of his confidence
pectations. The young man haciditions and look all around us, Hit by the onrushing car were
adopted a person of his association' trying to find some convenient' Betty Love, 16, of Germantown, HEYWORTH, Ill. — (UPI) —
as his idol. Day after day he look- place to hang the blame. B u t, Tenn., Phillip Farris, 75, of 280 Police today sought the cause of
ed forward to being just like this sometimes all that we have to do{ Gayoso, and Elvis Tansil, 48, of a fishing tragedy that claimed the
' is take a good close look in the, 189 Turley.
lives of a mother and father and
person.
four of their children in a floodHis expectations mounted as mirror. Many times we do not' Miss Love was not admitted to
the
our-,
than
hospital,
having sustained ed gravel pit near here.
time went on. He looked forward have to go any further
The body of little Florence Bradto being able to speak, to answer selves to find the answers to manyl slight injuries but Mrs. Farris and
ley, 2, was still hidden beneath
questions, to live and eventually to of the current problems of today., Mr. Tansil were admitted to John
yonder! Gaston. Mr. Farris' condition was the murky waters of the Rowe
die like his idol. Then one day he It is not something way off
gravel pit.
heard some very uncompliment- , as many of us would like to place described as poor by the hospital
ary things about this idol. He' it but it is right at our finger officials. He suffers from a corn- The bodies of her father, Laupound fracture of the left and right rence Bradley, 32, a factory workcould not accept these remarks!tips. The blame for much of the
and tibia,
er from nearby Bloomington, Ill.;
and still went on accepting him 1 faltering in life today is not be-, tibia
failing but Mr. Tansil is in fair condition, her mother, Betty, 32; two sisas his idol. But time marched on cause of. some system
having
perin our
sustained a closed fracture ters, Deborah, 6, and Laura Jean,
and so did the uncomplimentary because many of us
isonal smartness are not nearly as of the left kneecap
3, and a brother, Denny, 4, were
•
smart as we think that we are. Dr. Braithwaite, local dentist recovered late Monday soon after
This great avalanche of corn., Lives and actions predicated up- with offices on Beale,
complained the accident.
menu finally had its effect upon on personal smartness have never, of shortness of breath after he was
A fisherman. Carl Wunder, 27,'
this young man. Now he stands done anything to enhance the cause taken from the car,
seemingly swam 100 yards through the icy
of what might have;
of noble living for our day and more shocked than hurt physical- water to rescue another daughter,'
n eaa
been. The question of hypocrisy of
time or any day and time. Not; ly. It was reported that hi had a Susan, 5.
mankind h, plaguing him. This
only must men know the best ml
young man would like to know now
terms of personal thinking but they
if all people are like his idol. Are,
must do those things that will proall young people brought face to
mote the best possible lives for all
face with this bitterness that starts
concerned. It is this that Is most
the wheel of doubt turning in the
needed today in our society. This'
mind of this man?
Spiritual Reader and Advisor. God's gifted to help
young man did
not encounter
Maybe this is what Paul had in something peculiar to himself —
you on your problem or sickness, as he has helped
"I
he
when
mind
stated,
have thousands of young people are be'
fought a good fight, I have kept the ing disillusioned day by day in
thousands of others through prayer. Minister of two
faith." To this young man "me'the same way with those they have
well known churches.
one had broken the faith. When. taken for their idols. We who are
ever we live in a world of hy. more advanced in years and expocris we eventually lead some- perience must light the way of
one to disappointment. It only takes! those following us. At this point
a look at a really disappointed; in human history we can do noth
person's face to see what breakingl lag different,
faith can mean to someone who! Whatever many of us might think
has made you his idol.
I of it — the• end is in sight. The
701 S. 16th St. West Memphis, Ark. "If you're sick
I would like to make this casuallday of accountability Is just around
observation here — everyone is; the corner. Soon many of us will
and tired of others and they failed, visit our divine
someone's idol. The responsibility have to give an account of our
service Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, at 7:30 p.m.
of making this world better, stewardship. The best thing that
then, lies with all of us. We do not' can happen to any of us is to, in
Phone personally WH. 2-4828.
know who has made us their idol' the words of Paul, be able to cry
en at this point it behooves all at not earnestly and sincerely "I
us to lise as nobly as we can have kept the faith."

Probe Death Of
6 In Flooded
Gravel Pit

ELDER E.

•

SPECIALS!—SAVE MONEY!
SCOT TISSUE ROLL 10' SPAM ... 12 oz. can 39c
SACRAMENTO PEACHES .. . 4 No.21 ca„ $100
And Don't Forget Your

QUALITY STAMPS
Yes, Madame,
The small fry have begun to
be secretive and shy the last
few days. Dad is their very
special pal. Soon the secret will
come out and what a wonderful
surprise — whatever it be for
a darling mother on "Mother's
Day."
Jack Sprat would like to help
make the Mother's Day breakfast a very special one. It can
be simple and easy and so
wonderful if you use this menu
for our Mother's Day breakfast.
Orange Juice or fruit cups
Small sausages

Butter, maple syrup
Jack Sprat's Waffles
Scrambled eggs
Coffee or milk

add more milk if necessary to
make batter thin enough to
pour. Omit sugar for very crisp
waffles. Makes six waffles.

JACK SPRAT WAFFLES
1% cups Jack Sprat Flour
3 teaspoons taking powder
teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons sugar
1 cup milk
3 egg yokes, well beaten
3 egg whites, beaten stiff
6 tablespoons melted butter
Sift dry ingredients together.

Small fry follow the rules for
cooking. Heat waffle iron. Do
not grease. Put in one tablespoon of batter in each com-”tment near center, cover,
'leave closed until well puffand delicately brown. Lift
from iron with fork.

tl

a

a
tl

tl
ti
tl

Serve while hot with butter
and maple syrup, etc.
Happy Mother's Day to all
Beat egg yokes, add milk and
melted butter Combine a n d Mothers.
—Jana Porter
stir quickly. Fold in whites and
JANA C, PORII.R

CAREY

Christ Revelation Tern plc

JUST LOVED IT — This fine group of students appeared on Station WDIA. If you or any talented group would like In
a recent Big Star radio show and enjoyed every moment of pear Just contact WDIA for an audition any time. Above
the
Big Star Is presenting the show to give talented (from left to right) Beverly McDonald. Beverly Buntyn,
young people a chance to appear before the citizens of the Mid liam Wilks, Celestine Anderson, Carla Thomas, Glenda
smith. The program is broadcast every Saturday over Radio and Irma Jones.
"."
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Pearl Bailey Rocks Tivoli Again!

Sat., May 9, 1959

Cast Of 55 Join
Star In Finest
Show Of Season

it 3:15 P.

duct of How
is a leadin
Ls life ot the
and a speaktroughout ;he

ision will be
illose school
direction of
ig with many

Tempest Storm Says
Love Prompted Decision
To Wed Jeffries

Fabulous Pearl Bailey is back! the comedy and song-styling that
Pearl returns to the Tivoli, scene have made her an international
of her recent sensational stage
Success.
show success, with her glittering
galaxy of 55 stetter entertainers Lou Bellson and his 17 piece orchestra head a long list of swingfor one full week.
The Tivoli is still buzzing after ing stars in the biggest stage show
the show that brought back live to hit Chicago in years. Every singentertainment to the South Side in ing style known is presented with
a big, big way. For the benefit such groups as The Four Voices,
goldof those who missed Pearl's Fla. The Ambassadors, and the 14
Choir.
mmgo Hotel extravaganza in its en voices of the Rhythm
costuming
is
beauty
and
Lavish
previous Tivoli performance they
line of
can see an even greater show this highlighted in the flashing
Flamingoettes.
time with the Same tremendous the
Moana Gleason and her provocatroupe that wowed Las Vegas.
Star of stage, screen. Radio, TV, tive dance routines entrance the
Broadway, and night clubs. Pearl fans while the tap-dancing styles
Bailey. charming Southsiders with of Coles and Atkins dazzle anyone.

ill be observrvice will be
McEwen Wit, with special
A on the 7th
:hurch at the

gram will be
rung People's
services will
rbservance of

r al
the
1ty Wits,
Gloria
Miss

By BILL LANE

Store

When upper-strata burlesque queen Tempest
revealed exclusively to the Defender Publications recently,
she would soon marry singer Herb Jeffries, news was made.
The story was picked up and carried by numerous national newspapers and magazines.
Not that singers and strippers
do not marry, generally.
This marriage announcement
was news because it concerned
a 8100,000 - a • year dancing
beauty who is white and an
internationally f a mous handsome singer who is a Negro.
While it was news for Negro
publications, it was cause for
greater concern from the white
press.
Many columnist began hinting
that the white dancer, who is called the "Million • Dollar Stripper,"
MURRAY MATHESON, Austral- John Reich will direct his own
would suffer a complete loss of
her boss on his new niss, ian-born stage and screen person- translation of the classic French
GORGEOUS NEW addition
popularity, and her career would
"Castin' My Spell." No black ality, will be the Goodman Me- farce-comedy. William Ryan and
to Capitol's swingin' Johnny
be ruined if she persisted in her
magic is necessary when morial Theatre's guest star in the Sylvia Wintle are designing stage
Otis Show is lovely Marc! Lee,
plans to marry Negro singer Herb
these two blend their voices title role of Moliere's "The linag- settings and costumes, respectiveshown here wth Otis. Stared
Jeffries.
and the Otis band stomps inary Invalid" which begins a fif- ly.
discovered by Johnny a few
Friends of Jeffries, who realong with the now-famous teen performance run on Friday, Although he is best known on
months ago, makes her reniemhered his fame front the
"Hand-Jive" beat.
' cording debut, teaming with
May 8.
the London stage where he has
Forties when he sang "Flaappeared as leading man for such
mingo" to top success, told the
luminaries as Beatrice Lillie and
Detroit • born balladeer he
liermione Gingold, Mr. Siatheson
would not be able to get into top
Is now enjoying a fast growing
white • owned supper clubs to
reputation in the American theasing if he married the white
tre.
dancer.
Principal players in support of
But it did not deter the couple
the guest title role actor are: Lyn- PEARL BAILEY who comby popular demand. Pearl's
HERB. TEMPEST
da Siegel, Pat Weler, Sophia
show appeared at same theatre in their plans. Jeffries went to
pletes week's stay at Chicago's
Skerl, Barbara Goldsmith, Chuck Tivoli this weekend is on stage
Juarez, Mexico last week to ob- of a sudden than I can handle."
less than month ago.
tain a quick divorce from his wife
Miss Storm, who measures 40s
and most entertaining vehicle to Golden, Andre Johnson, Tony KusThere is a production on stage performance would wear.
Fern Elizabeth, a former Rose 23.35, earns $100.000 each year for
at Blackstone theatre titled "Les "Les Ballets Africans" is book. hit Chicago's loop since the film I set. Bill McDonnell, Joe Caziodice
and
Gene
Falcetta.
Al.
Frances
Bowl queen. He obtained custody 10 years under a unique contract
Ballet& Africains" that is dance ed for two weeks only. It might "The Miracle" and the latter prolis is in charge of choreography
of their two children, who are now agreement which hooks her into
well remain in Chicago for two
crazed.
duction had the advantage of trick and G. E. Naselious is lighting
living with Miss Storm in the 25 Bryon and Engle theatres durMatter of fact this correspond- years one reporter believes after cameras in its corner,
director
of
the
production.
the
applause
bperung
witnessing
shapely dancer's 850.000 Beverly ing the year. The rest of the year
ent has elected to do what theatre
night.
seen
it
We've
once.
We
plan
Hills home.
she uses to fill other bookings.
management and producer neglecttosee
it
again.
One
trip
is
insufMiss Storm told this writer she She is called the bestdressed
ed to do — name show's star. The
convince
this
reporter
ficient
to
Dance,"
was completely in love with the stripper in the business. She has
would be "Mr and Mrs.
that humans can jump as high and
handsome Jeffries and did not more than a dozen mink furs. She
but definitely,
with
as
much
rhythm
as
memeven relaxes in her dressing
care what her friends said.
' There has been nothing in the I bers uf the ballet do on Blackstoee
the
"When I first revealed we'd be rooms with mink robes.
loop district to equal what
Nor, for that matter, are
stage.
their
with
She is one of the 10 top strip
married." she said, "all killroys
Blackstone tenants do
The entire 16-piece Count Basie l Earl Coleman, Rudy Robinson, I
we convinced that music as sweet
started hollering. Herb war sing- queens in the U. S.
band, thousands of jazz and record and Slappy White, who will fly in
feet arms and torsos during the
as that played by male members
before
are
they
hours
singing
Joe
Wilmore
blues
from Philadelphia to emcee the
ing for S300 a week In a little
fans and
two or
of Les Ballets can come from such
Asked more ahout her expressed
the footlights. They dance with odd instruments. Finally "Lea liams are all keyed up for the affair.
Hollywood spot. The place beand
higher
jump
birthfestival
and
rhythm;
sensational
jazz
came
packed nightly and his love for the tan singer, Miss
more
It is expected that dozens of othBallets
Africains"
is
the
strangest
day celebration marking Daddy-O- er night club celebrities, such as Pearl Bailey who opened in re- the repeal stay than on original salary jumped lip to $2,000 a Storm, who was born in Daytona
shake better and more discreetly
than any of the "bosom" brigade 411111111111I11111111111111111111111111ilit111111111111811th111111111 Daylie's 10th Anniversary as Chi- Miles Davis who will be appear- turn engagement at Tivoli last stint at the house few weeks pre- week. Does that look like he'll Beach, Fla., said:
cago No. 1 Jan Impresario.
seen here or witnessed in HollyCrst met Herb New Year's
ing at the Sutherland lounge, will Friday for week's stand that ran vious.
lose popularity? And for myself,
The cutting of a giant ten foot drop in to pay their respects.
wood spectaculars we've seen.
The Bailey show Is a produc- I have more bookings now all night in 1958 when a friend of
through May 7 justified faith
cake and the appearance of stars
a number of acts
mine brought him out to my home
I And speaking of bosoms, the
A special feature of the enter- management exhibited by bring- tion, not just
and celebrities from night spots tainment program will be a special ing her back less than one month thrown together. Another feature
"censors" succeeded in covering
in Beverly Hills. I liked him right
from
place
at
the
interracial
all over town will take
is fact that it is
up most of the femme bodies but
off. He is sort of shy, but he has
ty number by the Dancing Dyer- after original date.
NEW YORK—Porgy N Bess" Trianon Baths:min on Monday
chorus Inc. And
tricks of the trade left enough vlsgreat charm. And he is instantly
ettes, four talented and beautiful Proof of pudding will be found bandstand to the
p.
m.
musician
beginning
at
9
night,
May
11,
and
who
have
the
opening
at
bill
males
Sam
Goldwyn
pex
on
ible to satisfy the
likeable. He asked if he could se*
girls, who will share the delight- In boxoffice records that show' each player
ideas of seeing beneath the gowns. Warner theatre June 24 boasts and lasting until 3 a. m.
Pearl did better first four days of In the band has something to ofme again, and I said he could."
ing.
"bras"
STANDIN
colored
many
interesting
people
in
its
Daddy•O-Daylie
fans,
the
STANDIN
FOR
wear
skin
talent-wise.
girls
All
avid
fer
The
In the days and weeks that totHOLLYWOOD — Finland final- lowed.
Star of the show of course is
Basic sidemen will be joined on the
that leave little to the imagina- huge cast.
Herb and Tempest began
Helen Thigpen, prominent con- bandstand during the evening by
Pearl Bailey — who else could he ly came up with a standin for making the gossip
lion.
columns coastAdded to this one of the girl cert soprano who plays the such other celebrities as the 55in an attraction that includes the a standin — thanks to prank. to.coast.
Woman," met her person cast of the Pearl Bailey
popular ''Pearlie Mae"" There playing Jim Garner, star of "Up "They began
dancers permits a slip or two of "Strawberry
phoning me every
are several members of the cast
the cover to bring laughs from the husband when he joined the cast show which will be playing the
'day," Miss Storm recalled. "At
Who sing — an does Pearl; several It happened on the -Warner first
audience and artistic oomph to the of the touring stage production Tivoli theatre, Dorothy Donegar.
it didn't dawn on me why
artists dance — so does Pearlie Bros. set of "The Philadelphian"
scene. Incidentally this girl is one in Athens, Greece, and was sent who will be playing the London
'they were suddenly so interested
Mae and Pearl Bailey also car- when director Vincent Sherman
of the dancing stars of this dance to her for added vocal lessons. House, Redd Foxx, Ernestine Anin who I went out with. I'd been
They were engaged in Rio de derson, Phineas Newborn,
the
ries as much of the show's come- signaled for Paul Newman's
crazed ballet.
I married twice before but never
openings,
these
Following
dy as anyone else. These a r e standin.
Let us suggest, however, that Janeiro, married in Moscow and Ramsey Lewis Trio, the Zeniths, WASHINGTON — The Langston
Hughes musical play, "Simply Hughes flies to Bermuda for a among the many reasons the show To everyone's surprise, who had I been written about so in
you do not go to see "Les Ballets" honeymooned in Leningrad.
Heavenly" whose leading charac. series of poetry readings, which that opened at Regal for one should appear, garbed exactly the romance line, and here Herb
Her husband is Earl .lackson, ON GLAMOROUS GAMS
with idea that dancing is all you'll
were just friends.
Is Jess Simple of Hughes' closes a lecture season that has week only morning of May 1 at- like N
ter
h and
, but G
appreciate. There is music, sweet prominent night club star. When
HOLLYWODD — The most fammusic, native music, unbelievable he flew from Miami to Holly- ous net of underpinnings in film- "Chicago Defender" columns, was taken him from Coast to Coast tracted so much attention and so briefly replaced the regular stand- "But when Dorothy Kilgallen
I
production.
called
and asked me: 'Is it true
in, Leonard Erickson.
many packed houses.
snusic on odd instruments capable wood to spend a weekend with land belong to glamor gal Angie given its first campus
and to Canada.
you're going with a colored enUnder the direction of James W.
of satisfying a Carnegie Hall audi- his wife, he was promptly cast Dickinson.
tertainer?
ence. This includes instruments as "Mingo" and stayed on for
The star of Warners' "The Butcher, it was presented by the
resembling egg crates, atomic six months--the longest time by Bramble Bush" has just won the Howard Players at Spaulding
bombs, vacuum cleaners and a far he and his wife have had to- coveted Willy of Hollywood lau- Hall, Howard university. The muMiss Storm 0s:I; she admitted
she was going out with Jeffries
lot of other things. But what the gether.
rel as possessor of the "world's sic is by David Martin and the
on
that
she was fully aware of his
been
done
previously
is
has
play
artist, do with them
close to 11111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111I11111111111111111 most beautiful legs."
racial origin. But, she added, "I
Broadway, in Los Angeles, and
unbelievable.
don't see how that should he some.
in London.
There is other action in the showl
thing of great publicity value."
that rates raves. The scenes in"Simply Heavenly" Is also being
But the columnists assured her
cluding antics of the itch doctor;
shown at the Karamu Arena thethe chief and his famous fire
There is one other performer in it was the prime story.
atre in Cleveland, with the wellEditor's Note: This is first in to Billy Eckstine.
"PorgY
of
dance and a facsimile
"Skip" is a professional now atd Skip's family, a brother, Robert, "Then my friends started up,*
known Karamu comedian, Nolan a series of articles on young
'n Bess" scene "Bess, You Is My I
Bell, playing the role of Simple. Chicagoans the Daily Defender the age of twenty-three. He has now serving in the armed forces. she explained. "They warned me
interesting
intensely
By
are
HAZEL
A.
Woman"
WASHINGTON
that nobody would speak to me
The Cleveland production is di- nominates as "most likely to been dancing since he was four'
Robert is a member of an army
and filled with action.
again if I didn't stop being seen
and singing since he reached the
rected by Reuben Silver, a n d succeed." Others will follow.
service unit that entertains reguThe scenery, while not exactly
theatre-in-the
seven.
His
big
tender age of
out with Herb. That is, nobody
HOLLYWOOD—Good News Fro picture production of Gershwin's marks the first
larly at camps and is now stationBy ROB ROY
elaborate, is an interesting item. California!!! From Hollywood, opera will have its premiere per. round presentation of the play.
fact
that
he
has
claim to fame is
white.
ed :n Turkey.
Portrayal of wharf and boat scenes H
"Even though I was horn in
Roy Campanella, who is fast be formance on July 15 at the Car- The author, Langston Hughes was Chicago is the center of enter- won talent snows from Coast to •
as real as can be presented coming an Angeleno, was the they Circle Theater here
of
both
TV
spectac•
openings
including
a
pair
present
at
the
Coast
Florida, down South where color
in Holtainment today with two theatres
this side of Hollywood. And the Master of Ceremonies for the Los lywood as a benefit for the
per.
Cleveland
and
Washington
the
him
engagements
ulars
that
netted
makes
a difference, and where my
Cedars
presenting live shows regularly
performers make it more real by Angeles Urban League Awards at of
.1 II ou^e
mother still lives in Georgia. I
Lebanon hospital, sponsored by
clubs spotlight- at Ciro's and 1 .e
night
several
and
exis
what
exactly
carrying out
striptheir annual meeting, during the Women's Guild. The showing,
had never made a mental obsesed. Much of the talent being pre- along the famed Hollywood
pected of such scenes and request- which awards were made to sev- with
vasion about race. All Negro people
Sidney Poitier, in one of the LONGEST WORD
sented comes from Broadway and He had gone to California on
ed by the director.
cation with his parents when he
eral leading citizens.
leads, Is expected to realize $100,- The longest non-technical word Hollywood.
I had met had been pleasant. Not
The performers are costumed
Campy's stay here, has been 000 from this endeavor for sup- in the English vocabulary is gen- However, Chicago has been the chanced to get on the television
one had tried to kill or attack me.
colorfully and always appropo to
T had no special fear of Negroes.
like a tonic to him, to the Dad- port of free bed care, which last erally acknowledged to be antidis• hot bed for numerous artists who program. "Skip" won them both
the native kick. Hardly costly,
and managements of the clubs
who bounced into the lead year provided more than 28,000 establishmentarism.
Nor did I hate them.
went on to stardom on the nathey at least display the glamour gems,
immediately
for
short
signed him
of the National League, to his won- patient days, without regard to
"But now I was made to see
tional scene. Musicians like Ray
that the chiefs and selected perengagements. Previously
that has joined him race and religion.
them as special breeds of out.
ambition now is to co-star in a Nancy of the Duke Ellington ag- term
formers at an African command derful family
had
been
on
"Skip's"
experience
of
the
Angels, to see
Again, Mississippi, Arkansas comedy with Cary Grant. She will gregation: Johnny Ilartngan, one
cad's. good
in the City
have wfirkin- for
shows staged by Sadie Bruce, his
how they like it. Campy has fall- and points down south, take heed. star in a special film subject for
you, but not with you. I tried not
of Dm nation's great vocalists, teacher at Regal theatre and Civic
en in love with L.A., and wants to Debbie Reynolds, who has be- the Jimmy Fund Children's Canto let Herb know the sudden eon•
Johnny Griffin and Tom Archia, Opera House. He has also appearbe sure that the Mrs. and the come one of the screen's most tal- cer Foundation of Boston, to
fusion that had entered my life
experts on the sax and Ann Hen- ed as specialty artist on program
kids like it too, then he plans to ented comediennes, says that her help launch this year's campaign.
because of our friendship."
ry one of the few Americans to In various downtown hotels.
move the family west. All of his
Miss Storm said she knew at
have her television show in EurWilson
fans and friends are looking forfrom
graduating
After
that
time, however. that Jeffries
basis.
in
ope on a sustaining
ward to the 'great one' coming to
Junior college and enjoying one
had
come to think of her in a
and
trained
horn
Chicago
Those
our town for keeps. We all know
year as a student at University of
personal way as a truly lasting
artists were, for most part, prod- Illinois, Navy Pier Branch, Uncle
that he has been the inspiration
friend.
and
schools
local
high
of
ucts
behind the Bums' successes.
Sam stepped In and drafted
"But
had become more condancing schools like Sadie Bruce, "Skip" for a two year stint. He
From the state capitol, Sacracerned about my friends' feelings
Sammy Dyer and Carmencita Ro- only been out of the army on.
mento. Calif., we have a beautiful
than about Herb."
mero are directing currently.
month now and is naturally goin,'
' RENO — Bill Tomerlin, owner Negro girl, winning the title of
• ••
Today there is a new star show- through the period of readjust
of the Golden hotel, has announced Miss Sacramento over nine white
The redhaired dancer called a
ing promise that sends this cor-, ment. Says he'll stick to Chicag
that the fabulous Billy Ward and finalists, and the ovation, that she
stop to the friendship. Jeffries, ststa
respondent out on the proverbial' as long as he can because his parhis dynamic song-and-dance Domi- received on winning brought
said, blew up, calling her a false
"limb" to make exorbitant claims ents live here and this is where
noes have shattered their own at- tears, not only to Pat Williams,
friend. They had a big argument,
for his future greatness. He is he received his big push. That
tendance record which they set the winner, but to many in the
and both of them decided their
young "Skip" Cunningham, jr., push was winning top laurels on
here last year. Be estimated that audience. '
friendship had come to an end.
who lives with his parents at 9101 the Howard Miller-Sun Times and
more than 2.000 persons were turn. Mississippi, Arkansas and a 1
"My friends told me I had done
So. Princeton, and is a graduate the Morris B. Sachs talent shows,
ed away during the first week, just points south take notice.
the rights thing," she said. "Rut
concluded.
of the Sadie Bruce school of eine- success that brought many offers
The spreadi on my favorite acinside I knew I had done what was
ing.
he was unable to accept because
Tomerlin disclosed that he and tor and friend Sidney Pottier in
right for them. but wrong for me.
"Skip" a combination song and of the army calling.
Ward are negotiating a long-term both Life and Ebony Magazines
I was letting them make me !iv*
However, "Skip" Is hack on the
dance artist is billed as a "Singpact. He refused to elaborate, but are heart-warming — Hollywood
my life for their own prejudices.
ing-Tapologist." And he both sings scene now and showing every indisources close to the management can also take a bow for having
It distressed me. this sudden remitand dances well. His "tapping" is cation of going places. He is the
said the contract, when signed. had a hand in giving Sidney every
I nation It worried me. Fee I lied
a replica of Teddy Hale, one al kid to be watched in 1959. "Anothwould be "the richest in the his- opportunity to portray his great
SKIP CUNNINGHAM another
come to realize that I loved Herb
the greatest; his baritone voice er Sammy Davis, Jr.," critics and
tory of the Golden hotel" and talent.
Eckstine.
makes him a singer comparable spectators are saying of "Skip." SKIP IliNNINGHAM, the Saner Jeffries."
would span "at least five years." "Porgy and Bess," the motion
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Jordan Signs
For Moyer Bout

New High School Rule Banning 19-Year-Olds Draws Reaction

••••=1

as frosh•saph is concerned and I One of the city's outstanding,
should have been graduated a is considered ineligible for firth- school situation which certainly school. High school coaches will far
By LEE D. JENKINS
attention
give
whether the varsity pic- cage coaches said:
doubt
to
reluctant
11
year or two earlier.
er interscholastic competities.
has been the case in innumerable be most
and
merit
to a youngster who enters school ture will be much changed. It's ". . The new rule has
Those opposing the proposal
loet
have
may
the
he
lit(4)
with
met
Downstate,
rule
occasions,
PICOIJ
TOMMY
doesn't. I
at the age of 15 or 16 because Just a shame that some of the and some instances it
pointed out that:
transferof
result
a
as
resistance
the
ground
but
Chicagoland
tle
the
us.
At the annual meeting of
of the knowledge that he will 'boys who are now ready for maturi- don't think that it will hurt
1. Adoption of the proposal coaches and high school principals ring.
Legislative Commission of the Illi•
not be available for competition ty in high school competition will We were against this role but we
might work a hardship on boys are more than divided in their immany
been
have
There
.
.
".
Illinois
held
Association
nois High School
had to go along since the
during his senior year.
be deprived of something they may
had en' PORTLAND, Ore. - (UPI) - at the Morrison hotel on Oct. 20, who may have been forced to pressions to both the intent and cases of youngsters of this age
far as the endorse. have been working toward for the High School Association
the effect of the new amendment. showing such prowess that cerA Portland boxing commission 1958, three proposals affecting high drop out of school because of
dorsed it."
Chicago
by
rule
this
of
ment
past three years. A more graduSome of the coaches are most tain of our leading universities
member said that Don Jordan will I school athletics clears the Com.i ness or for other justifiable restA coach of a team that has been
school authorities, I have a feel- ated approach to this rule would
defend his welterweight title here:mission and were admitted to. sons if their birthdays occur clamant in their feeling that the have seen fit to offer them scholin recent years said:
more or less have been
a
was
it
that
ing
shortly
the
date
after
deadline
more reasonable with outclassed
rule was devised, planned and in- arships. In the greater majority
in July against young Denny Moy- member schOols throughout Illinois
forced issue. In order to continue the present athletes nearing this ". . . We have very few boys
for entering school.
tended 'to stop the domination of of these cases, these youngsters
er.
for final approval,
High
this rule.
as participant in Illinois
age being allowed to finish their who will be affected by
Dr. Jack Battelle, commission
2. The proposal, as stated, would Negro High school athletes in Illi- have been shown to take greater
The amendment proving mosti
school competition we may have eligibility. Putting this rule into We know that the rule will help
the
especially
is
and
doctor, said that a contract is on
sports
nois
In
advantage of these opportunities had to go
actually
controversial is the addition to create hardship and confusion
."
effect in, say four years, allowing us because we have been
file with the commission calling
19th case as far as Chicagoland high than the younger students. PreDivisioin A, Article I, Section 9,1cases where boys reach their
The coaches seem divided along for preparation for such a change playing over our heads against oldfor an outdoor title fight here the
season,
competition
concerned.
a
is
school
during
sport
birthdays
venting them from competing
is,of the by-laws to read as follows:
er and more experienced players.'
first week in July. The contract
Some provision sould be made to One of Chicago's most respected will additionally penalize those two lines. The coaches with Negro without hurting the youngster of
"He shall not have reached his
"Albert Willis, executive secre,athletes in some cases feel that the moment would have been much
signed by Jordan's Manager, Don!
the sea- high school principals said:
complete
to
them
enable
who are seeking higher educe.
nineteenth birthday."
'the rule and its intent is question- more agreeable."
tary of the Illinois High School
Nesseth.
son.
am
new
I
.
this
.
".
against
Lion in this instance.
Those favoring the exclusion of
able The athletic heads of schools Another coach whose teams have Association, completely deuouncJordan is guaranteed $70,000
from Illi- 3. A boy, who for some good rule. I can see no feasible reason ". . Although the rule's effect
defend his title against the 211- nineteen year old boys
ed the idea of discrimination behave been constant contend- been constant contenders said:
Ithat
of
out
drop
to
forced
a
boy
was
old
penalizing
reason,
year
for
19
pointed
year-old Moyer who is unbeaten nois High school athletics
cannot be noted at this time, ex- ers dislike the new rule while the " . . It can't help us. Our
ing the motivating force in the
from
discouraged
be
might
school
this
in
must
It
realized
manner.
be
In 20 professional bouts Promot- out that:
cept in the preliminary wey, there also-rans find the new amendment football and basketball team will passage of the new rule.
1. Since the average graduation re-entering if he knew he would that any boy, regardless of age, is good reason to believe that it
er Tammy Moyer, Denny's uncle
to their liking,
"The amendment passed at the
be hurt. I think that the new rule
become ineligible for athletic corn- must maintain a creditable schois
about
boys
school
high
of
age
confirmed that the contract had
prior to the completion of lastic standing to be eligible for may increase the number of high "Here are some of attitudes ex- Is in the main an act of dis- last meeting of the Legislative
petition
a
years,
half
one
and
seventeen
been signed and said it is an
school drop-outs in this age brackcrimination with the schools on Commission prohibitihe 19 year.
his high school career.
athletics. It seems like 'a most unpressed ycoaches:
"iron clad contract and cannot nineteen year age limit would alwould be most unforttm.
fair penalty for a youngster of et. This
.. Let's face it, the rule was the south side and west side be- old athletes from participating in
one-half
and
one
rule,
pros
new
its
This
with
approximately
low
broken."
be
this age who may have been de- ate.
passed to break the domination of ing most affected. It's going to high school activities," said Willis,
Moyer said if Jordan's hand, years of absence due to illness or and cons, was passed first, down.
". . . There will be virtually'Negro athletes . . . but it may be tough but it may have some "was not a biased action toward
state and then got the vote of eyed in his schooling for a numinjured in his successful title de- other justifiable cause.
youngster of this'backfire. First they tried it with benefits. Without question, t h e the Negro high school athlete, but
fense against Virgil Akins Fri- 2. Abuses of the present twenty confidence from local high school ber of reasons. He may have (1) no outlet for the
boy, are easier to han- was directed to all races, color or
day, is not healed sufficiently by year age rule could result in com- authorities. It means quite sim- been delayed in entering school. age not only when he reaches his the frosh-soph competition and now younger
dle and from a coach's point of creed if they have passed the 19
the time of the fight it can by petition between boys of normal ply, that any high school athlete, (2) he may have failed, (3) he 19th birthday but he will be affect- with the varsity. You will note that
year point."
high school age and boys who upon reaching his 19th birthday may have been a victim of a rural ed tfle;:thoment he enters high it hasn't changed the pattern as view, give beUer results."
postponed.
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Winston - Salem
Tops Star Cast

It

Jump Star Recovering;
Operation Successful

side v
betwe
Ameni
happe
ad upc

BOSTON - (UPI) - A skin , The operation involved the graftsmall patch of skin from
graft operation on the "jumping" 1 ing of a
his left high to his foot to close
John
university's
foot of Boston
an open wound.
Thomas will keep hlm hospitalizDr. Chester W. Howe, who perI
according.
ed for several weeks,
formed the operation, said Thom•
to his physicians.
as would have a plastic splint
on the foot and leg for a week
The surgery was termed a
to 10 days. The foot injury was
"success" and doctors forecast
not expected to binder Thomas'
that Thomas would probably rethis
sometime
track future.
sume training
The lanky Negro youth gained
summer.
attention last wininternational
world high
The 18-year•old
feet 114
jump champ mangled his left ter when he jumped 7
World Roefoot In an elevator accident at inches to set a new
the university five weeks ago. ord.

dition,
of rac

Dobbs, Robinson, and Ward tripBy JOHN A. HOLLEY
ped the tape in 3:28.1, one-tenth
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - (CIAA of a second behind the UniversiNews Service) - Winston-Salem ty of Pennsylvania.
Teachers college, rising to the oc- Delaware
team of
State's
canton in magnificent style, led all James York, Robert Williams,
CIAA colleges in a thrilling per- Ed Hinson. and Stanley Savage,
formance at the 65th annual Penn- also won a Penn Relay plaque
sylvania Belay Carnival in Phila- with a 3:36.3 triumph over Ladelphia's Franklin Field. rhe fayette, Lehigh, and the U. S.
Rams, coached by Wilbur Ross, Merchant Marine Academy in
set a new American collegiate the first of the sprint medley.
record in the 480 yard shuttle hur- Lincoln university's (Pa.) fourdles relay as they skipped tne some of Richard Hill, Walt Sul01111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111018111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111110111111111000 RATTLER INFIELDER - Morris
hurdles in 57.5, to the delight of some of Richard Hill, Walt SulPaskel, Palmetto, is one of the
some 4.1 050 track fans.
livan, Robert Williams and Norm
main reasons why the Florida .t&
I Elias Gilbert's feats were spec- Campbell followed on the heels of
M University Rattler baseball nine
tacular as he anchored the scut- Delaware State by winning the
is still undefeated in 12 games this
tle hurdle relay team for the second section of the sprint respring. Paskel was moved from
Rains besides w'rinIng individsal lay in 3:34.
shortstop (where he hit .277 and
conquests in the 120 yard high burIn the 440 and 880 relays, Morhad 10 RBI's last spring) to secdies and the 1-Ullman 400-meter gan's foursome finished second
ond base. He had a fielding averhurdles.
and third respectively behind Abiage of .955. (A&M staff photo by
record-shattering
meet
I The National Collegiate high lene's
Leander Calhoun).
!hurdles champion equalled the times of 40.9 and 1:24.5. NCC's
9.5. However, in
in
100
the
won
(CIAA
Ga.
PETERSBURG,
record of 13.7 wet by Lee Cal- quartet, running in second place
first game. Left to right, Raycago Headquarters plant joinat last
GO FOR BOWLING - The
Service) - The Central In- Paul Winder, runner-up
houn of North Carolina Collage on the third leg of the 440 relay, personnel recreation program
mend Williams, Nate Watson, News
ed the ranks of arganized
38th week's Penn Relays, Hurt has one
Ass'n's
Athletic
tercollegiate
In 1957 as he retained his Penn was disqualified for a lane violaWilliam Parker, Uzziah An.
five
Composing
bowlers.
of Parker House Sausage
sprinters, who
Track and Field Casnival will be of the nation's top
'Relay title to this event.
tion. However. on Friday the Eagderson, Byron Morrow, Willie
Company, world's largest Neteams, the Parker House emState col-1 seems a good bet over NCC's
Virginia
at
off
reeled
Tee mark of 57.5 run by the les were caught in 42.0 in 440 and
Romer, Byron Naranjo. Ted
meat
ployee group will paticipate
this year's cengro-owned and staffed
lege's track and field here Fri- 1 Vance Robinson in
Rams in the shuttle hurdle relay 1:26.0 in the 880 as they qualified
Grayson, Daryl F. Grisham,
in summer league competiprocessing firm, was spotlighttury. Gordon won the 220 last
May 8-9.
Saturday,
and
day
Rams'
rethe
Penn
own
shattered
among the six finalists.
Luther Williams, Bennie Wilrun this race
tion. In the alone photo, part
ed last weels when 30 sales
Morgan State's perennial defend- year, but Winder will
cord of 58.6 as well as the Ameri- In the individual event Gilbert's
liams, and Adolph Williams.
production and management
of the group pauses before
week end. Robinson could
ing champions this year will be over the
can mark of 58.4 set by Mo. in teammate freshman Russell Rogemployees of the firm's Chichallenged by the versatile thin- outdistance him here.
1957. Gilbert preceded by '
ers finished third in the 120 high
Arthur Ashe, jr., of Maggie WalkThe Bears' defending chantclads from Winston Salem TeachBrown, Russell Rogers, and Joe hurdles.
440, Nick Ellis, is er High, Richmond, will defend
er's college and a thin but deter- pion in the
Ross' broad jumping proteMiddleton were the classy ft ro
year.
this
ham. May 14, 15. 16 in the A. T A.
he's favored
mined group of harriers from N. back, and
hurdlers which accomplished t h is ge, Godfrey Moore, a sophoNCC's Walt Johnson, barely out his Interscholastic crown in DurDurham.
at
college
C.
feat. Gilbert a caught in 13.5 as more from Baltimore, took the
of the money in 1938, is a strong ,National Interscholastic U. S. L.
In the 1958 meet, Edward P.
he carried the baton on the anchor step and jump with a bounding
contender in this event. WSTC's T. A. qualifying tournament. Ashe
Bears ran
State
Morgan
Hurt's
leg of the shuttle relay.
leap of 40 feet, followed by his
may be the Is the youngest champion ever to
away from the field with 54 frosh Frank Bowens
North Caroi.na college's quartet . teammate, Joe Middleton, who
wear the crown. Ashe will receive
darkhorse in this race
by the WSTC
followed
points,
second
finished
with
feet.
3-4
47.9
first
won
two
and
cooped
places
The real race this year may be a real test in the Virginia State
Rams with 41, and NCC, 28.
the Ben Ccden 3.1emfolal Silver Morga t's Randolph Tate also
which ap- tournament at Petersburg May 1
Morgan is defending champion , the mile relay battle
Cup for the fastest mi:e relay time placed in this es-cot with a jump
be a three way- , and 2. where he will meet the
in six events this season: the 100 pears likely to
of 45-11, giving him 4th place.
run among the "Big 50'' relay
Morgan, and most feared opponent in tennis.
yard dash, 220 yd. dash, the 440 battle among WSTC,
NCC's quartet of Vance Robin.sen, Paul Winder of Morgan State,
"Red" Cunningham of Dunbar
NCC.
I
sprint
the
run,
mile
the
dash,
races.
yd,
tices by running longer
switched to the lead off leg, Bobby one of the heralded sprinters, finevent in six seconds flat.
By HANS SHEAFER
! Elias Gilbert, who equalled N. High, I.ynchburg.
relay.
mile
the
means
and
that
medley
"Over.distancing
Dobbs, Willie Wari, and Walt John- ished second to Abilene Christian's
He did it Feb. 28 at Dortmund,
BERLIN - (UPI) - Herb CarCalhoun's record of In the Nationals the competition
distances
In these same events this sea-,:C. C's Lee
son, ran a blazing 314,7, the third Bill Woodhouse in the 100yard dash per, former University of Pitts- Germany, and proved it was no training by running
13.7 at the Penn Relays is favor- will be tough and Ashe probably
Bobby
without
are
Bears
the
son,
event
actual
the
than
greater
fastest mile time of the day.
while Elizabeth
City's Henry burgh sprinter from West Bridge- fluke by recording the same clock'
ed in the high sticks, including the won't reach the semi-finals withIn the sprint medley relay, NCC' Field's placed third in the invita• water, Pa., doesn't get much track ing March 14 in a Paris meet. doesn't help," he said. "I just get Gordon, the 1958 champion, who
220 lows, Teammate Fran Wash- out losing a game, like he did last
workhorse foursome of Johnson, tional high jump with a 6-4 leap. publicity these days but hopes to
The medium-sized. well-muscled on the track, work on starts and
ington isn't competing against Gil- year. Some players gunning for a
the
in
all
Its
dashes,
some
do
the
are
times
fast
his
said
Carper
berth
a
for
bid
strong
a
,make
bert this season because of an in- place on the qualifying team that
legs."
starts.
fast
practicing
•
z
of
Olympic
S.
results
team.
LI.
1960
the
On
•••••••••••••••••••••••••e•-e-••••••-ow^
jured collarbone. However, Russ will play in Charlottesville June 15
Although he has been out of the
Carper's main job right now is He said he did not lic!i•we it at
Joe Middleton, and Carl ' are Cunningham, Joe Williams,
Rodgers.
serving as mortar man with the first when officials at Dortmund track headlines in the United
high class timber top- National Junior A. T. A. chamall
iBrown
one
Lau.
U. S. Army Forces stationed in told him he had been clocked in States recently, Carper was
upset Gilbert if he pion of Laurenhurg Institute,
could
and
pers
•
of the Nation's top collegiate
renburg, N. C.; Charles Brown,
West Berlin but twice in the last six seconds.
day.
a•••••••••••••••••••
off
an
ihas
,-iiit
top
Nation's
c,Aattof te
-Hillside High, Durham, N. C.; Mu.
two months he has posted a world
"Naturally, at first you don't
ago
years
N. B. A. IN BUFFALO
bert Eaton, jr., Lennox High, Len3. Fascinalbrs - New York, 2439 record of six seconds for the in- believe such a thing," Carper sprinters several
By KURT FREUDENTHAL
collegnox, Mass. Eaton is captain of his
His
Pitt.
attending
while
When 210 teams registered to HANDICAP
said. "After all, it's a pretty big
door 60-yard dash.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. - "Floyd
team
and -may elect to represent
bowl at the Thruway Lanes on 1. Studio Stars - Los Angeles,
1956
the
included
triumphs
iate
the
60
sprinters
run
to
have
thing
take.
Many
Patterson- he is definitely
school with hopes of being
April 24 and 25 in the N. B. A's 2938
yards indoors in 6.1 seconds since
"1 just practice fast starts. ICI-A outdoor 100-yard dash, fastest man on two feet."
18th Annual Tournament, the die 2. Ritz Bowl - Chicago 2932
!drafted to the Development Tea in
he won in 9.4 seconds.
Ben Jahnson of the United States That's all you can do,
That's how game Brian London
, which
was cast for a record breaking 3. Dearine,s - Cleveland 292.3
;for the summer on his showing in
Carper hoped to make the 19511 praised the champion who knocked
-There's no pacing or other
first acconthlished !he feat in
.
I
event. 2,511 entries - breaking 4. West Side Lanes - Cnicago. 1938. ),Ict Carper is the first man anergy-consuming, fancy stuff."
,Charlottesville.
Olympic team but suffered a thigh him out early in the 11th round. ,
down in to 210 teams, 487 doubles 2912
I In addition to the top players
to nip over the beards in the
Carper also said he never prac- injury during the trials for the
London seemed none the worse
and 974 singles with 461 men and 5. Beaver Cleaners - Cleveland.- -- ---- ---there will be a large number of
games at Houston Tex. When the for the vicious battering he air- ,
By JOHN A. HOI.I.EY
302 women in the all-events.
leg did not respond to treatment, sorbed from the very outset. He ; DURHAM, N. C. - North Caro- other players from Georgia, South
2910
Over 7,533 lines rolled in the 6. Garrison Lounge - Baltimore.
seconds
draftafCarper quit college and was
i lina College's tennis team swept Carolina, Pennsybiania, Maryland,
was up and around
two days under the banner of N. 2902
ed into the Army last spring.
ler being counted out and he : two matches last week from John- D. C. and North Carolina. The
B. A. in the 1959 tourney - WOW. 7. Toll's Jewelers - Philadelphia.
carper's leg injury now appears walked to his tiny dressing room son C. Smith and St. Augustine's committee will try to enlarge the
Of course everything didn't run 2891
to be completely cured, He's confi- half-smiling.
to sew up their second successive development team if money beperfect but the heaotiful laces 8. Hotel Coleman - Newark.
CIAA visitation championship. The comes available. All players are
dent he can make a strong bid for kfaynT . s
-60 ma-row with N. B. A. on the '391 (tie)
a berth on the 10,0 Olympic squad
"I feel great," the perspiring Eagles' netters won both the visi- urged to send to Hr. W. L. Cooke.
roll was sight to behold.
7!. Charles - Buffalo, 2887
challenger said, an inch-long cut tation and tournament champion- 2011 Otis st., Durham. N. C., for
LeS's.ston ri- :t
aa. -live credit 10. Fascinators - New York, 2882
showing beneath his right eye and ships last year.
room reservations. If you do not
The Eagles topped Smith's Gold- have entry blank write to W. L.
to Miss "'-u- " - C')arlie Mae -fIGH SINGLE GAME (Actual)
his left eyelid also cut slightly.
By BENNIE; THOMAS
fought,
over his .14 .- mar teammate Ralph have
en
all
Bulls
Jones, the National Secretary and 1. Studio Stara - Los Angeles. 910
sweeping
5-0,
five Cooke. Entries must he in by May
"I'm very proud to
Jones in the 130 yard high hur 11
Hotel Coleman - Newark., 003
Tournament Director for the run. Patterson, he is a great champion, singles matches on the card. The 13. Play starts May 14 at 8 a m.
university track squad dles as he topped the timers in
i
ning of the show. The man who :). East Side Civic Club - Detroit, Southern
Is the fastest person on two doubles competition was halted be;ot their first chance on a dry 144. Harold Smith and Frank Wit
cause of a heavy downpour of
smoothed out the rough spots, 870
feet."
track for the first time in three
MEN
Charles R. Wilson, the president.
son came in for a slice of a three
The jut-jawed Englishman said rain.
took full advantage as
and
weeks
Maurice Handy played the most
The arraneer and contact man, 1. 20 Grand Lanes - Detroit. 2997
way tie in the pole vault with Lee
Patterson's right hand just before
three of five relay
LAWRENCE.. Mass. - i1TP1) -- the bell ended the 10th round 'had impressive set of games for the
Eric Defreitas, c'ee president and 2. Theresa's Tavern - Chicago, they copped
of Prairie View with a leap of
•
•
three
and
.s
Bill
.
his
Eagles as he walloped George
putOieity director.
Quinlan, former Cleveland me dazed." He went down on
2873
12 feet,
annual Grambling
The past prasident "jumping" 3. Grand Hotel - Newark, 2819 als at the first
Aaron Jackson. Southern univer- Brown defensive end who was knee then but walked unaided to Maya of Smith, 6-1, 6-1 in straight
college Relays.
sets.
'
This was Handy's fifth
traded
first
to
with the Prirram and Yearapok HANDICAP
the
for
Packers,I
tied
Bay
iomner.
corner.
Green
hi")'
Atv
his
was DeHart iltiabard. &wounded I. ,a/hitestone Packing - Bronx, The Jaguars grabbed their first place with Wooley of Prairie View denied a report from Green Bay "I said to myself then. go, Bri• straight conference triump, mark'
,rop y when the sprint medley Charles Lesvia of Grambline and that he had agreed to play for an. go see if you can get him in ing him a definite contender for
PITTSBURGH -(UPI) - Gene
by t5'e. Thfralo Senate ()ricers and n't21
'the C1AA's singlet crown when Bakers 33-year-old utility infielder,
memhsrs with an outer rina of 2. 20 Grand Lanes-Detroit, 3111 relay team of David Robertson. Morgan of Wiley College. T h e the Packers.
the 11th.
Ronald
Smith
and
Sutton,
the loop's tennis tournament is run was placed on the disabled list by
Quinlan threatened to upset the
s' srs t'at -as 0-•
a. Theresa's Tavern - Chicago, Aaron
I.eieht was fi feet 4 inches.
.
"1 just couldn't do it
Howarct,Smith completely domi•
crew of the tournament. Without -799
London had no alibis in defeat, off In Richmond. Va., on May 7. the Pittsburgh Pirates because og
In :ae javelin throw Richard trade by announcing he is conevent
the
took
at
by
they
as
nated
, a knee injury suffered last solar
could
have done bet- 8, 9,
Hill was tops with a heave of 161 sidering a coaching job with the but said, "I
spectators and r-ose cheerine for S. Drewry's Beer - Detroit. IrsP)
On April 23, the Eagles plaster- mei%
the strikes and urging you to 5. Pirate Inn - Pittsburgh. 3051 act 130 yards with the clocking feet 3-4 inches ith Herbert Bor- Hamilton Tiger-Cate, But Ina] ter if 1 had been here six months
-rap,- there wool(' he S. c'ester Eagles - Cheater. Pa . a 326.
ed St. Augustine's Falcons 7-0 in
The (matter Chicago Cubs second
lackight vP
a ianci sk imbuing:Ls
rell, also of Southern, second.
er ' ago.
asnallyignc
mu• ch less to the sport. Now let's -18
Soothom'c William Miller wh
Another 100 yard plus win was
"I came here to learn how to their second confereame match of baseman, who came here in a
as
the week, notching their sixth trade three seasons ago, tinder.
get back to this the largest of all ". Grand Hotel - Newark. 3035 turned in by the Jaguars in the had aialifasrl easily in the trial that Quinlan had agreed to plea.' box-I'm coming hack."
two mile relay when the unit or heats o, the open 440 yard dash (or GreenBay. in a telephone con- "I don't think I did too badly - straight league triumph without a went surgery for pulled tendons in
N. B. A. tourneys. Were yo' ''tere?
Chicago Metropolitan, 3018
'f no', I will the to give
one ^. "rown Bombers - Buffalo. 3916 Clan Verron Marvin Robinson, with 40.9 missed out on a near I think 1 did better than (Pete) defeat. Their only testi this sea- his right knee shortly after being
son came at the hands of Cornell injured last August in St TAIllit
"I haven't agreed to play with I Rademacher."
cord pieture of it "GRrAT."
Het:Me:en Jewelers - Newark, Brovsn and Fred Wilkerson turned rim+ win in the finals as he pulled
a mooch- at the start of the event any club," Quinlan said. Vince
in a slow 8:21.
V071Ela. WINN ,,tts
"I want to come hack here (to University in an intersectional But the knee continued to give him
.011
irr,
and
out.
match.
relay
how
pull
and
of
to
States)
had
Turner
learn
Soother' 'mil; the mile
trouble during the spring training
ACTUAL
"Is:H SINGLE GAME
'aunhardi (Packers' roach and the United
Younge used his reserves in the "rind,
eneral manager) called me but th fight."
1. Ritz Bowl Tornadoes - Chicago, 5. '0 Grand Lanes a- Detroit 10aR phy with lobertson, grown. Wilk. Texas college was first with 50.3
the
match
had
'-i-al'ina
points
team
again"
Patterson
Unofficial
e
inson
Fight
Falcons,
against
"s'
a
ttia loss In the Pirates for at lead
the
rson
weather.
just
1000
about
7
Detroit.
hoping
the
24/1
talked
T avert's Lounge '
"No." laughed London, "you to give hie younger players match an days presented a severe (nit
end
Se did not talk money or any•
Southern a' c -ti with 59/S1
2. Studio Stars - Los Angeles, 7. '",^irllea Barber Shop - Cleve. -.ton to in in 3:17
I experience.
don't go through this twice."
i Some Davis took a close win Prairie View second with 4241-2
to the team's bench strength.
aing.
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Morgan Defends
Track Laurels

Ashe Risks
Net Crown
At Durham

arper Sets Sights
On Olympic Sprints

Briton Calls
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'Fastest Man'

Down The Lane

NCC Garners ,his
n raig
Tennis Crown

Southlrn Captures
Grahliirig Relays

Quinlan Denies
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Gene Baker
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A.B.C. 1 Tri-State Defender
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Uncle Sam's Monster

NAT D. WILLIAMS

ARIT TA J. POLK, Circuletliis Menses:

There are simply gobs of enter- schools, voice studios, talent scouts
tainment talent here in Memphis. and other persons and institutions
A tremendous amount of it is con- on hand to corral promising white
Subscription rote: One year, $11; six months, $3.111. (2-year speciel Subscript's* rate $10)
centrated among the Negro sea- talent and give it a break.
The Tri..Stiste Defender Dees Net Take Resbensibility ter unsolicited Manuscripts or Plates.
ment of the population. And that's And ccasionally, a nod
from
where the story of sinful, regret- the white side of the fence here
table waste begins.
Published Irery Thursday by this Tri-State Defender Publishinp Cs Intarmi as Second
is directed toward some of the
Outside of appearances once or sepia talent . . . and such folk as
Class Matter at the Memphis Post Office March 20, 1112, Under Act of March 2, 1171.
twice a year in a few high school B. B. King, Phineas Newborn,
amateur presentations .
maybe Frances Burnett, and Ed TownSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
a stint or two before some fashion send, get a suitable send-off
But
show crowd in one of the two or they are the exceptions that prove
three local night spots. . . sing- the rule And the rule is that most
ing with the church choir or with Negro
in Memphis goes beg one of the many-blooming Gospel gins for want of encouragement
outfits . . . there's just no place and opportunity. The poet w a a
for local Negro talent to develop writing about Memphis
Negroes
and be useful to its owner or to when he said, "Full
many a gem
the public.
of purest ray serene, the dark
And it's a crying shame. No- unfathomed caves of ocean bear
body in particular is to blame, ... and full many a flower is born
be. But the fault lies somewhere. to blush unseen and waste its
Maybe the nature and location of sweetness on the desert air."
Ni
The Poplarville incident, no doubt, will Negro has been kidnapped from a jail cell teaymbpehinso proyv isded otnhee arneva secrluoeuss. Organizations
used by the enemies of the free world by an American mob that took the law
C U
alcers
thMeemBenanlies
planning and thinking about it.
Street Elks, the pala,ce Theater
as incontrovertible proof that American into its own hands.
But never is the situation borne with its
than'Amateur Night, various
democracy is nothing but a sham. When the
The damage, therefore, is not to be the home more penetratingly
argerotuopsh.e and
rom arnefnew indli
during
this
time
of
the
'year.
. . religious‘id u s
ten or more hooded white men dragged the state of Mississippi which has .- ea conscience
anddedseefokr.
when some of the local schools are
Negro truck driver from his cell in an un- and, apparently, no standard of moral judg. giving their annual Spring talent their role in discovering
„g to display to local audiences
guarded county jail in Mississippi, as ment, but to the United States
yorcuhnegs phleoospsloems, as mucthh oif thist raw talent
as a nation sfohrorhs.waitahd ttaheerchu
as they
punishment for a crime he may not have which is competing for world leadership
in
ous
giv
and Days,
en
an
from
time
to
timpreogra
committed, they were demonstrating that which represents itself AA champion of the One looks and
inescapably con
the law of the jungle is yet America's con- rights of free men, free institutions, and of eaynedful of what is being neglected But the major need is for some
thrown away here in Memphis. agency or some group to get toception of justice.
government by law.
Some of the finest potential sing- gether for the specific purpose of
It should be remembered that the outThis impairment is not only of Amen, ers, dancers,. comedians, actors, discovering. screening, and salvesat least some of the best of
side world makes scarcely any distinction ca's reputation and prestige abroad, but of producers, directors, musicians, ing
and persons possessed of every this frustrated and floating talent
between North and South as segments of the cause of democracy itself. Our Depart- type of
talent called for in the field lying around going to pot here in
American social geography. Anything that merit of State has experienced painful mo- of entertainment is placed on tem- the dark recesses of Memphis Nehappens in Mississippi or New York is look- ments in trying to explain through various porary, and usually inadequate dis- gr° life.
Of course, there Is the matter of
play.
ed upon as typical of the United States tra- international channels, Governor Faubus One
looks and inescapably con- local Negro public opinion to be
dition, especially if the issue is in the field and the school crisis in Little Rock.
chides that Marian Anderson has considered. A large flock of God's
of race relations.
The probability of ever finding the ab- more than one unnoticed counter- chillun hereabuts are still of the
mind that anything that's prates.
The foreign press reports the abduction ducted victim alive in the Poplarville inci- part in this town. Katherine Dun- atonal
ham's Dancers could find easy
entertainment is sinful,
the Negro truck driver, not as an isolated dent, is extremely remote. And Washing- duplication here.
poitier. Some local preachers publicly adSidney
Beiafohts,
mit that they are embarrassed to
incident motivated by local prejudice, but ton's foreign affairs specialists will find it Roy Hamilton, Harry
as an incident which bears the imprint of infinitely more difficult to equate democrat- Nat Cole, as sweet singers and ac- have some of the town's radio disk
tors... Joe Turner, Muddy Waters, jockeys and radio personalitieg as
American tradition of racial hatred.
ic teachings with race riots end lynchings. Ike Turner, as blues
shouters; Del- members of their flocks.
The few mild, whispered words of dis- There can be no compromise between right la Reese, Sarah Vaughn, Ella And incidentally, it Is an inter
approval uttered by some members of Con- and evil in a world in which democratic Fitzgerald and Dakota Staton, as eating fact that most of the local
swing and jazz singers . . . have Negro disk jockeys are pretty
gress will not be echoed in Moscow's Isves- principles are given the force of the scrip- their living
counterparts walking steady, staunch and regular church
tia, or Paris-Soir or even London's Man- tures. This bold disregard of the rights of around loose in Memphis .. . un- goers ... and even church work.
era. But there are churches where "You know," said Simple, "I SWING LOW,
your friends are — black folks
chester Guardian or Daily Express. These a citizen, this unmitigated defiance of the heralded and unsung.
No doubt, that's true of many doubting eyes scrutinize their
ac' drempt last night that the Ne- SWEET INTEGRATED CHARIOT like Colonel Washington and me—
newspapers are playing up the fact that a law place America once more on trial.
South,
communities There are such eon tivitiee.
groes had taken over the
COMING FOR TO
what would give you and Uncle
and I had moved back into my INTEGRATE MY HOME.
siderations as the desires, interTalmadge the old clothes off our
Most church folk excuse them
eat, intelligence, contacts, and so
mansion with the white pil- "I said, ''Mammy Faubus, have becks. The South is your home,
old
big
with the hopeful expression, "He'll
lars, with six chandeliers in the you ever heard that song?'
forth of the persons possessing the
Mammy, and you know we will
come to
someday, and put front parlor, in the green and
talent. But the main factor is that all that himself
"Mammy Faubus shook h e r look after you. But I want you
worldliness aside." Of grassy part of Richmond.
gray old blonde head, rolled her to stop them young crackers from
much too much of Memphis talent course,
in the meantime they nav. 'But
whilst I was setting on my big blue eyes and said, 'Lawd, singing songs about integrated
is going to waste.
er refuse said disk jockey's conThe importance of Africa as an emerg- flicts of the past and of the moment — CO' Of course race
wide veranda drinking a tall mint Mister Simple, it turns my atom- chariots. You hear me? If you old
is a major fieto the collection plates. julep, a rich old brownskin neigh- ick.'
ing world power was conceded by an influ- lonialism versus independence, Communism tor, too. Evidently there was a lot tributions
Caucasians cannot stop t h • m,
The Gospel "jecks" are not doubtbor
of mine, Colonel Washington, "I said, 'It turns mine, too! don't blame Colonel Semple toy
of
money and help available for ed too murk,
ential segment of American publications. versus democracy, machines versus men,
however. And that's come by to tell me that he had Dark as I am,
makes
Elvis Presley to reach his height.
it almost
what the Black Citizens Council
good. But, that attitude is reveal. just got wind of a bunch of young
In recent weeks. Life—one of the best racism versus equality. The future of the There are
me blush to hear that some of might do. Yet you know, mammy
local white dancing inc.
crackers
that
to
belongs
the
Nathem
crackers
young
to
known of American magazines, with a world may be decided by how these conflicts
whom
I
Faubus,
I love you. And when You
•
tional Association for the Ad- have been so good are singing it. get to be eighty. I am planning to
world-wide circulation—devoted a whole are resolved. This is why an understandvancement of Caucasian People, How does the rest of it go, Mam- retire you, and give you that litAsue to an analysis of the forces that are ing of Africa and her peoples, of this retinging a white version of one of my?"
tle shack down by the sweet
our
colored spirituals with words " 'Lemme see if I can recol- gum tree where you can live the
discovery by the rest of the human race
Wrring in the black man's land.
that
is
subversive.
I
told
lect,
Colonel
Mister Simple. If I rightly re- rest of your days in comfort.
In April, the editors of Holiday and the of its source, is so vital to all of us."
Washington, 'I will look into that calls, it goes something like this: "You need only come up to the
"These are stirring words, written with
my own self,' which I did.
I LOOKED OVER GEORGIA
highly sophisticated Atlantic Monthly gave
big house on the cook's Thursday
off and get dinner, and of course,
Africa and its native leaders the most a penetrating sense of the realities that ARLINGTON, Vs. — (UPI) — lie schools in the three localities "Right early the next morning AND WHAT DID I SEE
ordered
I
up
COMING
to
the
Big
Another
House
FOR
TO
Virginia
suburb
fix
us a little supper when there
across
since
then.
thorough coverage they have ever received are unfolding themselves in that remote the Potomac river from
is no cooks around on Sundays.
Wash- Five other Negro students also my dear old white Mammy that INTEGRATE MY ROME?
land.
Yet
the
sun
is
not
just
shining
on
tOok care of me when I was a A BAND FROM THE
ington was made the target asked to enter
In a Western community.
Also iron my shirts, which noAfrica, the political revolution now going Thursday of a new drive for schools in Arlingtonstill-segregated baby. and that takes care of my N. DOUBLE A. C. P.
body irons like you. And if any
and Alexis- children now. She is a sweet
Holiday editors, particularly, wrote as
COMING
old
FOR TO
school desegregation,
of the children get sick—'
dria next fall.
white soul! But these days you can INTEGRATE MY HOME.
though they were rejoicing over the events on has been in the making for soma years. Attorney Otto L. Tucker of
" 'I'll be right there, Mists?
PLACEMENT BOARD
The white world stood by silently, without Alexandria,
never
tell,
even
about
good
—Lewd,
crackI
do
not
sing
no
Simple!
such
kind
AB I ever wants to do in
Va., said as many as Fairfax county school
that have captivated the so-called "dark
board ers. So I looked her dead in her of songs myself, Mister Simple.' life is
proffer
any
of
help
30
in
this
to work for nice Negras
titantic
power
Negro students would seek to chairman Merton S.
continent" into the center of the world
Persons said blue eyes and asked her has she "I said, 'I know you don't like you, until
enroll
I see that sweet
in
white schools in Fair- the Negroes' requests for
test.
trans- ever heard that song these young Mammy Faubus. You are a good chariot coming for to Integrate—
stage.
county next September f o r fer to white schools would
Had these magazine editors focused fax
be
for.
crackers is singing now about: old Caucasian. You know who I mean, SEGREGATE my home."
the first time,
"This (April) issue," they declared in their attention
long ago on the issues that It posed the possibility of new warded to the Virginia Pupil
Placement board in Richmond, a
pnntifical tone," is devoted to one of the have risen
to flood-tide, they might have court action toward deaegregation three-member state agency
which
great dramas of our time: the world's re- helped
lessen the pang and anguish of both in Virginia where the legislature heretofore has assigned students
last week completed a new local- on a
turn to Africa. It is a return because Afri- the native
segregated basis,
population and the European option type "freedom
of choice" Tucker, who was successful in
ca is, in all probability, the birthplace of community
in Africa.
program to deal with school in- getting
ten Negroes admitted to
humanity, and for a long time the only huA clear and impartial appraisal of the tegration.
three (CQ) Alexandria schools in
WASHINGTON SUBURBS
mans on this earth were Africans.
February
said he would ask fedeforces in ferment on the black continent Arlington
and Alexandria, both ral district Judge
Albert Bryan
"Now, after tens of thousands of years, might have so stirred world conscience
and Washington suburbs areas and to
the great human adventure is coming back sympathy that a solution to the political neighbors of Fairfax •county, ad- to require Alexandria school board
admit the four new applicants
home, back into Africa, trailing its jet and economic problems might not have mated Negroes to previously to Alexandria schools.
white schools last February, along
The Alexandria board rejected
nes and political dogmas, its complex awaited racial strife to forge understanding with
Norfolk, Va.
ll
(teals and baffling aberrations. On a land and equity. Such an attitude would have Thirty-one Negroes have quit- the four new applications and ROME, Italy — Rome is the all the plumbing fixtures are bul- have ever seen.
assigned the Negroes to segre• gateway to Africa. I flew into the ky. But they work and loudly.
Now that I have been en these
ly attended former all-white pub- gated
which has remained much the same for wrought social justice sooner.
schools.
Eternal City April I, on an Italian
Today was my first full day in sightseeing tours I realize that
stecine, all the changes which have taken
Alitalia. The plane was a this legendary capital of Catholi- have been more concerned with
However, it is never too late to do good. tamionionnotemieninoonowiniumnomatitionlO111111111 111111111l1111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIII
I1111111111111 good old America workhorse, a
cism and I became a true tourist dead Italians than with living ones.
place elsewhere are happening at once.
We believe that by their able delineation of
DC6. Flying clown In tne late aft- I bought guide books and maps, From the tourist point of view, of
"History moves swiftly in Africa now: the issues together with their seeming deernoon from London. I was able which seem to he on sale ever- course, the living ones are not is
Ghana is born, a new republic; Guinea termination to throw their weight on the
to get I good view of Geneva, where. Finally, I settled on two important as the dead ones. What.
Switzerland, and the Alps. When bus tours, morning and afternoon, ever the future, the Romans have
waves aside French rule; there are riots in side of right in this collision, of forces,
we passed over Paris, I couldn't which lasted about three hours a fabulous past.
Belgian Congo; in Algeria the French are the editors of Life, Holiday and the Atlantic
From what little I have been
see anything, but I have seen it each. I am sure if one has the
fighting the Arabs; in South Africa the Monthly are contributing their collective
before and had no regrets.
time these would not he too neces- able to observe at a distance, the
The time in Rome is an hour sary. But for a fast, thorough, and Italians deserve their reputation
whites are oppressing the blacks. Here, in might toward the vindication of the right to
ahead of London and the alteward detailed sightseeing expedition, as a beautiful race of people. Half
one brief, dramatic moment of time, are as- self-determination, self-rule which agitates
who served us
"tea," a light the tours, which are sponsored by the girls and boys one sees on
aembled the conflicts of mankind, the con- the soul of every living native African.
lunch, advised us to change our • half dozen companies, are the the streets look as if they might
watches as we crossed over the best bet.
quality for roles in Hollywood.
Alps. All the instructions and adWhen we started out in the bus- You don't have to look too carevice by the stewardess and the es this morning, over a hundred fully to discover that many of
steward were given in Italian and of us, the guide addressed my bus them do not live as well as
English. It was dark and misty in
Italian, English, Spanish Americans. From the frequent
when we came in. As we landed French and German. His com- smiles on their faces, however. I
we had to fill out landing cards mand of the languages was unbe- believe that, while they may be
Editor: The mob that seven years of age These men with hate and prejudice take the
which, I understand, go to the po- lievable. At the first stop, how- poorer, they are just as happy.
zed by force M. C. Parker of were permitted to go free. Parker law into their hands.
One can't judge the English in
lice. When I told a customs offi- ever, all the tourists in several
Poplarville, Miss, in the most had not been proven guilty of the
C. R. Darden,
cer that I was not carrying any buses are divided into language this manner though. In fact, in
horrible beating in the jail before alleged crime.
President, Miss. State
cigarettes, he opened one bag. I groups. Thereafter you get a guide London I never could tell whethapparently murdering him con- It is ironic that Mississippi off'.
smiled and, when he didn't see speaking your language and fol- er a character was sick or well,
NAACP
tinues to make bloody Missidsippi eight have a lapse of memory
any, he omiltad too and let the oth- low him for the rest of the tour. sad or full of joy. God gave the
outstanding in the field of Negro when they go to Washington, D. C
er bags &Wile. I changed some The English guide got the larg- English the original poker face.
Mississipto
proves
testify
lynchings. This
before committees. They
bills to get Italian money at the est group and the second largest by contrast, the Italian is like the
pi's determination to hold on to do not remember or know of any
little bank at the airport and was was a tie between the French and smiling Irishman. Rome is favorDear Editor: It is be/0nd me
against
lynchings,
to
Negroes,
injustices
and
nor
in
place
shocked
by the large size of the German tourists. The Spanish, ed by tourists for this, among othfirst
how the Governor of Mississippi
paper money. Some of the bills guide had the smallest group.
er reasons.
maintain the customs and tradi- can they remember any qualified can blatantly state
is no
there
were big enough to wrap a sand- Between the morning and afterNegroes who have been denied
I don't have the figures on the
tions as the "Lynching State."
doubt that Mack Charles Parker
wich in.
noon tours, I got a good look at tourist business, but they must be
Mississippi can be expected to the ballot. Pearl River County is was guilty of the crime
charged
Reservations had been made for most of the sites that make up astronomical. Souvenir shops are
take the law into its own hand approximately 60 per cent Negro. Being a lawyer, doesn't the good
me at the Hotel Quirinale which ancient Rome and the Vatican. more plentiful than barber shops,
as long as leading newspapers with approximately 14 Negroes
Governor
know
that
in
these
is favored by BOAC, British Over- The Colosseum and the Basilica and roving postcard and trinket
encourage disobedience of the law registered. Mississippi made headseas Airways. The clerks spoke of St. Peter's looked just as they salesmen stand around all t h •
through editorials such as "We lines for America around the United States a man is presumed
English well enough for me to get do on the postcards and you would downtown corners and in the viinnocent until proved guilty?
Believe That Mississippi Will world today.
settled quickly. Coming in from have to be pretty uncivilised not cinity of every /church and monuAbound In So Called Ignorance This is so because we preach
If Governor Coleman were to
the airport, I could not do much to be impressed greatly.
ment. Most of' them seem to be
And Bullheaded People. At Least justice on paper but fail to prac- search his conscience, he might
sightseeing and I didn't know what The number and v a r is t y of able to speak a little in every lanWe Hope So." This, coupled with tice the justice at home that w• come up with the notion that Mr.
I was looking at anyway. It Wan churches, fountains, monuments, guage except Chinese. I saw
politicians who ride into office Preach abroad. This It concrete Parker possibly is innocent. That
no late by the time I got dinner and statues around Rome are over. big group of Chinese tourists on
on the backs of Negroes, aids and evidence that meaningful civil possibility increases multifold
I
ventured out only long enough to whelm ing. One can find more one tour, and I noticed that these
the
( Ape those who would murder rights through Congress is t h •
buy some poop which doesn't beautiful sculpture in almost any hucksters SPIVIled a little frusonly hope of protection or justice awful and tragic nature of Parkseem
to be a popular Item in many Roman alley than there is in all trated in making their pitch. Come
White men have admitted raps for Negroes in a state wher• er's abduction. —Nelam L. Hill, "I'm not overweight . . . It's just that according to the
tospfahnineksetof it, Perhaps they were
European hotels. The private bath of Detroit. incidentally, these are j
blood
young
men
as
thirsty
as
Some
girls.
Negro
indoctrinated 3004; S. Blackstone.
of
chart . .. I should be four inches taller."
was big enough for a family and some of the narrowest alleys I
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*NILE SAOPPiNG IN NIS SIORE!you

ARE NOT TO TAKE THEM
HOME/

ovELoRN
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a busi- any good and intelligent men left
ness woman, 50, member of the in this world I certainly would
AMR Zion church. I am interested appreciate understanding, believin meeting a real gentleman who ing and knowing one. I am 37,
is also interested in business and light-brownskin, brown eyes, black
church work. I work with the mu- hair, 137 lbs., 5 feet, 5 inches tall.
sical and vocal department of my I prefer a man between 38 and
church. I desire to meet a gentle- 50 — one who means well. Velma
man who would be interested in Freeman, 17th St., P. 0. General
getting married and working with Delivery, Gary, Ind.
•• •
me in promoting singers and gospel groups. If not sincere please Dear Mme. Chante: I wish to
write.
Neta Johnson, 4420 meet a gentleman between sk0 and
do not
Humbolt St., Detroit 8, Mich.
65 — object matrimony. I am 40,
7JUS't31 (4411Ell I 301..P %
UR AGO
•••
A
'(0tgr
a member of the Baptist church,
Ad,/
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been, light brown complexion, business
reading your column for sometime, minded. I wish to meet
someone
and learned that you have helped who is also business minded. Do
so many people. I would uke for not write unless interested and
pl•
you to help me. I am a young sincere. Mrs. Lela Smith,
38;s4 12th
lady 18 years of age, 4 feet, 11 St., Ecorse, Mich.
inches tall, brown eyes, bla ck
• ••
hair and brown complexion. All
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a sinmy friends say I am cute. I would
gle gentleman interested in meetlike to hear from young men being ladies residing in Los Angeles,
tween 18 and 24. Please send phoSan Diego and Phoenix. I plan to
to in first letter. If not interested
establish residence in the west
please do not write. I promise
this year. I would appreciate
that all letters will be given immeeting a neat, clean, brownskin,
mediate consideration.
Miss C. moderately
attractive lady. S h e
Willene Alden, 916 12th Ave. No.,
must be single, a high school
Nashville 8, Tenn.
graduate,
no children, between 25
•• •
and 32 and weighing not more
Dear Mme. Chante: If there are
than 120 lbs. I am interested in a
lady with a gentle disposition and
good character who will appreciate a gentleman with the same
qualities. Please enclose photo In
first letter and I will do likewise.
I am 30 years old, 6 feet tall,
160 lbs., brownskin and brown
eyes. Will give all information in
first letter. J. Fields, Kobes Mo
tel, R. R. 2, Iowa City, Iowa.
•••
By JIM FOREE
les of the ward are roughly 22nd "I would like to see some non- 1 Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
' Anyone who talks with the 7ix st. on the north. 40th st., on the profit and coop-housing for the , to hear from sincere men over
Negro aldermen who last week south, Wentworth on the west and middle class," he said. "Also 40. I am 39, 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
Imes helped Hoosman when they ,slugger official support for "you!
170 lbs. I am a Christian. Have
were sworn in as members of the he lake on the east.
some small private homes."
A big guy who always wanted to he declared a c ham- put on a party for 40 Munich Ne- great cause."
A predominately Negro area, the
no
objection
to
City Council is impressed with the
children.
Mrs.
Geo.
gerkisder. He received headlines Formerly of Waterloo, Iowa
redevelopment
and
Housing
many things which they have in ward has experienced in the past problems will occupy much of the Myles, 114 Taylor St., Beckley, W. pion in the square circle, once knocked-out by Joe Louis, in the West German press by Hoosman is described by Time as
few years a tremendous change in
Va.
common.
himself
found
an
acknowledged
champion
in the area of smuggling out of East Germany a a iman with a cause, as well a
attention of Harvey.
• ••
A chat with them discloses that housing. Many old homes have
little Negerkind named Roswitha an itch to write verse.
He is well situated to deal with
human relations.
each is married, is an active made way for new high-rise pubDear
Mme.
Chante:
I
Combining his two interests, b
Kubik.
would like
this problem, being a member of
member of a church and is pas- lic housing projects. Among them
to
Alston
Hoosman,
correspond
38,
featured
in
the
April
with
27,
issue
of
a
nice
brown
Louis (Satehmo) Armstrong and penned:
the City Council Planning 0. n
are
the
Harold
E.
Ickes
project
sionately interested in the probHousing Committee. Other com- complexioned, Christian woman Time magazine, is described as a
, his band hurried over from a Stutt- I hope my life has not bee* lives
ems which face their wards and at 22nd and State st.. the Dearbetween 30 and 45. She can have
in vain;
"handsome, laughing bulk of a out of his small Munich hotel gart concert to stage a special
Iborn Homes at 26th and State, the mittees which he will serve on for
the city.
Of many failures I hope there ha
this term of the council include: one child. I am 45, single, brown- man 16 ft. 5 in., 225 lbs.) who has
A Chicago Defender reporter in-' Stateway Garden project at 35th an
Saturday
afternoon party
for
been gain.
Finance, Police, Fire Schools, Civil skin, 5 feet 11 inches tall, 170 lbs. always wanted to be a champion." MOM
terviewed the aldermen to find State and the Ida B. Wells proHoosman's Munich children. Last I truly pray that—in some way-.
Service and Municipal Institutions. I own my home. E. Norman, Rt. Hoosman, according to Time, SATCHMO HELPS
out what they have done and what ject at 37th and South Parkway.
week
Munich's
4,
Lord
Mayor
Box
Thom133,
St. Anne, Ill.
I've helped my fellow man.
He also is chairman of the Health
fought his way up to sixth place The Bavarian radio last Christ- as Wimmer promised the one-time , For I
they hope to do for their wards Also located in the ward IS the
•• •
can.
on the boxing press's list of U. S.
huge Lake Meadows housing de. committee.
and Chicago.
Dear Mme. Chante: I work evheavyweights before the Brown
Comments made by Aid. William velopment, built by New York Life Harvey includes among his ery day and
haven't had a chance Bomber kayoed him in Oakland,
Harvey are included in this Insurance company. In the pro- achievements as alderman the en- to meet anyone.
I would like you Calif., in 1949. Drifting off to Euarticle. Remarks by the other five cess of being constructed is the actment of a fair employment law to help me find
a quiet. Christian, rope, he won some notice but not
,Idermen will be reported in sub. Prairie Shores development, a pro- relative to city contracts and a
non.. intelligent man. He may be workduct of the Michael Reese hospital
top billing as an actor in German
,equent stories.
ing or on pension. I am in my
discrimination hospital low.
films and television.
Harvey, of the Second ward, is However, despite the large nummiddle
60's.
Please
do
not
answer CHAMP AT LAST
:he oldest councilman — in point ber of housing projects which have Harvey was educated at Lincoln unless
interested in marriage. I
/ years served. He first was changed the face of Harvey's (Mo.) university. He and Mrs. Har- have a. nice
disposition
and
I am Last week Hoosman was dubbed
Ilected to the Council in 1943 ward, the alderman said houstng vey have a 10-year-old daughter, a Christian.
champion at last—champion of the
Will
answer
all
letters.
anti has served continuously since and redevelopment still are prob. Millicent.
Mrs. Ellen Lawerence, 6841 Har- 5,000 unfortunate children born In'
tihen.
lems which he must solve.
The alderman is an active mem- per, Chicago 37,
Ill. C-0 G. Tis- Germany to U. S. Negro G. I s and
He heads a ward of some 75,0001 Harvey said his concern now ber of Olivet Baptist chuch, but, dale.
the German women they encounlersons, with about 36,500 of them'is for housing for middle-class peo- like most politicians he attends'
tered during the occupation.
.3eing registered voters. Boundar-Iple.
, many others.
When Hooseman was still a
heavyweight-at-large ha n gin g
around the Frankfort PX back in
1950, he got acquainted with some
German girls with Negro babies.
He came in contact with the bitter
stories of the Negerkinder and
learned about the little boy who,
taunted by a ring of white children
crying, "Du schwarzer Heger,"
answered them bitterly: "Be happy you are not one."
Landing a leading role two years
school graduation and then enter-, Watson, since entering the field
By EDDIE MADISON
later in a German movie called
,
service. He served 27 of architecture, has formally
!ed military
"Toxi, Al's" part set him to thinkA young Negro architect, one of months with the U. S. Air Force worked in several offices of note.
ing. He told Time, "I played a
Among these are t h e Corps of
hree known registered Negro as an architectural draftsman
Negro G. I. who regrets having
:rchitects in the Chicago area,' Following military service he re- Engineers, Sidney H. Morris,
left his girl friend in the lurch, and
ill introduce a new line of furni- turned to the University of Illi- whose notable structures include
comes back to Germany to get his
, sire to the national market in nois for another year of stury. the Scottsdale shopping center,
baby."
He then went to Illinois Institute 1000 Late Shore dr.; Milton
uly.
CHAMPION AT LAST! Al !loos- earned champion's laurels In an- established the Association to
ORGANIZES BENEFITS
Help
Schwartz,
known
for their work
The idea behind the role led man, 38. former heavyweight other area. Hoosman, shown here Colored and Parentless Children.
Raymond E. Watson, 27, 4724 of Technology to further his forExecutive
the
House; Pace
Hoosman to try organizing boxing boxer who never reached the pin, with children of Negro American
;. Greenwood, ave., calls his mal training. After studying archi- on
(Time Magazine)
benefits for G. I. Negro children; nacle of success as a boxer, has GI's and German mothers, has
urniture design 'The Functional tecturai engineering for about'Associates, who did architectural,
three years, he decided to change work on the Illinois tool road. al
RAYMOND E. WATSON
but, according to Time, he got
..fodular Line.'
feature of whicp is its over-the-I
little help from the U. S. Army,
Actually the furniture line is an his major to civil engineering,
This interest and ability are now
road restaurants.
which was not eager to call draidditional feature of Watson's COLLEGE TRAINING
displayed in his creation of the matic attention
BADCE
DESIGNS
to it illegitimacy
vork. His life-long ambition to "Altogether I have about six or
furniture
line
and
the fraternity problem.
During the time he worked for'
ater the field of achitecture was seven years of college, Watson
sweetheart
badge,
these firms Watson also did
Then last year, urged forward
Whiled when he became a regissmilingly
said,
and 1 stillon
special work for General Engi-I Earlier, while still In high by the fact that the great 'majoriered architect after passing the have a degree." Ile explained that
school, his creative ability was ty
ers
and
Designers
a
N
e
g
r
o
,
of Negro-fathered children are
llinois State board examination. [about 50 per cent of his training ne
I. in each of the two fields of concern which remodeled the'given a chance to display itself in now nearing the school-level age of
,is
COMPETMVE FIELD
still
another
area. At this period 14, when they must find an awkSupreme Liberty Life Insurance
i s
I
A highly competitive field, Wat- atu.Y•
building. This firm also in his development he worked as ward place for themselves in Ger!Company
,on passed the board examina.! Many draftsmen, the Defender remodeled the Archway Lounge. a printer for the Rev. Clarence man society. Hoosman undertook
Cobb, minister of the First Church the big task of founding the Assoion for architects although h e learned, hold degrees but only a 61st and S. Parkway.
las not completed training toward few qualify for their license, Wat-1 A member of Kappa Alpha Psi of Deliverance. Watson published ciation to Help Colored and Par- MEMPHIS, Tenn.—In an appeal; an effort to secure equality In ens V. Kelley, Grand Daughter
to George W. Lee, Grand Com- education for all, and a social and secretary, a native Virginian,
s degree in architectural engineer- son, who became a registered fraternity. Watson also designed the weekly bulletin for the church. entless Children.
missioner of Education, Authe- political prosperity and happiness,' said "the citizen* of her state
ng. Requirements for taking the architect in August. 1958, is pres- a sweetheart badge which wag Also, while in high school he took
the
past
la
During
months
the
recently
rine Lucy Foster said, "My im- whose course shall be onward and have received the suggestion very
.xamination are reportedly very ently associated with W. J. Campapproved by the national courses to prepare himself for
has
comprised
organization
of
little
Assesand
mediate plans have been to en- upward, and which while the enthusiastic ally."
s- tringent.
training in architecture.
organization.
. bell and C. H. Graves
more than Hoosman, his portable roll in school for the summer and
earth endures shall not pass LITTLE ROCX NINE
A native of Chicago, Watson at. dates. The firm which recently , Watson, who always liked arts Watson is married to the former typewriter and a stack of
station- return to work for the fall semes- away."
tended Wendell Phillips h i g b completed drawings on the Hen- and crafts in elementary school, Miss Joanne Glass of Chicago. ery. He has
Last year in Washington, th
searched for sponsors, ter."
residence
Chiin
derson
Southside
said his teachers at that time ob- ,They have two children, Andre, raised funds, got publicity gathschool. He went to the University
VIRGINIA CHLDREN
Department of Education had for
Foster
present,"
said,
Mrs.
"At
had
that
he
artistic ability.,S and Donna, 2.
of Illinois for one year after high cago.
served
ered statistics and lists, working "it is not known how long it will It is our plan to give MASSIVE its guests the nine children of Little Rock, with their brave leader,
t a ke to get a masters degree, ASSISTANCE to the young freeMrs. Daisy Bates, and presented
what I desire. The Uni- dom fighters on the American
which
is
...qoua e•a•tyR1E4D tsloo
them $9,000 in scholarships. It is
JUST 04006%4 So %46 `NOULAN'T
out that scene, I.ee said,
Texas
versity
points
of
JEALOUS!
'4'
C. TOO TAIRMISCO $.44MEM me *MAUD
Now that the massive resist- the plan of the Deepartment of
1 kNOULDNI MIND
36 semester hours are needed to
SO?
t
ABOUT ri cawee
Education to do something aim!.
St.CONE
TemcimG You oul
receive a certificate, but it will ance campaign in Virginia has
lar for a number of the young
LumcM ism •••
take several summers to get a de- been broken up, Lee said. ''I I
freedom fighters of Virginia.
gree. My hopes are that it would have collaborated with the Grand
John- The department has on its roll
be possible for you to arrange to Exalted Ruler, Robert
son, to give recognition to the 40 for this year. 48 students in the
give me scholarship aid."
Grand Commissioner Lee, in odd Virginia children, who crush- universities of America, Canada,
granting the request for a scho- ed it with their bare hands.
and Mexico. Three of these she
larship to Mrs. Foster, said
We hope to find some way to dents were among the five child"that the struggle for freedom In invite them and their brave lead- ren who were plantiffs in the Ste
education is everybody's struggle er, Mrs. Vivian Carter Mason, preme Court case, which made
and every lover of freedom will to the Grand Lodge in Atlantic segregation illegal in the United
long remember your courageous , City In August. It is our plan to States. Some others are: Bobby
fight at the University of Alaba- have these boys and girls who Cain, first Negm to graduate
ma to unlock closed doors to Ne- were in this struggle as our guests, from the integrated Clinton High
gro youth. At the University of at !he National Oratorical contest school, Ernest McEwen, who 1
Alabama, you stood up under and baccalaureate sermon at the a student revolt in Missiaaip
tr\ mg circumstances and fought ' Grand Lodge "
and 14 Iso Gail Epps from Clint
the batUe of the entire race in
The plan mauled to Mrs, Bu-.High school.
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Negro Aldermen HaveMuch
In Common; Harvey Oldest

UNI
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Former Boxer Becomes
'Champ' To German Kids

WHII
11th
Wilso

Negro Architect Markets
New Designs In Furniture

Autherine Lucy Foster
Gets Elk Scholarship
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Universal Life S alutes Douglass High Students On Scholarship Day
S

UNIVERSAL LIFE ENSI.'R•
ANCE Co., Seventh Annual
Salute to High School Schol•
arship Day honors members of
the Douglass High School National Honor Society and gives
these students an opportunity

to "run' the company for a
day. Universal's Chairman of
the Board-President, A. Mato Walker were routed from
their office by Genthia Collins, a senior, sitting in for
James Alexander, also a sen•

ior. Her secretary was Sadie
Fulton, senior. Alexander, previously named to the top po•
sitien by his school, was taking the city-wide mathematics
examination along with other
top students.

ev,b

ACTING FOR Vic PresidentAssistant Secretary I,. H.
Boyce was Shirley Knox. Her
secretary was Joyce Hopson.

Both juniors, these young ladies were chosen on the basis
of scholastic achietement.
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT.
Secretary of Universal "for a
day" was Robert
Mann,

senior substituting for William
Rodgers, jr., a senior. He vias
cabaly assisted by his seers-

tary, Velma Murrell. also a
senior. Mann acted for Universal Life's Secretary, B. G.
Jr.

THE POSITION OF h'ice•PresIdent•Agency Director was eni0Yed by Allred McClandon —

substituting for Genthia C n Itins who moved up to the presl.
dency. A senior, he replaced

II.
His
secre•
tars for the day was Doris
Keath, also a senior.

••••

•

Is

J. A. OLIVE, Vice-PresidentAssistant Secretary, gave up
his office to two juniors, Er'

nestine Henderson and her seeretary, Evelena Billups.

r "you:

Iowa
rime al
well a

WHILE EARLINE NICHOLS.
11th grade, and Willie Ruth
Wilson, 12th grade, study per-

sonnel records In the office of
.1. T. Chandler, Mrs. D. Cur.
rie and Mrs. Lee Ella Jack-

son, home office employees,
carry on their filing duties.

eats, hi

.91 lives

era ha
way.
,

MRS. S. M. NEAL and Mrs.
C. M. Scott, of the Home Office Bookkeeping Department,
explains modern bookkeeping

INTERESTED IN electronics
Barbara Moore, James Sand.
era, Martin Tisdale, Ida Wil-

machinery to Elizabeth Raker,
12th grade; Rosalyn Shivers,
15th grad and Imogene Claxton,
10th grade.

THESE STUDENT!! of Doug.
Ian are interested in printing
equipment being explained to
them by the supervisor of that
department. From left: Bobby
Knox, Charles Thurman, Wil.

son and Patsy Hamilton. A Ti
are seniors.

1111
to Help
hildren.
gazine)

liam Reit eupervisor, Rome
Office Printing Department;
Johnathan Rodgers, Patricia
Nlckson, and Juanita Yates.
All are seniors but Miss Nick.
son who is a junior.

tughter
•glnian,
• state
in very

in, the.
tad for
of Lit.
leader,
esented
t. It is
tent of
g elm'.
young
IS.
its roll
in the
'anada,
se stills
• child.
[he Sip
made
United
Bobby
'adonis
High
,ho
RisAip
Clint()

THE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT was supervised by Gladys Watson. assisted by her
secretary Carolyn Willis, both
seniors. T. J. Willis, lice-pres.

"patient" is Barbara Detnire
CI are seniors. Cross substi
tared for Chall• Booker.

secretary,
assistant
Went
whom Miss Watson replaced
for the day, carefully explained his duties and then vacated
his office.

ROME OFFICE FlOSTESSEg
and Douglass high school grad
states pose wills honor students
of the Douglass High school

who re!ctrri sopreme "for a
day" when t niversal Life Insurance Company sponsored
Its Annual Salute to High

School Scholarship Day. Co.
ordinating activities and chapemning the group Is Mrs. Ma
bel Jones. homfe economics instructor at Douglass.

Club To Give
Apron And Tie
Party May 9

10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 9, 1959

f
homeandt e opartywil
An
Mrs. Jului
at the
he
Young of 1303 Gwinn ave. on Saturday night, May 9, at 9 p.m. and
the public is invited to be present.
The party is being presented by
the Professional a n d Business
Women's Thrift club which met
recently in the home of Mrs. Forestine Caldwell of 1245 Gwinn ave.
to complete plans for the affair.
She is corresponding secretary of
the organization.
Mrs. Young is president of the
club. Other officers are Mrs. Lion Harris, vice president; Mrs.
Lena Cohn, recording secretary:
Mrs. Ethel Mae Wynne, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Savannah McNeil, treasurer; Mrs. Bernice Alexander, matron; and Miss Clemon Drawford, reporter.
Members of the finance committee are Mrs. Etta Mae Hall,
chairman; Mrs. Velora Clay, Mrs.
Mary R. Welch and Mrs. Doris
Williams.
Leroy Hall is club sweetheart.

of the original SKC's present
the Merry, Merry Month of! one
'
at the party . . . now a resident
May . . . and with the gaiety of
of Los Angeles, who has been viathis lovely month comes the upwhichliting here for the past three weeks.
surge of seasonal activities
This week sorors of Delta Siglikens our social whit' to a veriTheta sorority are celebrating
ma
circus.
table three-ringed
their May Week by engaging in a
SOPHISTICATES' HOBOS
of community service
Conversation-piece artistic invi-, variety
projects. One such project will find
tations from the Sophisticates,
sorors entertaining children at the
Harriette Walker, president of
Mrs. Mildred Heard during
GOODWILL HOMES GIFT —
club featured a bedraggled, be-.
Goodwill Home and the Jessie Mathe graduate chapter of Delta;
their May Week program of
Delta Sigma Theta sorors Sr.
patched and bemusing lovable hobo'
games,
of
program
A
Center.
han
my
Mrs. Hattie House, Mrs. Heard
community service actisities.
seen presenting their check
. . . who stated . . . "I'm on
favors and refreshments will
skits,
SOPHISTICATES'
Mrs.
are
right
to
and Mrs. Beulah Williams.
left
Seen
Goodwill Home to
benefitting
way to the
will
the centers
DANCE! It's a HOBO BALL and, be offered, and
receive gifts.
really BOHEMIAN! . . You're intestants not shown are the
QUEEN OF LEISURE —
giving aid to
vited, too, Friday night, May I, Another project is
Misses Verline Frank, Ruby
Quite possible
queen to be
adopted at
10 p. m. at the FLAMINGO . . . a family which was
MISS "GOLDEN GIRL" OF 1959
she
Yarbrough and Beulah Young.
she's among these four candiDonations will be M—is for the million things
NO black 'n white this time, Come Christmas time.
gave me
One of these lovely girls will
dates for "Queen of Leisure".
in the form of household items and 0—is because she is growing
in togs similar to mine."
be crowned at the Second AnStanding, left to right, Misses
' And the creme-de-creme who clothing for the children.
old
nual Coronation Ball, sponsorRosa Lee Ingram and Delores
garnered the coveted bids to this
Always a favorite with high T—is for the
she shed
tears
ed by the Men of Leisure soBond. Seated left to right,
swanky 'low-brow' dance were senior girls, the Delta Charm
to save me'
cial club, Saturday, May 9, at
Misses D.-r•thy se-se ,"title
national
the
winning
charmIn
the
of
the
mood
at
the
6,
swept into
school will be held May
11-11 for her heart as pure as
the Flamingo Ballroom. (PhoRosa Lee Brookins. Other con"Miss Golden Girl" Meese Bookjog hobo haven created by decora- B.T. Washington library, 4 til 6:30.
to by Billy Duncan)
er of Los Angeles again proves
gold.
lions by antics and bevaried togs Sorors Geraldine Anderson a n d 1
that beauty can be much more
E—is for her eyes with love light
donned for the occasion. 'Twas un- her committee have selected condeep."
than "skin
shinin •
A portable heater with a fan
doubtedly the most successful bo- sultants who are well known in the
You need not be a Hollywood
snakes a fine aid for basement
I R—is for right and right she'll
talent scout to discover that
hemian affair held in our town
elements of charm. Mrs. Lula Pope
clothes drying in bad weather.
always be.
Miu Booker is indeed a beautirelaxed, delightful and uninhibit- BTW's Home Economics instructor!
together they spell
ful girl. And, you would quickly
ed! Prize winners cut a wide will discuss teenage fashions . . .1 Put them all
that
I discover upon meeting her
Mother, the word that means the
ambswath in merriment as they her daughter, Geraldine Pope, will
' she Is endowed with charm. poise
led and meandered in the hobo give a skit on "Do's and Don'ts' world to me.
and personality, too.
!
grand-march at intermission —ac- on dress and grooming. Other par- Miss Mary Frances Ball will
Yet there Is much more to the
cepting their portions of pork'n- ticipants are Mrs. Myrtle White, become the wonderful bride of
beauty of Miss Meme Booker
is
the
than meets the eye. The secret
beans straight out of cans profer- cosmetology teacher at BTS; Robert Knight Sunday. She
Is simply one of good grooming. Poise and gracious personality
red by Sophisticates members ... Mrs. M. E. Moffatt, Charles-of-the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Career girls and housewives helped Miss
ar.d received prizes of fresh veils- Ritz consultant at a local depart- Ball.
Girl of 1B66
alike can take a tip from this win her title. Golden
Gospel
Heaven
Blue
tables in open topped tin cans — meat store and Delta sorors Ber- The
modern Cinderella story of the
humorously presented by Sophist°. nice Abron, Gladys Martin Greene. singers of Rutherford, Tenn, and I 22-year-old
student who
achieved the coveted "Golden
cate Callie Lent Stevens.
Editors Note: The Genevieve
A variety show and ward par- the Gable Airs of Trenton preThe CME Ministers Wives Social
Girl" title.
' Long noted for their stellar tiewith
favors and re.seated the Beach Grove church 1 Every good grooming step Young Column Is under the dif
s complete w
rection
club met at Lelia Walker club
Black and White formals, we won- Deshments will be given to enter- with a program Sunday, along !
of Miss Dorothea Towles,'
complement your own famed Negro
to
helps
model and reder now if the organiation will de- lain veterans at Kennedy General With Rev. Smith and the Mt. Pil- : personality and beauty. Here are
house recently. The President,
nowned expert on gracious 11Y!
. .
part from this novel way of entergrim special.
four of Miss Booker's good
Mrs. J. C. Martin, presiding,
.
lectures
on
postaining their guests. Comfort, fun
grooming tips:
Mr. a n d Mrs. Henry Russell
ture and
and movement.
Several topics were discusse.
1),Take care to avoid tem- grooming grace
and conviviality reigned supreme Climaxing May Week will be the Mays are the proud parents of a
make-up
and
of
care
porary fads and extreme the hair, clothing
in the tin-can decorated hobo ha. ever popular 'Breakfast for Mi- bab bo Y• HaPPY birthda wish'
converning a program that was
and
colors,
Y
Curries'
May
Tropicana,
at
•
and social manners.
yen, and the affair was "some•
ea. es go out to Cleveland Partee.
eft in the hands of the program
2) Take the time to style your
.
, Saturday morning a
Sororities and associations dething else!"
hair in the manner most siring additional
chairman. Fifty dollars was sent
dy diet of mirth-provoking enter- The Boys Club of Tennessee will
•••
information!
you.
to
becoming
May
on
may contact Miss Towles thru j
I tainment will be offered for your present a quiz program
to Lane college for the United
COETTS PLAN
3) Choose your cosmetIca this column.
All members are invited to
chance to win the multitude of fah-120
'carefully.
, '
GRAD•DEB DINNER
Negro College Fund.
•
feature
Top
the!
prizes.
ulous
during
reflect
Lat.
that
clothes
Wear
4)
i When pertanci eridute Jean
Iments served.
Included in the events shared
your good taste.
f tithe 40011(
innpror your letters IS
ling entertained the Memphis! breakfast will be the presentation John F. Arnold and Albert R
I ng Is a good habit. - heant,• yrn ftlen4 Hp mar In enelose
Good grooming
by the club members was s pantry
chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., busy of the Mother of the Year. Oth-!
dividends In •,••••••1. .11-.44reeee4 envelope ma,
rich
you
pay
will
-It
callers
time
bed
were
at
CROWN PRINCESS — Thee Bete!Partee
W. C
was the planning for the dinner' er features will Include the an the home of Mrs. Ora
shower for Rev. and Mrs G.
knowing that you're yuttingii=411:477."W.•,,°74i
Carroll on
"Ha.
Jean Oliver, beautiful and tall.
which will compliment the eight, nouncement of the winner of the Jufoot forward wherever oha s. rsee..„,
beet
your
Spears and children. After t he
ouTuesday last week.
7
• MISS SLOAN ENGAGED — Mr.
graduates and six debutantes ofl nior Miss Contest, the awarding
ented daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jones
James
was
recent
members
the
guest
collected
Sloan
were
in
In
dues
McAdams
Yeti
anhave
life.
Mrs.
and
academically1
to
scholarship
an
the group. Chairman and co-chair-, a
I
at the home of Mr, J. L. Arnold.
nounced the engagement of their were ushered into the dining room Frank Oliver of Hernando, Miss..
man are Jean and Lynn Marie! worthy student ... and high style
We
a
had
nice
crowd
Sloan
Sunat
0.
Mildred
Miss
daughter,
from
—
to
sports
active
Howell. The members who will faahtdna
by one of the hostesses, Mrs. J. captured the title of crown printo William A. McGill. The wed- B. Boyd, who was assisted by
lafter-five will be modeled by sor.'day school last Sunday and those
graduate from bib
cess of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee.
as
Mother's!who
were
present
visitors
we
been
June
for
set
has
27,
ding
at
guest
and
ors
models.
graduate from high schools and
Mrs. D. Warner Browning. A very
-want to wish them back very
moth
Detroit,
Church,
Baptist
Second
corsages
Day
sent
be
will
to
was coached for the position
She
society',
to
presented
be
will
who
tasty menu was served.
Mich., where the bride-to-be Is a
at the Annual Kappa Alpha era of deceased sorors, to endia0oh•
by Miss Dorothy Smith, a past
festivities
the
teacher in the Detroit public Taking part in
Psi debutante ball this Friday, this all important week for Deltas.' We want to give congratulations 0
queen who also lives in HernatAi
school system. Mr. McGill is the were Mrs. D. S. Cunningham,
Ito the high school graduating
night are Carole Letting, Crystal
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Mc-,Mrs. Zenobia Pierce, Mrs , Dave A senior at Hernando Central failir
•
Strong, Danes* Hancock, P a t PARIS — (UPI) — A capacity classes this year. Those who will
7.30 TRACKDOWN. Disaster, of the conflict between modern Gill of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs. Sloan Bryson, Mrs. Alberta Sample and school, she Is a majorette for the
Jones, Rosetta Williams and Bon- of 60,000 watched Sochaux and Le 'finish soon from our community
nie Bates. Other graduates will be, Havre battle to a 2-2 tie in the are Miss Florine Ball, Misses Ka- theratens Porter, Texas, when the, scientific nursing and human de- and members of their family will Rev. D. S. Cunningham, J. E. school band. Miss Oliver will parJoyce Rayner and Rose Marie ] French Soccer Cup final. Each ren Ycruhrough. Shirley Mays, men of the town go on rampage to, mands of patients in large hospi- go to Detroit to attend the out- Robinson, L. A. Story, W. D. ticipate In all Jubilee activities.
standing nuptials.
Johnson and E. L. Strong
team scored a goal in the 90 min- Marion Mays, Rose Skinner and suppress suffragette movement in-1 tal.
,Whalum.
stigated by two fast-talking stran-1 FRIDAY, MA's' I
' This grout) of m e in p h i s' ute regulation time, then scored Mr. Earvin Wayne Skinner.
gers operating fund-raising rack- 6:30
"sweet young things" also enjoyed
RAWHIDE. "The Incident
et
a lawn party at the Evergreen
of Fear in the Streets:" While in
Mrs.
BetHOUR.
STEEL
and
S.
U.
9:00
I
Mr.
Circle home of
search of a doctor for a cowhand,
ay Palmer and Richard Greene' Gil and
Marion Harris, and their daughter
Rowdy come across town
FriHarris,
Wayward
"The
in
star
Jean
Widow."'
Marilyn
Co-Ette,
held captive by man and sons
sea.:
show-1
English
small
Harris
in
set
comedy
Mr.
There
night.
day
bent on avenging lynching of
coast village in mid-19th century 1 younger kin.
ed the movies made at the recent
concerning beautiful widow who•
surprise party given Marilyn on
poses as brandy smuggler, and!
her sixteenth birthday . . . and
; how visiting preacher discovers1 •
•
the lovely garage play room was
secret.
fun'
her
the scene of much dancing
Thirteen persons, three of them'while going down the shore of
back
LATE MOVIE:
. . .and later, the lovely
Negroes, were injured early last Lake Hamilton and landed right , 10:00 THE
garden of the Harris home was week when a Dallasio-Memphis side up. The driver kicked out a I "Fury at Furnace Creek:" Two
showing
out-door
the
clear
the
brothers
name of their
the st:ene of
Continental Trailways bus left the window and one slightly injured i
of the movies,
highway outside Hot Springs. passenger climbed out and sum- , father, an army general, who is
of the Na- A K plunged down a 20-foot em moned help. It was 1:25 a. M. falsely accused of ordering the
The Melrose Chapter
.
tional Honor Society is presenting bankment and came to rest in when the accident happened,
massacre of Apache Indians.
a tea and fashion show May 7 'three feet of water,
Two unidentified men in a fish- THURSDAY, MAY 7
tine Melrose gymnasium. The pro-, The injured Negroes, who were',ing boat came to the scene and 7:30 VANCY DERRINGER. A
reeds of the affair will go to bene-.carried to Ouachita hospital, were i.
transferred the more seriously in- Civil War buddy appeals to Vanfit the educational trip to Wash -51,
Pearl Jones, 63, who was in- lured to a nearby dock on the cy for help when he is framed
ington. D. C.. by way of Sl am' jued seriously; Herman John- north shore where waiting am- by notorious outlaw.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
moth Cave in Kentucky. The Totem- son, 55, who received a severe bulances rushed them to
hospi"Time of Decision:" A young athers of the group will leave Mem- head cut; and Elmer Ellison, 46, tals.
Jn
return
d
.
been
torney must decide whether to
P
who suffered cuts to his arms and Mr. Crowell, who has
defend apparently innocent men
12. Three sponsors will accom- ,
the
buses
20
past
'driving
the
for
'
pany the 33 students who w i I lella•
charged with murder of one of
o
t
g
According
driver,
di
o
told
e
th
years,
Trooper
J
State
Glen
Troup
James
make the trip are Mrs. Gladys'
the town's wealthiest men, or to
Texarkana,
of
the
the
Ark.,
was
,
who
reach
to
Minton,
first
and Mrs
Sharp,
i accept bribe and ignore case.
. Cecil Goodlow
he
,
hseiaccident
.
when
meh
the
occurred
sought
he
that
scene,
the
saw
he
truck'
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "Dairy of
Lytia McKinney of t
! to
the 47-passenger bus traveling at a high rate of speed 3 Nurse:" A
faculty. Mrs. McKinney is the; maneuver
penetrating account
nut
of
of
way
the
an
line.
white
the
1
astraddle
oncoming
chairman of the Melrose society. •
;pickup truck which was said to He said he expected the truck'
•••
'have been straddling the center to pull over into its own lane,!
Words of the Wise
SEC CLUB
line of the Arkadelphia highway. but when it did not he swerved
Wait till It Ls night before
Mrs. Louise Allen Davis was
wiping it has been a fine day.
over on the soft shoulder which
the SKC club's gracious and SPED ON
—(French Proverb)
charming hostess when she enter'! The truck was reported In have had been made even more hazard- 1
lathed at a lovely bridge-dinner sped On after the near-collision, ous by rain, hit the guard rail'
party last Saturday night at the probably unaware that the bus and overturned as it skidded'
'Universal Life Insurance Dining had plunged down the embank- ; down the embankment.
Hall. Following a sumptuous bar- meat. Officers said that the del Most of the pasengers were
BAYOU COUNTRY
becue chicken dinner prepared by !scription of the truck was iso asleep at the time of the crash,
CREOLE SHRIMP
Lhuise.s
Look For Th.
„ter'st 55. general that there was little and were tossed with the lug)(moll sport we intone in year an. with due
METHOD
Illeenrful creel* Aninn doh. Easy to Ka, elptliettful to
ter, Mrs. Jana D. Porter, and as.'chance of finding the identity of gage. Had the bus taken another
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)ucational trips were taken by followed by a "chat and chew"
Merry High school students last reception.
week as this is the time of the
Friday morning the superinteayear that many school groups take dent of the city schools gave a
tours or go on outings before dos- very inspiring address, urging the
log a year's work.
PTA to support the schools. He
St. Louis, Mo. was the destine- said, "The better PTA, the better
tier) for the Dramatic club. 'lay growth of the school program."
historical points with educational He defined the PTA as -a group
N alue were visited. Included were of people that pull together and
the St. Louis public library, the through that process we build a
Art Gallery, Forest Park and the better home, school and world."
ultra-modern airport which kept Workshops were held which gave
them busy for the day's visit. The helpful information to all present.
group was chaperoned by Mrs. F. SUDENTS PARTICIPATE
M. 'Johnson, director of the Dra- A panel of High school seniors
matte club at Merry and A. D. gave a challenging thought for
Hardy, math instructor,
lparents and teachers, stating that
The Student Council, under the we must stretch the caacity of
direction of Mrs. A. L. Cooke and each student with wholesome en.
V. J. Gilmore, visited Nashville on vironments, skillful teachers and
Friday. A part of the day was strive to give each boy and girl
spent
observing
Pearl High' the broadest opportunity to which
school. Other places of interest he is entitled.
Visited included the Hermitage,
The conventioners were thrilled ONE WAS t'llo•i.'s
Helena; Helen Jones, Marl- ' Marvell; Dorothy Fears, Hel•
to pick an NFA Queen, and v.e
home of Andrew Jackson, t h e with the information they
receivanna, Marilyn Hart, Wynne Ma.
ens; Geraldine McKinney, Macan see why, with so many
St
ILCapitol and the museum in ed to take back to their various At the last reports from the
rian Lucas, Brinkley, Jean
State New Farmer's of Amerlovely young ladles vying for
rion; Verna Woods, Cotton
C
'
ar Memorial Building.
school sites and reported a most ica's Federation meeting held
Trise, Monroe; and Tillie Ad.
the title. Above left to right.
Plant; Marnia Johnson, For.
B
PARTICIPATES
enjoyable time, for in addition to In Marion, Ark., May 1. at
ams of Newport. Second row.
fornt row are Rosie Martin of
rest City; and Edna Duffy of
I The Tennessee Association of work, there were
banquets and Phelix high school the judges
left to right, Grace Bennett,
Clarendon; Lavone Pickens,
Augusta. Who would you
Band Directors sponsored the secrecreational activities. I am m- were having a hard time trying
QUEEN AND COURT — The
Lee Johnson, first alternate,
choose?
ond annual Band Festival at Ten !cerely grateful to Mrs. M. L. WoBluff City and Shelby County
of the New Chicago club and
bessee A&I State university onImack for bringing back such an
Council of Junior Civic clubs
Miss Sadie Buford, second al.
Saturday, April 25. One of the interesting report. In addition to
selected their Queen on May
ternate of the Orange Mound
participating bands from this sec- Mrs. Womack, other
club, The Queen was crowned
Jacksonians
1 in the person of Miss Pearlie
tion was the Merry High school
attending were James Buchanan
Mae Knowles (right) of I h e
at a teenage dance sponsored
band under the direction of J. D. Washington
Walker Homes Junior club.
- Douglas.PTA presiby the Junior Civic club. Wil.
McCellan. Accompanying t h e dent; Miss
With her are her two alterJessie L. Brooks, city
liam Rodgers, Jr., Is the club
gioup also was Mrs. Bernice Lunates
supervisor; Mrs. Mry SaM, Mer(from left) Miss Mary
president.
cas who is over the majorettes. ry High PTA
president; Mrs.
I Greetings were given for the or- Ruth Dennis. Merry
delegate;
completed South Africa's 3-0 vic'casion by Dr. W. S. Davis, presi- Mrs. Maxine Stewart, South Jackdent of Tennessee A. & I. and a son teacher; Mrs. Bobbie L. Pettory over Norway when they beat
'special feature on the program tin, Lincoln leacher; Mrs. Laverne
By SIM EON OSBY
I unit, company, regiment, corps, Feb. 10 and referred to the execFinn Dag Jagge and Gunnar
was the presentation of the guest Bledsoe, Mrs. Lillie Scott, Mrs. B.
'division, department or any other utive committee. To date no acSioewall, 6-3, 6-2, 6-3 at Oslo.
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Cole, Mrs. Gen. Leo M. Boyle emphatically
Chile took a 2-1 lead over Ausfrom Florida A&M university. The
Beatrice Bond, all parents. Mrs. denied in an interview this week or Naval Militia because of race, m ittee.
tria at Vienna. Luise Ayala and
results of the festival had not Rebecca
or
color."
creed
Berry, parent and teach- that there is racial discrimination
Boyle said he is waiting for
Ernesto Aguirre put Chile ahead
been received at this writing.
er, and Miss Harris Houston.
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Davis cup tennts with an 8-6, 6-4, 2-6, 6-0 doubles
contact him regarding the
Guard or the Illinois Naval
Who were privileged to go on any THE SOCIAL SIDE
while I am in command," Boyle es.
competition when it completed a victory over Frans Saiko a n d
'of these trips were greatly bene- Still in the field of education but Militia.
3-0 sweep against Luxembourg Peter Boeck.
with a little bit of spice added to "There is no racial discrimina- declared.
Gardner arranged a meeting
fitellik the experiences they had
with a double victory at Mondorf- Belgium also took a 2-1 lead
it, the Gibson county teachers will tion in any of the Illinois military The resolution charging "vio- with Boyle and all of the Negro
JAAPOON WELL
les-Bains.
be well remembered for the love- defense units to the best of my lations of the letter and spirit" members of the House for March
over Holland when Philippe Washer
REPRESENTED
ly Spring affair they gave on last knowledge," he declared, "and of the non-discrimination statutes 4. But the conference was can•
Billy Knight and Bob Wilson and Jacques Brichant swept past
' Jackson and Madison County
Friday
night.
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celled at
Willem Maria and P. Van De Weg,
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convention which was held at
At Beirut, Columbia made it 2
Britain won the first two singles
Gibson the charges (of racial discrimina- James Y. Carter, Cecil Partee office.
Howard High school in Chatta- the gymnasium at the
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after
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County
with
confirmation
training
Wilson
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school
Kenneth
E.
in
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and
(A
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embodied
in
house
Resolunooga. The principal of the school
if illness following the appoint
victory. William Alvarez and Herbyes in the first round.
Boyle was away from this office aient.
Is C. C. Bond, who is well known The teachers, along with the prin- tion No. 27, that said, "the pro- Gardner, the chief sponsor.
nando Sales of Columbia defeated
Meanwhile, Spain, Sweden and
In this section, having once been i cipal of the school, T. R, Harts- visions and the spirit of the law It was adopted by the House for a two week period because
Gardner said that he is "wait
Nadim Hailer and Elie Attieh of
South Africa clinched 3-0 victories
orincipal of Montgomery High field welcomed the guests a n d are being violated . . to the
frig for Boyle to call — as courteLebanon, 7-5, 0-3, 4-6, 6-3.
made everybody feel welcome as great damage and harm to misy would demand — and reinstate over their respective first round
'school in Lexington.
A scheduled doubles match bethe proposed meeting now that he opponents to join Denmark, New tween Brazil and Germany In Beek
I A delegation of 24 left from the they danced to the music of Lu- nority groups," Boyle replied, -I
Zealand, Romania and Switzerland,
is hack on the Job."
Merry High school campus, April ther Steinberg. The gym was most know of no basis for the charge,
which already had entered the sec- lin was postponed because of rain.
22, at 4:05 a.m, and arrived at beautifully decorated in keeping and if violations exists no one,
Brazil leads Germany, 2-0.
ond round.
with the theme.
10;43 in Chattanooga.
absolutely no one,'Slis brought
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Helc
beat
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at
' After lunch, the group toured The next dance on schedule Is them to my attention."
sinki when the, doubles team of
Ruby Falls, which was very thrill- the Peppermint ball which takes Asked further if he had talked
Andrea Gimeno and Alberto Aril.
ing and educational.
place on Monday nigt at the to Rep. Horace J. Gardner (Rattendance
at
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la defeated Sakart Salo and Rel.
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Very eordial with greetings com- affair is given by Delta Sigma of, the !Muse who signed the res- al Association of Personnel Work- meeting
Madrid, Mo.; Rev. Fred Lofton, soeiation of Market Developers Is
At Stockholm, Sweden ousted
ing from Principal Bond, the may- Theta sorority, Jackson Alumnae olution, Boyle said, "I have heard ers, composed of college and pubscheduled
to
hold
its
sixth
annual
Mrs.
Marie
Penn,
Owens
college;
workers
Hungary,
3-0, Sven Davison and
personnel
lic school
or and other city representatives chapter.
fregn none of the gentlemen either
marketing clinic and convention a Ulf Schmidt made It three In a
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throughout the country, held its Lane college; Mrs. Helen Barron,
directly or indirectly."
Hotel
Gotham, May 15-18, it has row for Sweden with a 6-4, 6.1,
fifth annual session at Lane col- Southern university; Mrs. Ella M.
Lestidorilikho
394 PepArr
been
announced
by
LeRoy Jeffries 9-7 triumph over Istvan Gulyas
Boyle then went on to say that lege in Jackson last week.
Bennett, Texas Southern universinese JA 1143411
he did not know to what extent The keynote address was deliv- ty; E. Nix, Morgan State college; NAM president and Johnson Pub and Andreas Adam.
the guard units of the state were ered by Dr. Stephen Wright, presi- J. 0. Harris, jr., Arkansas AM&N lishing company vice-president
Abe Segal and Gordon Forbes
mixed because records were not dent of Fisk university. Other college; J. V. Ursin, New Onleans, Chicago, Illinois.
kept according to race.
speakers were Dr. B. L. Perry, jr., La.
011113MIIIGIS•140TENCIOIGH
"Negro and white troops are president of the organization and
Rev. Fred Matthews, Mississippi
pretty well mixed throughout the dean of students at Florida A&M Vocational college; Preston E.
I A key figure in the now infam- hands of the white mob, since the state," he said, "—and the gov- university; Dr. Paul MacMinns,
Stewart, Tennessee Mil university
ous Mack Charles Parker, Poplar. morning of the alleged rape, Feb. ernor knows this, too--" he add- specialist. U. S. Department of
Mrs. Mettle Harbert, Texas Southyule, Miss., abduction case was 24. He said Parker
ed, "because he sees them in Health, Education and Welfare,
was never
ern university; W. Randle, Arkanand Dr. C. A. Kirkendall, presiinterviewed at a special press present at any of the three meet- various formations."
sas AM&N; C. D. Gillispie, Phiconference Thursday afternoon in ings he had with Poplarville, Miss.. Boyle emphasized the fact that dent of lane college.
lander Smith; Mrs. Stable Crooks,
the community relations room of officials at which time he made Illinois has had a law forbidding In addition to Dr. Perry, officers
A&I; .1. B. Johnson and W. S.
' Help make the Golden Anniversary year of
racial discrimination in the state's of the association include Dr. J.
The Chicago Daily Defender, 2400 statements.
Wegl?y, AMeen; W. P. Newbern,
B.
Jones,
vice
president
and
dinaval
organizations
S. Michigan ave.
military
and
1959 a real Jubilee with 500,000 members.
Asked repeatedly if he did not
rector of student personnel serv- Jackson, Tenn.; Dr. J. W. SimLee C. Underwood, former realize that the statements he since 1949.
mons and W. L. Malone, Missis$2.00 up to $500.00.Through your Local Branch
brother-in-law of Parker and one made to authorities would place "And this law is absolutely our ices, Arkansas AM&N college;
sippi Vocational; Mrs. Kathrine
of five men linked by authorities Parker in jeopardy, Underwood guide in this matter," he insisted. Miss Carrie Harrison, dean of
Reston freshness to a ramp tope
or direst be
Clark, Southern University; W. N.
aoaoroni by ironing it twirl, a mod.
to the alleged rape of a 23-year- made clear his fear of a beating He then produced a copy of the women, Shaw university, secreNix,
Morehouse
college
and
E.
T.
MAMMAL ASIOCSURON POI AS iliOSASMIMOM Of cote
eristely Isut iron behossio bre
, "WI
old white woman, reaffirmed to and threats that he "would be 1949, General Orders No, 61 of tary, and Virginia Nyabonga, pro"
Long, St. Paul college.
sheets of waned papa.
211 Viert 40116 alter
lbw Tuft $..T.
newsmen his previous statement made an accessory and taken to the military and naval department fessor of French, Tennessee A&T
university.
that he and the others never saw jail in Jackson, Miss."
which reads:
the woman and her child wro were Underwood, fearing for his per- "There shall be no racial seg- Receptions for the delegates
woman and her child who were sonal safety following the kidnap- regation nor shall there be any were given by W. E. Jackson,
reportedly parked in a stalled car. ing of Parker, was whisked away discrimination in accepting en- dean of students at Lane college,
from the Southern jungle by two listments in the service of any and Dr. and Mrs. Kirkendall.
toppyN ebf
Underwood told interviewers that Defender newsmen, L. F. Palmer,
he had not seen Parker, who is Jr., and Howard Pulley. They
now believed to be dead at the brought Underwood from his hometown of Lumberton to protect him.
The newsmen and Underwood himself had heard rumors that the
same mob which abducted Parker was going to make Underwood
their next victim.
Present at the press conference
were Len O'Connor, NBC; Fletcher
Martin, Chicago Sun-Times; D.
, Mrs. Myrtle E. Collins Burwell Parke Gibson, Defender public reof 173 Holland ave., outstanding lations director; Howard Pulley;
civic and social leader died here Vince Lloyd, WGN Radio; Bob
sitddenly last Friday night at John Page, ABC; Wesley South, Chicago
Gaston hospital. Cause of death American; Ted Watson, Pittswas reported to have been a cereb- burgh Courier, and representatives
ral hemorrhage.
from The Crusader and Tele-News.
t A member of the Eastern Star
lodge, Mrs. Burwell was president
of the, Sans Pareil Social club,
had been active in YWCA work
and at her death was a member
of Olivet Baptist church.
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End Colonialism
Is Africa's Hope

Baton Rouge

A meeting was held at Second
St. Siloam church last Sunday with
4111M•IMEN.
AMINEMIL
Mrs. Evelyn Byrd in charge.
Mrs. Mosely and family of Sai ed throughout the day's activities.
By M. N. RINGGOLD
lem& visited here last Sunday.
state that one is Their interesting program, their
Mr. and Mrs. Claudell Bert were To continually
do many of the usable, well-finished articles made
guests of Mrs. Loise Coleman. ill and unable to
under supervision of different specthat are generally asked,
They also visited Mrs. Marshall. things
ialists; the testy food served, in
EVANSTON, Ill. — (UPI)—Tom 1 grain for African sturies. said dicsound as if doing for othMr. and Mrs. Central Marshall makes it
Just
the right way — everything
Mboya, anti-colonial African lead-I tatorship in newly-liberated Afrinot as readily done as so was shown
have moved in their new home on ers is
as
the
result
of career, warned Tuesday night that can nations could be averted by
often stated. but when one's guests ful preparation
Sowell road.
and training. EsAfricans would hold the U.S. re- securing economic independence.
generally made up of either
pecially was the Home-making
A party was given at Oak Grove are
sponsible for their subservience if The Kenyan, who also was chairchildren or others
school for the youngsters. Mrs. !A- infants, small
phase as presented.
it "accommodated the colonial man of the All-African Peoples
who do not appreciate the fact
rena Jackson was in charge
From Principal L. B. Yancey,
Conference last December. said
powers."
even
done,
be
rauch
to
is
there
that
Strong's
Mr. and Mrs. Louis
also all the members of the State
Mboya, also a labor leader in democratic nations were being hydaughter, husband and grandchii- if it is generally done with pen Force, and of the Parish (Counthe British colony of Kenya, urged pocritical in charging that dictatsmall ones
dren of Montgomery are visiting, or pencil. Of course,
the U.S. to send more financial aid orship could flourish in a free
that using a type- ty) force present, each gave credit
Mr. and Mrs. Young have guests do not feel
and technical assistance to the Africa.
writer could possibly work an in- to the other. So we saw that
from Talladega visiting,
newly-independent nations of At- He noted that the All-African
breakage when used by all had worked with parents, chilMrs. Maggie Andrew is visiting jury or
Peoples' Conference called for a
rica.
reasons for re- dren and teachers to assure for
her daughter, Mrs. Lillie R. Bert them, so, giving the
all
this
helpful program for all.
"The independent African na- total liberation of the African confusing and having it believed or
in Pensacola.
tions are embarking on a huge tinent, including the Union of South
differ- We were glad to find tthat Mrs.
Mrs Emma Lewis and Mrs. Car- being believed are entirely
program of economic develop- Africa.
Bessie W. Holland is home from
matters.
ent
Sunter's uncle passed away last
ment," Mboya said, "but only afthe hospital and is on the improveMboya urged non-African nareading
finished
,
Just
We
have
latannounced
day. Funeral to be
ter independence can a progressive tions to join in a "non-vi
notice that caused us to stop ment list. We don't know if her
a
er.
developed."
colony
be
policy"
doctor
of liberation by imp
gave
her
mermission, but
Mrs. Mozelle Crosby is on the reading and do some "phoning." she ate
Mboya, in a speech sponsored economic and social sanction
is
readily of the food that
The notice was one of our daily
sick list.
by Northwestern university's pro- colonial nations of Africa.
Mrs. Givens and I carried to her.
Mrs. Credella Johnson and Mrs. papers, and was to this effect: — If she
is retarded in her "Getting
Bertha Black are on the sick list. That May 15th is the deadline Well," she
will have Mrs. Givens
Mrs. Nannie Davison had relat- for teachers to apply or talk with
to blame for bringing food without
Ives visiting over the week end. Robert E. Young relative to sum- Dr.'s
permission.
mer work sponsored by a given
• • •
source, etc. We rang several who
BESSEMER
TOM MBOYA (second front
Embassy reception In Wash'
Thomas Is Mrs. George A.
could qualify for such employright) a member of Kenya's
ington, P. C.. given In his
Parimore, wife of the Liberian
ment and who could easily find
ABERDEEN
brother who is a patient in the
By G. W. IVEY
Legislative council and preshonor, by livid M. Thomas,
some way to spend the funds so
Ambassador to the United
By R. E. CHUMP
hospital. He is much better at this
ident
Labor
of
the
anKenya
charg
d'Affaires
(left)
of
Ambassa•
the
earned.
is
such
offers
right
States.
were
No
made
At
The third anniversary of Rev.' writing.
Evening Sunday school was held
ion,
Is
Liberian
shown
at
the
Embassy
of
Liberia.
Next
to
we
were
when
Chapman
dor
J.
Daniel
L.
our
Black,
of
A.
the
pastor
Methoyet
of
teaching,
Pilgrim
Rest
at St. John's Independent
Mrs. Clara Bogan is visiting her
Embassy of Ghana.
Baptist church was held Sunday, sick aunt, Mrs. Georgia Cumdist church. April 26. Deacon Ben salaries did not, at all, match IDABIVILLE
April 26. Rev. J. H. Parson, pastor mines.
Williams. superintendent of First, theirs of today.
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
Baptist chureh was conductor. Via- Calls continue to come in tellwas rendered at the First Baptist of Hebron Baptist church delivered
Mrs. Alice Allen is back home
iting teachers were Deacon Willie ing of how much this year's Jab.
church last Sunday nite. Mrs. Dai- the sermon. Choirs of various after vacationing with her daughA
social
was
sponsored
at
Trinichurches
participated
Marks. Zion Hill Baptist; Deacon,berwock, the annual presentation
on
the
prosy
Shaw
was
the
Misspeaker for
ter in Chicago.
Fred Holifield, Jerusalem Baptist; by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, ty Methodist church Wednesday
sissippi and Miss Eva Broom was gram.
Deacon C. W. Haynes, Canaan was enjoyed. We accept such con- night.
The missionary of First Baptist The PTA of Tepper school gave
speaker for Tenn. The program
Mrs. R. A. Jones a birthday parBaptist; Deacon Ned Parish, Beth- gratulations and appreciation ex- Mrs. Jessitine Henry and Miss JACKSON
and his combo — Memphis' swing- was thoroughly enjoyable being fla- church conducted a program last ty.
el Baptist; Deacon Samuel Coch- pressed, with gladness, yet in hon- Patricia Henry were recently in
ingest band — featuring Julius Lar- vored with a solo by Prof. Daniel Sunday. Sermon was delivered by
By C. A. AGNEW
•• •
ran, Macedonia Baptist; Prof. Rob- esty, we explain that this year, Little Rock where Mrs. Henry had
the Rev. Cousin of Columbus.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Clay of SOS tigue at the drum and other added Glass. Mrs. James Cunningham
ert Chamblis, assistant principal, illness prevented us from part!. a physical checkup at University
Dinner was served at the service. OKLAHOMA
was
fhe
sponsor.
attractions,
honored
with
at.,
were
Institute
Dunbar high; Deacon Ft-ank Eng- cipating or assisting in any of the hospital.
By MATTIE MOORE
service for Mrs. Carothoroughly enMrs. Terry Tyson recently spent Funeral
land, Brantly Chapel; Mrs. Julia preparation for this much-appre- Mrs. Ora Lee of Oakland, Calif., a surprise Anniversary Shower, Men's Day was
C. M. E. a two weeks vacation in St. Louis, line Gates was held Sunday at Mrs. Mary Dennis died iq,nLiberty
Mother
joyed
William
at
Prof.
T.
22,
by
April
Johnson, Brantly Chapel; Mrs. Vi- dated program. The youthful act- visitied Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gilkey,
Mt. Mariah. White and Hannah tiac, Mich. Her body was se
to
vian Cole, First Baptist and Des- ors and acttresses "went over Mrs. Myrtle Moody and Mrs. Jones, brother and sponsor of this church April 26. Mrs. Margarette Mo., with her brother and sister- were in charge of the remains. Mr. Perrie, Miss., for burial White
Stitts,
jr.,
of
ChiWare
and
J.
W.
in-law,
affair.
llenry
Mr.
and
WalkMrs.
con Henry Jones, Bethlehem Bap-,the top" in their presetations.
Ranks of Dardanelle visited Mr.
and Mrs. Washington of Chicago and Hannah were in charge of the
List. Introduction of visitors, Mrs.' The very pleasant surprise that and Mrs. Jesse Gilkey and Mr. Two of the most wonderful per. cage, Ill., were week end guests er.
funeral. She leaves one daughter,
came down for the funeral.
brother.
parents,
home
of
in
Mr.
their
the
The
Friendly
Four
Gospel
Singsister
to
and
me,
my
sons
M. B. Brown. Remarks by Prof.! next came to us was when we at- and Mrs. E. J. Fountain last week.
The 4H Club had a parade Satur- Mrs. Mary L. Jones and two grandRobert Chamblisa and superintend- tended the Achievement Day Pro- Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Thomp- in-law, the Joe Clays (Joe and and Mrs. Oliver Stilts of 358 First ers and the Zion Hill Spiritual Quer day with the Vine Street band lead- children.
Great. St.. Jackson. Tenn.
tette, the Four Stars, and the Heavcot G. W. Ivey; appreciation, as- grain in the beautiful, modern son and
Spring session was held at Eastchild Loretta and Mrs. Troy), members of the New
ing.
• ••
sistant superintendent, Elvester i brick school. Alsen Elemeentary Florence Fountain went to Russell- er Bethel AME church, were mar.' Men's Day was very largely ob- en Bound Singers rendered a bat-'
ern Star M. B. church. Rev. A. R.serve
Sunday
a
ternoon
a 3 p. m. tie of music at Zion Hill Baptist
1934,
by
the
Rev.
2C.
ried
April
Turner.
Pearson is pastor.
wool, Mr. L. B. Yancey and his ville last week where Jeremiah
, at Mt. Zion Baptist church of which church last Sunday afternoon, spon- ISOLA
D. C. Coleman, Minister.
Mrs. Nellie Jones gave birth tol
-most efficient staff show what it had a physical check-up.
the Rev. J. P. Jones is pastor, sored by Mrs. Mattie Yarbrough. The funeral of Mr. Dickson was
a baby girl, Janet, born at U
Argentina's population IncreasUrn means to co-operate with State; Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Scott A group of friends were secret- ewith the
attended
Rest
largely
at
Pilgrim
Rev. C. F. Odom of Moth- The Oak Grove Baptist church
versity hospital, Birmingham. Shei
ed from about 9.9 million in 1914
M. B. church.
d Parish officials when attempt-1 visited in Dardanelle last Satur-, ly invited to an open house,
r
Liberty
serving
CME
church
as
was
the
scene
of
a
missionary
proand her husband, Daniel are very
Institute at., from 5 to p. m ., to
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Jones motor- to about 19 million in the 1954
ing to present some of the activi- day.
proud parents. Mother and baby
congratulate and wish for them guest speaker. Outstanding church gram last Sunday afternoon at ed to Yazoo to visit their sick estimate.
ties of community and class Perry Gilkey and Thomas Lovel
from
all
leaders
parts
of
the
city
which
time
the
CurRev.
Earnest
are fine.
another quarter of century. The
I munity and class rooms. Close co- of Hot Springs visited Jess Gilkey
were present. Other guests were ry was guest speaker. The Rev.
Funeral service for Smithy Hill opeatmg sutely must have extist- who is very ill.
Rev. F. D. Coleman, Sr., the presthe local order of Nobles of the S. C. Long is pastor. The affair ry, accompanied by his congrega- presiding elders in the 13th Episco,was held at Mt. Joy Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Harrell of ent minister, conducted beautifully Mistic Shrine and the Daughters was sponsored
ed between school, community and
by the Missionary tion of the First Baptist church. pal District was held Friday, Apchurch. Eulogy by Rev. S. J.
state parish and local officials of Dardanelle motored to Danville the second ceremony with their I of Isis. M. Frank Moore was chair- Society. Mrs. Helene Lone is pregi- Rev. Terry delivered a fiery mes- ril 24, at the St. Peters AME
Foster. He leaves to mourn his
again,
peg,
sage. The First Baptist Men's cho- church. This meeting was for
schools, communities and state of- last Saturday.
passing his wife, one daughter, ficials to Maitre the finished pro-' Rev. A. E. Arnold of Little Rock ISH, HONOR til death. They were man, Mr. Alexander Moore was dent.
general secretary and the Rev. J. A fashion show was given at Mer- rus did the singing. The welcome the purpose of reporting special
two sons, one brother, one sister,
the
several
recipient
beautiful
of
ducts observed in programs in preached at New Zeal Baptist
P. Jones, pastor. The Male CHO ry High school April 19 at 3 p. m. was made by Mr. Frank Bryant. missionary money for the Missionone aunt and other relatives and
home, community and class room church here last Sunday. He was and useful gifts, including a set of rug renderede xcellent music. The This annual affair was sponsored Response by Mr. Gent Cunning- ary Quadrennial which will be held
ashtrays with sterling silver tops,
friends. Davenport-Harris funeral activities such es were demonstrat- the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Sammorning service was conducted by by "Gamma Alpha Omega" chap- ham. The First Baptist church; Mr in Detroit. Mich., in July. Bishop
a sterling silver tray and more
directors; internment — Oak Dale ed during the programs presented. mie J. Scott.
the pastor,
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc. W. E. Warlick of St. Paul CME E. L. Hickman presided. Rev. M.
than $25.00 in acash. The guests
cemetery.
•••
Home-making included: Home ImPeace, host pastor, Rev. F. D.
Funeral rites for Daniel Burrell l provement; Health, Food Preparewere Rev. and Mrs. F. D. Cole- On Sunday, April 19, New Car- The special guest for the occasion church was the master of cereColeman, jr., host presiding elder.
man, Sr., Prof. and Mrs. T. R mell CME church sponsored a mue was Mrs. Emma Bruce Finlay, a monies. The young men of the
were held at Macedonia Baptist tion, Food Preservation. Clothing, BATESVILLE
sleet program. The participants charm consultant of Chicago, Ill. church engaged in a panel discus- The Church of God Comer,
church. Eulogy by Rev. B. DI junior and senior; Health, CitizenWhite, The J D. Hearntons, T T.
swere
choirs from the various Presentations included Dean Ma- sion for the evening service. The of the Central District of 1
By MATTIE W.ATKINS
McFaddens, Jessie Savages, E
Strawder, pastor. Mr. Burrell died. ship, Gardening. Baking and dechurehes of the community. Mrs. rie Penn, best dressed woman of Rev. C. F. Odom or., is pastor. see was held April 24-26; Sunday
from suffocation' when his home' monstration in each.
H.
Agnews,
Gages,
C.
R.
A.
D.
Mesdames Maude Karnedy, EsFannie Hutch was chairman.
services were held in the auditor•• •
Jackson for 1957-58. Other Outstandwas destroyed by fire. He 1eaves1 Judging was done by specialists tells Rucker, Estella Vaughn,
Vi-, Springfields, J. H. Motens, Nolen! The 30 voice choir of Lane col- ing women were Mrs. Rosetta'Mcium of Bailey Cobb school. Elder
WAVERLY
to mourn his passing one son. sec-;from state and Parish (County.) vian Montgomery, Roy
Goodrum, Millard Mallorys; Mes-I
Bacuulltd
lege, directed by M. G. Musgrave Kissack and Mrs. C. B. Hunt.
Mrs. Lillian Gardner is home R. E. Williams, overseer, Elder
en cousins and other relatives antil All articles judged showed that Anderson Fithey and Mr. Herschel!
dames
Y
'
I rendered a program which con- Spring Revival waas held recent- after visiting her brother D. D. James T. Harris, host pastor.
friends. chambers in charge of, training and interested effort had Finley were in Little Rock
Gillard,
ton,
Onnie
Essie
Maxwell,
recent-'
The Clarksville Ministers' Alburial. Interment — Oak Dale' been used in the preparation and IY to attend the funeral of Mrs. Mary L. Sykes, Mary Wells MM- listed of music and religious poetry' ly at Clark Street Baptist church Goodrch and wife and other relat Thendship Baptist c h u r c h, of which the Rev. Lonnie Grimes atives and friends in Indianapolis liance held Fellowship services
cemetery,
making of each article presented; Geneva Crook Sweeney. She Was nie Hart, Eva J. Smith, Rev. H. Brownsville,
Tenn. Rev. V. C.I is pastor, at Huntingdon. Tenn. The
•••
Thomas Smith of Indianapolis at St. Paul AME Zion church Sun.
and of each phase of the educe- the sister of Mrs. Maude Karnedy. Horton, Mrs. Marand Jones, MothSmith, pastor, Mrs. Florence Hicks! Rev. J. L. Webb, pastor of St. spent the week end here with his day night, April 26th. Rev, M. D.
B. Jones.sister
tional activities presented.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair, er, Miss.
sponsor.
I John Baptist church, conducted mother and grandmother, Mrs. Na- Hemphill, pastor of the Wesley
TRUSSVILLE
Then, the cooperation shown choir and members of the Friend- of Prof. William T. Jones, brother
Rev. M. L. Easley, jr., and his the meeting.
dine Lucas and Mrs. Era Lucas. Chapel CME church was the guest
as existing between state officials ship Baptist church of West Bates- and sponsor of this affair.
By L. R. MEYERS
Congregation of Wesley Chapel A very successful revival meetMrs. Dora Mays and Miss Mar- speaker, Rev. M. Peace is presas they surely worked through the ville attended services at Kensett
Mrs. Cora Jones, Mrs. Laura Methodist church,
Jackson, Tenn., ing was held at St. Paul CME garet Jo Pearson of Nashvile ident of the Alliance and Rev. M.
Despite the inclement weather year with local instructors, home recently.
McFadden and Mrs. Mary Wells were guests last
afternoon
church
Sunday
which was a blessing to spent the week end here with Mr. W. Wilhoite is pastor of St. Paul.
services at Mt. Canaan Baptist makers etc. We had to admit that Mr. and Mrs. Albert Watkins and prepared and served the refreshat the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church the church, the community and to
Rev. Bonner of Chattanooga,
church were well attended and their activities excelled many that Keanster Kennard visited in Alexand Mrs. Pearson.
meatsof which the Rev. C. H. Smith is Jackson at &large. The Rev. D,! Miss Norma Sue Pearson and Tenn., is conducting the Spring
highly enjoyed last Sunday. A great were presented when were one of ander with E. W. Kennard and
A fellowship tea was given last pastor, at Lexington, Tenn.
,S. Cunningham, pastor of Collings' Mrs. Mary Cowen returned to Revival at the t. John Baptist
sermon was preached in the morn- State Officials. They gave local co- Mrs. Kennard who is ill in the
Sundk evening on the Brown's
Rev. Ja.mes Edward Brown, Chapel CME church, Memphis,' Nashville with Mrs. Mayt and Miss church of which Rev. E. L. Hicks
ing by the pastor. Rev. T. C. Wit- operation, etc.. but just as all of hospital.
Highway. Raute 70. sponsored by preached at Mt. Pleasant C. M. F. Tenn., conducted the meeting. The
is pastor.
Pearson.
hams. Later the pastor and group, us need interest and cooperation, Rev. V. M. Townsend of Little Mrs.
Florence Hicks.
church last Sunday, April 19, 1959, Rev. J. D. Atwater is pastor. 1 Mrs. Mary Cowen of Waverly Shutins: Rev. E. W. Jackson,
motored to Ragland where they just so do they. And getting it show. Rock recently preached at Bethel
The Angelic Gospel Travelers oil which was enjoyed by all who at- The Annual Men's Day was obspent several days in' Memphis vis- pastor of Ebenezer AME church is
appeared on the tenth anniver-1
AME church and held quarterly
Indianapolis, Ind., rendered an ex- tended. The Rev. p. w. Bolden served at Mother Liberty CME iting Mrs. Theresa Goodwin. Miss a patient at the Clarksville Mesary program of Rev. J. E. West
conference the next night at Beth- cellent program at
I.
pastor.
, church, Sunday, April 26. The morn Lillie Mai Gibson and Mrs. Fadell morial hospital; Mrs. Ann FletchGibson County
at the Morning Baptist church.
el.
Training school Sunday. April 2, The Reeve Sisters, Gospel Rid-!ingservice was conducted by the' Gibson of Sardis. Miss.
er is also confined to the same
Services at Mt. Zion AME church
. Rev. W. H. M. Zunn of Little which
era
was
highly
and
the
enjoyable.
McGhee Sisters, Goa- Pastor. the Bev. C. F. Odom, ar.1 District conference was held at hospital.
were well attended and a great
Rock was a recent visitor here,
pal
Singers
A
Recent deaths: Miss Alice Gaines
powerful
rendered a program
sermon was enjoyed by, Salters Chapel AME church where
sermon was delivered by t h e PAHOKEE
Enire Doily who is ill is im- The Rev. Johnson and congre, died April 18, 1959, buried
nI
gation of Jones Chapel C. M. E. at Blairs Chapel CME church last all persons present. The Men's cbo-1 Rev. G. H. Bowen is pastor.
pastor, Rev. W. M. Morris.
proving
•••
rug, directed by Mrs. Edna White
24, 1959; Marcus G. Wil
By R. C. BURR
Rev. George Long who suffered
Mrs. Florence Osborn is con- church, Mercer, Tenn., were guests Sunday. Miss Patricia Jamison was
at Mt. Tabor Pres. Church last guest speaker. The occasion was were in charge of the song serv- CLARKSVILLE
Mrs. Mary M. Mitchell, Mrs.
3 stroke several weeks ago seems
The New Hope Baptist church I valescing at her home.
I sponsored by Miss Ada Jones.
week.
ice. The guest speaker for the By EDWARD H. BROWN, Jr. ell A. Hatcher, and Mrs. Lucy B.
to he much improved.
rs.
.
J.
Daniel,
has been without a pastor since
A Mississippi-Tennessee program afternoon was the Rev. W. G. Ter- A special meeting of all of the Allen,
The Lane college chorus under
Arthur Graggs is convalescing
the Rev. W. F. Anderson resigned cMrs. Sadie Waugh, Mrs. Maria Bathe direction of Mr. Robert Owens
from an illness of several weeks,
the second Sunday in April. Sev- esum and Albert Watkins attendII•11.011•
6ara seer
rendreed a wonderful musical pro- sue
eassiiananianowAenn
The measles are prevailing ',ere
11111131.1111.31.0111111111811111A
eral suggestions have been made d the district conference at
gram last Siinday eve., at St. Paul,
and many children are out of regarding
the choice of a new Waynne recently.
18/.4113011111Z
/
IN1
4
CME
church.
The
program
Festus
school,
was
Johnson and Jeff Petty
111111.1IMO
pastor, but no one has been se!sponsored
by
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Beans, sr., lected as yet.
Stewardess
visited
Boatel
Mr
Johnson's
sick brother
There are some that,
No. 2 with Mrs. Frances HousIn Little Rork.
motored to Pinson last Sunday prefer to follow
Rev. Anderson.
ton, president; Rev. J. D. Atwater,
afternoon where he appeared on The annual
Florence
Brown
I,
ill at her
church outing and
pastor.
the annual Men's Day prog)em at Sunday school
picnic will be held home.
the Liberty Baptist church. Rev. at San Cut
ach on Mother's Day, The Missionary Society met at The Installation of the Junior
J. W. Smith is pastor.
May 10. Free to all Sunday school Bethel AME church with Mrs. Cal- choir of Medon CME church of
lie Harper presiding.
which the Rev. Nemiah Davis is
Services at Mt. Joy Baptist children of St. James AME
church
church were exceedingly joyful — All others
Mrs. M. Gibson visited in Little pastor, was held on the 4th Sun50 cents. Refreshlast Sunday. The pastor, Rev. H. ments will be
day
in April, wit the Rev. J. W.
Rock
with relatives.
served. The swim.J. Lane did the preaching,
Williams. jr , son of the Rev. J.
ming contest for the boys will be
•••
! W. Williams, sr., pastor of Lane
under the direction of Douglas
ave. Baptist church, Memphis,
Richardson, Otis Handford and WilCOLUMBIANA
Tenn., in charge of the services at
ham L. Allen. The girls will be
3 p. m. The Rev. F. D. Freeman
By E.R. TYCE
under the supervision of Miss
was the speaker at the 7 p. m.
Charlie M. Rucker and Miss Jos
,
Providence Baptist church will phine
MARSHALL. Tex. — The Metho. service. Rev. Amos Freeman was
Walker. More than 500 perhold Women's Day the fourth Sun-,
sons are expected to attend this dist General Board of Education in charge of the installation servday in May. The second Sunday a
has awarded a $1,000 scholarship, ice Hahne Kelly, president; Flo,annual affair.
Mother's Day program will be
The city at large wishes to es-, one of five, to Rev. Julius C. Scott sie Bills, secretary, Rev. N. Davis,
held. Rev. B. McKenny will preach.
press sympathy to Sinclair Knowles, an alumnus of Wiley college, for pastor.
Gladys Perkins is president.
d
w due to' graduate study .is prepare for I The Rev. J. L. Webb of Memh
f
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bernice are
was guest speaker
the death of his brother. Charlie, professional leadership at Wesley phis, Tenn
having a birthday party for their who passed away
April 22, was Foundations which are Methodist Sunday afternoon at Mt. Moriah
son, A. L. Bernice, jr. He is a
student centers in state, independ- Baptist church of which the Rev.
freshman in the school of electrical' one of the first to come to Pa ent colleges and universities.-0
F. Jarman is pastor. The occasion
hokee from Nassau.
engineering at 'Tuskegee.
was sponsored by the Junior Ma
city wide mission held its
Imogene King is having a birth- The
m eeting the fourth guests a Tim and Eva Harris trona.
day on May 18 and Frank lungs! annual monthly
I
A musical program was given
will celebrate his birthday on Sunday at St. James AME church last week end.
with sister Maggie Robertson preThe Royal Light Gospel Singers, ltWtahlne weekutG raond Baptist
May 10,
ever
featuring choirs,ndute
a program at Gomez
aid sister Ella Jenkins do.
On the sick list are Mrs. Pinkie,' siding
tiyering the Bible lesson
fchoruseJny- r eleeu
th agnhdeutm
individual
Fla , the fourth Sunday
adime County,singen
Collins, Georgie Knight, Dora Hut1-1
Mrs. Janie Williams. Mrs. A I ing with the singers were Messon and Little Max Schultz.
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,
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Cooper, Mrs. Maude Golden at- dames
annual
GisoldpaBsatlolr
tended the Grand Lodge recently son. Lizzie Booker and Catherine
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Jackson. Tenn. The
COLLEGE AND HIGH
FARM INCOMES
Mrs, Mettle Herbert, W. Rangroup
Miss Virginia Nyabonga, W. E.
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha Fra, Hanks.
shown above is Part of the
SCHOOL personnel workers
About two-thirds of all farm held in West Palm Beach.
dle, C. D. Gillespie, Mrs, Mehl.
Jackson, W. E. Hughes, Rev.
St. James AME church choir ternity, Inc., was held last Salur- Irons across the notion attend
Williams
The
Mrs
Jessie
and
Robmembership of the association.
families in the U. S. have sources
Friel Lofton, Mrs. Marie Penn,
Crooks, J. R. Johnson. W. at,
ert Johnson have returned to Phila- will be featured on radio station day night. April IS, beginning at ed the recent conference of the
They Include Dr, B. I,. Perry
Mrs. Helen Barron, Mrs. Ella
Wesley, W. P. Newbern, De.
of cash income outside their farms delphia after spending winter in I WRIM Saturday. May 9. at 9:45 830 p. nt, in the Lane
College
Person of
National
sc.),
Winn
Jr.,
Dr.
Paul MarMinns, Dr.
.1. W. Simmons, W. I,. Malone
M. Bennett, .1. 0. HAMS, E.
especially those in the lowest or our
a. m. Special Mother's Day music gymnasium The music was rend- eel Workers at Lane college,
city.
C. A. Kirkendall. Dr. J. R.
Nls, J. P. lirsin, Rev. Ered
Mrs. Katherine Clark,
very highest of income brackets. Amy and John Henderson were , will be featured.
ered by the fabulous Charles Kell
Jones, Miss Carrie Harrison,
Matthews, Preston Stewart,
Nix and E. T. Long.
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PORTLAND
We had a wonderful sermon by
our pastor, Rev. 0. B. Williams
who was at his best.
Mrs. Bertha Martin Is the proud
mother of a bouncing baby girl.
Mother and baby are resting
fine.
Mr Powell has returned Irons
the hospital.
Rev. Anderson was a recent
guest at All Nations church. See,
Ed Jackson is pastor.
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dematerial
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the
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5:50 Living Classroom: Ameri- 6:00 Serenade: Fine Arts QuarMurrow pays visit to Pro.
Carlotta:
. It was to their music that the
Lre innocently procured. It is quite l My wife wants
can History.
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School Chatter.
toe, in ectanyf Spring
literature which serves of the whole business. Many are put her in her place? Ned.
capacity with the school produc- 6:05 Serenade: String Quartet 7:15 Tales of Poindetxer: "One
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Ae.
only in Holland, but in Gibson type of
minds. They hobbyists, who, by chance, read Dear Ned:
tion staff.
no. 14, Mozart.
Eye, Two Eyes."
mour.
County as well. Guests were spot- only to poison their
material and an advertisement concerning some
Along with-these activities, Mrs. 7:00 Mr. Murgle's Musee: "The 7:30 State of the Union.
Usually when women "wear the
ted from as far west a Charleston readily devour this
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hobby.
of
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individual
their
this
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directress
well-educated
musical
pants" and run the family, it is Burnett is also
Music Box".
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9:00 Physics: "The Bohr Atom."
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Dyer and Mrs. William Ray of literature to the chemical reac- I This defild dirt, distortion of
10:00 NEW YORK CONFIDENT.
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IAL. "Death is the Collator.
building nine nests on as many
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Gounod.
Miss Sallie B. Burns played a cats, magazines and books which be-come an obsession.
el:" pulsating story of mas
Identical steps on the fire es nomics class is cooking a series 5:45
Living Classroom: Speech. 7:00 Story Book Princess: "Little
piano solo. The speaker for this give picture by picture accounts But this abnormal condition
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7:15 Tales of Poindexter: "One
In B. Mozart.
and dynamic Miss Allfred Jean the home-made reproduction of i wholesome literature. Try visiting
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Eye, Two Eyes.")
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$70,000 In Grunts To
Philander Students

Appoint New
Music Teacher
At Tougaloo

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Sat., May, 9, 19$9

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Schol- ary Schools and holds memberDr. Samuel C. Kincheloe, pmAirships and grants - in - aid ship in the tinned Negro College
ident of Tougaloo Southern Chris-I
amounting to $70000 were award- Fund.
flan college. Tougaloo, Miss., has
aid to 141 students at Philander
announced the appointment of ArSmith college during the annual
Lvelace 13 heed of the
iel
Awards Day assembly recently. I
department of music and direct. •
of the college choir, beginning
in announcing the awards, the
September. 1959
president, Dr. M Lafayette Harris, stated that the scholarships'
Mr. Lovelace, a native of Ar
and grants represented cash gift
kansas, is at present chairman of
over and above the subsidy to the
the department of music at Are
kansas A hi N college at Pine
cost of education of each student
Bluff Formerly de was director
normally provided by the college
in its program of cost of educa-1
of music at Alabama State Teach-'1
era college, Montgomery, Ala.,:
ton of each student normally pro- 1
and Jackson State college, Jackvided by the college in its proson, Miss. He received the bachgram of quality education and
elor of music degree from t`ie
training for leadership.
Living together for A good many
American Conservatory of Mu! Recipients included five nationsic. Chicago; the bachelor and the,
al Methodist scholars. Grants years, Frank Allen, 76. and Mrs.
master of music education from!
rangill from $25 to $800 were Mettle Guy, 62, his sister, had
the Sherwood Music school, ChiCIVIC CLUB BANQUET —
E. Waller of Memphis was the
awarded to 66 other students. got to know each other very well.
all of Memphis. Club members
Mrs. Lillian Morris, of the
cago; and has worked towards
guest speaker. M to. Melissa
are Mrs. Beatrice Purdy, rice
Cash scholarships for first honor But on Saturday, May 2, when', The South Side Civic club of
home economic department
the doctorate at Chicago Musical BACK II0511: NOW— Mrs. R. Q.
West Memphis. Ark., held its
Raney Is the club prexv. Othhigh school graduates provided by
president;
Mrs. Florastine
contributed much to the snr•
Mr. Allen found his sister on the
college and Northwestern uni- Venson. immediate past president
Annual
Banquet recently at the
er guests were Mra. Waller,
Smith, secretary; Wallace Ca•
income from a special endowment
cess of the banquet. On the
of the National Dental Auxiliary,
versity.
Wonder High school and from
davenport of their home at 610-A
Mr. and Mrs. George Monger.
ratline and Mrs. Paris Watson,
were not included.
commi.tee were W. Caradine•
Well-known in the field of mu• has returned home after having
the looks of the picture above.
Mrs, Eddie Mae Garner and
reporter. Floyd Boyce, assist
Mrs. Maggie Moore Mrs. Car.
It is the policy of Philander St. Paul, lying very still, he
It was a huge success. Rev.
sic Mr. Lovelace has directed, made a flying trip to Charleston,
son, T. Vurks, and A. French,
ant principal of the school and
hell Freeman and Mrs. Paris
Smith college that no student of sensed something was wrong.
choral groups throughout the Mid-IS. C., where she served as state
Watson, the chairman
character, industry, intelligence Rushing to get the aid of a
west and East. For the past three convention !meeker for the Mediand promise of leadership and neighbor, he was soon proved
summers he has been in charge cal. Dental and Pharmaceutical
usefulness shall be denied an ed- right in his suspicions Mrs. Matof community singing and choral l auxiliary of that state. Whit*
ucation solely because of financi- tie Guy was dead. She was rework for the Ohio Facto Bureau there Mrs. Venson was the house
al limitations.
recreation schools. He has also 'west of Dr. and Mrs. F. G.
portedly a diabetic and police offiPhilander Smith college is cur- cials said that the cause of death
served as a staff member at Wis- Hayne.
rently completing its 91st year of was, as yet, undetermined.
eonsin university recreation leadNEW YORK — President RisenBy BERTHA WALKER
continuous operations. It is ac- Mr. Allen is presently under. howee
laboratory, National Coopersm nbers Miss
. Cissie
I
Driver, MiSS LeStoyne's track and gold teams era
TR01113LF.D 1.0111?•
has been called upon to ex.
'credited by the North Central As- going psychiatric treatment in the
recreation schoolMONEY1, PROBLEMS?!
Helen Threlkeld, Mrs, Marietta go into action in the near future.
ert his "personal leadership • • •
The
Parent•Teacher
Association
lit
h,ii, 8.'"Ien svelte". if faetni
sociation of Colleges and Second- John Gaston hospital.
ern Cooperative recreation school.
,
in efforts to safeguard the very of the Spring Hill school presented i Brinkley and liarold Goodrich. I one Trace SCI
llons followed
•
lives of citizens in every village its Open House and Spring Tea PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Strictly personal.
lege of Coach Jerry C. Johnson
The program committee w a s
JOHN WAM8TIMP.R
of our country."
recently at the school. The affair
will participate in the annual S. I.
Dept is. Otter,
In a telegram to the White House was well attended. Many country ' headed by Walter Parks, who was
Cape, South Africa
•
e
. Mrs. Dorothy Herring and A.
dispatched on April 27, Roy Wil- epnrituctriels and teachers were pres aided by
"Dark
Sonnets,"
Lady
of
the
meet is scheduled for May 8-9 in
Miss Gissie Driver.
ins, executive secretary of the NaPCP LUX
iby George Bernard Shaw, will be
tional Association for the Advance- Music was furnished by Miss On the decorating committee the Atlanta university howl.
!presented in Bruce halt Friday roivtoiston Tr•iler rooltwed to son
ment of Colored People, told the Gissie M. Driver on the piano were Mrs. Alma liolt, chairman; LeMnyne's golfers, under the di- night
snowballs,
hot-doss. hamburgers and
by the English department
rection of Floyd L. Bass, will inATLANTA — The largest class prize winning editor of the At- President that the kidnaping and Herbert Kneeland, seventh grader
is soft drinks.
i of LeNloyne college. The play
vade
Birmingham. Ala . for a conin the 76-year-history of Gammon tante Constitution,
Phony TA 441170
and
Rev. probable lynching of Mack Charles who gave an instrumental solo and
test May 8 with the Miles Memo- under the direction of Dr. N. ArylTheological seminary will receive
LIRE NEW
Dow Kirkpatrick, pastor of Atlan- Parker in Poplarville, Miss., "em- Booker T. James, a seventh grade
Ilion Fagin, visiting professor of
rial
college
quartet.
degrees during commencement
Used Clothint. Men. Women. Children
las St. Mark Methodist church phasizes extraordinary need for po- teacher at Capleviile Junior high,
!English.
exercises on May 17. The guest
Bass will carry four men to
Rabies Shoes Cosmetics. Many Met
and a leader in the "Atlanta Minis- sitive action by federal government who sang.
speaker for the occasion will be ters' Manifesto,"
Birmingham — Wade Scott, Owen The play lasts only 40 minutes, Kinds of Merchandise.
will be senior to lives and rights of citisens where The center of attraction at the
DALES CLOTHINC) MART
Bishop B. Julian Smith of Chicago,
Tuggle, Jesse Johnson and Eddie and features a cast of four —
event was "Fashions of Parade"
states refuse to do so."
week speakers.
21/o Tonna — SR. 41-1332
one of the top leaders in the ChristMeacham. Le Moyne was on the Walter Mary Ingram, Ernestine'
The NAACP, Mr. Wilkins said, presented by the small fry of the
The
group
men
of
and
30
womLee,
Edgar
Young
and
ian Methodist Episcopal church,
Lewis'
short
end
first
of
the
five
tally
last
grades,
who appeared as
week
"urges the government of the
MAIDS (90) NEEDED AT ONCE
kaccording to Gammon president, en graduates will be granted United States to exhibit
when the two teams played At Jones,
as much follows:
bachelor of divinity, master of reBenjamin Ward will give a 15. Guaranteed jobs, $30-50 weekly,
Dr. Harry V. Richardson.
Fuller
Park
in
Modeling
Memphis.
sleep-wear
concern
were
over
Jacoppression
in MissisRalph McGill, famous Pulitzer ligious education and master of sippi, U. S. A, as
A track squad of 10 LeMoynites minute monologue, and the col- homes, glamorous gay town. Tick*
it LYS over bru- queline Sawyer, Aretha Herring,
sacred theology degrees.
will make the trip to Atlanta. The. lege choir, under direction of John eta advanced. Uniforms, room
tality and oppression in Hungary Linda Stockston and Anthony SpenPresident Richardson,. in anmembers of the team are Thomas Whittaker, will render a 30-minute hoard free, Al Agency 100A M
and Tibet. On many occasions," cer. The latest styles in play
nouncing the coming of Bishop
S,. Hempstead, Long Island, N.
Wooden, senior; Marvin Doggett, concert.
the NAACP leader reminded the clothes were worn by Larry BrunCAN YOU USE
Smith
. to
. Gammon, states "Bishop President, "you have stressed the son, Adrian Johnson, Linda Stockophomore, and Louis Martin, Law- -rence Crossley and La wren cc
necessity for obedience to law. The i ston, Sheila Engram, Harriett
American church life today. He
MORE
Walker, freshmen, all quarter milPoplarville crime is evidence that Reid. Minyon Freeman and Cecelhas long been an ardent worker
ers; Vs'alter Harris, sophomore,
your eloquent statements of nrinci- ia Harris. Pretty hack-to-school
education
Christian
in the field of
100,220 and broad jumper; Charles
ple will he flouted sinless flouted clothea were worn by Bernard Yanparticularly in the area of minisNichols, freshman, one-half milunless supported by strong civil cey, linsita Devres, Barbara Camp
terial traning. He has been one
er; James Cleaves, sophomore,
rights legislation in Congress and bell, Eva Maxey, Doris Brent, DeGROUND 1t0011
of the central figures in the demiler: Augustus Johnson, senior,
is clear indication that your per- lois Gray ant Brenda Ward. The
STERICK BUILDING
nominational Theological Center
MRS. WALKER
high jumper, and Chester Collins,
sonal leadership is required in ef- dress-up wear was modeled by
which will open in Atlanta next
WHIRS 101K S ISO,
forts to safeguard the very lives Aretha Herring..Tacqueline Sawyer MBrs. Willie C. Hollmop Hadnot, sophomore, discus and shot put.
('Ii 14,1111,11N11/11
September. The CME church is one
of citizens in every village of our Terry L. Johnson, Anthony Spen-' Mrs. Bertha Walker, James Chrivise,,
of the participating denominacer, Joyce LaSane, Mae W. Turcountry."
itopher, Mrs. Kathene Trby and CARDS SIGN PATTON
tions in the enterprise.
air •
Mr. Wilkins also sent telegrams ner. Larry Spencer, Leo DonJoinerl
Is E
•
•
Darlene
Scott
and
Harriet
Reid.
to the chairmen and all members
The
Chicago
Cardinals
swum.
Others who modeled dress-up the ad committee included mrs. etsd the
of the senate and House Judiciary
signing of quarterback
Marietta Brinkley, chairman, with Committees asserting that the wear were Carolyn Sharpe, Adrian Harold Goodrich and Muis
•
Helen Huston Patton. formerly of the
(WI ARRANGE THE FINANCING)
Parker ease "offers tragic demon- Johnson, Lucyetta Dyson, Metha- Threlkeld.
University of Mississippi and the
stration of the need for strong fed- lyn Frazier, Lacarrol Smith. GregElgin Air Force base.
ory
Sawyer, Delnis Daniel and, trost
for the affair were
eral civil rights legislation."
Patton was twice honored as
ncis Lane. Miss Alma Jones was Mrs. Dorothy Herring, ---sa
Mica Gi
CALL
--Rs-e "Player of the Year" by the
This crime, he told the congressnarrator and directresses were Driver. Mee. Lois M. Emery,
Offers to you, the public, the best in Home Improve- man.
Washington. D. C. Touchdown
"is the natural consquence
Misses Giggle M. Driver and Hel- Miss Helen Thelkeld and Mrs.
Club and wax picked to direct
of an organized campaign of law
ments. Licensed and Bonded CRAFTSMEN to fill
Willie C. Hollmon Hadnot.
en Threlkeld.
last season's Armed Forces Alldefiance led by governors of states
The
music
committee
Everything
included
was
in
keeping
with
your improvement and remodeling needs.
Star team.
members of the U. S. Senate and the
theme "Doorway to Spring, Mrs. Vivian Stewart and Mims DriHouse of Representatives, a n d
Patton, a 195-pound, 26-year-old
vet.
FHA TERMS. Specializing in Room additions, carThe Opening to Learning."
state governors of states. memAla ,
Room mothers ineliirled Mrs. resident of Tuscumbia,
DECORATIONS BEAUTIFUL
bers of the U. S. Senate House of
ports, ornamental iron, siding, roofing, paint, sideThe cafetorium was decorated Freda Ingr a m. Mrs. H. T. completed 107 of 215 pass atRepresentatives, and state and lotempts
for
1,542
yards
and
72
beautifully with a hand drawn Gooch, Mrs. Martha Jones, Mrs,
walks, porches, patios and awning, featuring WORLD
cal politicians. These and their fol"We Handle The Complete Job"
picture of the school building in Mary Brown. Mrs. Nether John- touchdowns last season for the
lowers have been encouraged to the
background, lined with hedges son, Mrs. Francis Stockston. Mrs. undefeated Elgin AF team.
FAMOUS ALCOA clapboard siding screens — storm1111=111==e
lawlessness by the delays, parliaand flowers along side the walk., Cornelius R o y it, Mrs. Verhie
mentary chicanery and political
doors.
tapered with two standing baskets Sanders, rs. Mariah Rhodes.
shenanigans on the federal level."
of beautiful yellow glarlinlaamixed Mrs. Willie Vinson Lunday a n
•
with yellow and white crysanthe- Mies Cora Harris.
"NELLIE" FOX ended up the
mums and a blend of yellow jon- Others were Mrs. Sallie Harris,
month of April with a seven game quils.
Mrs. Resale Turner, Mrs, Delcenia
hitting streak. His batting average
Phones WO 41-61211
235 E. McLemore Ave.
Each classroom Was decorated Dickens, Mrs. Martha Harris, Mrs
Nits an. 11-71131
for April stood at .423, with 30 with a touch
that suggesh d Spring Charlene Brent, Mrs. Edna Freehits In 71 at bats,
•
Refreshments were served by man and Mrs. Beatrice Terrell
Mrs. Mildred Riley and her assistTeachers included Mrs. Blanche
ants from the Pet Milk company. F. Stevenson. Mrs. Bertha H. WalkAll seemingly enjoyed the Frappe er, Mrs Dorothy Herring, Mrs. Mafurnished by the Pet Milk com- rietta Brinkley, Mrs. Helen Threlpany.
keld, Mrs. Alma Holt, Mrs. Lois
Mrs. Blanche F. Stevenson eel Emery. Miss Gissie Driver, Mrs.
•
the r.en...• sl chairman ove• a large Willi Hadnot, Mrs. Kathene Irby,
•
numbs: of lesser lights which in. H. T. Goodrich, James Christophr,
Mrs. Vivian Stewart and Walter
PTA officers: Minor Free- Parks, all of which furnished
man, president, Rev. W I lie rooms for the preceding mothers.
Rhodes, vice president; Mrs. Prof. I. R. Emery is the school
Dorothy Herring, secretary; Mrs. principal.
Elnora Johnson, assistant secretary, Mrs. Rosie Young, treasurIN THE FIRST 15 White Sox
er; and Mrs. Verbie Sanders, chap- gams this season, Sox relief
lain.
pitchers were called upon 36 times
Tea committee; Mrs. Blanche and they chalked sip a 4-1 record
Stevenson, general chairman; Mrs. in addition to saving two other deDorothy Herring, secretary; Wal- cisions for starting pitchers. They
ter C. Parks, treasurer; Mrs. had a combined earned run averBertha H. Walker, reporter; with age of 2.08.
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Urges Ike To Act
!In Lynching Case

Sprung Hull Kicks Off LeMoyne Runners
Season With Open House Set For Atlanta

,LeMoyne To Present
Dark Lady' Friday

Top Number To Receive
Gammon Degrees In May

I

•

li

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

URBAN RENEWAL
CONTRACTORS
Remodel! Repair! Repaint!
Add Rooms!

HARVEY SALES CO.
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H &W PROJECTS

BR. 6-5872

BR. 6-4375
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•
•
• Just Published in one big handsome volume the...

•
Selected Poems
•• of Langston Hughes

HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY

'Tr

SHE'S GOT HIS

Oerteeti

NUMBE

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

YOU

KNOW SHE IS NOT

A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Pei
is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
eft at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

his er is
TWICE REFINED
.grail!
In '92 you get the "beet of the barley'
...TWICE REFINED.
It's this refinement that gives '92 the high.
.t.a 4
••
wide and happy tante that everyone's talk- 41.4
Mg about'
ti
°
ats
rtn
Have you had a '92 lately?

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
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and more than 200 other popular poems, humorous, dramatic
and romantic. Beautifully illustrated, and with a cover photo- •
graph of the author by the great photographer, Henri Cartier- •
•
• Bresson
•
•
•
•
To order the "SELECTED POEMS" OF LANGSTON HUGHES by mail post- •
• paid, write your name and address below and enclose check or money order for •
•
•
• $5.00 made out to:
•

•THE NEGRO BOOK SOCIETY, 459 WEST 144th STREET
•
NEW YORK 31, NEW YORK
•
•
NAME

•
•

•
•

•II IMO

•containing now within a single book all the best•
• known and most famous poems from all the wit&
•
•
• or's previous books. In this comprehensive new
•book are:
Montage of a Dream Deferred
The Negro Speaks of Rivers
Keep Your Hand On The Plow
al
I, Too, Sing America
Mother To Son
Freedom Train
Ot
Madam To You
The South
Cross

Boars tr a.m. to p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't maks any home cells or answer any letters. Re sure
to look for lb* right sign and the right name

•ADDRESS
•
•
•CITY AND STATE
•
•••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i•
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, A chapter of the National Hon- Alexander, Charlie Booker, Genor society was installed recently thia Collins, president; William
at Douglass High school, and on Rodgers, jr., and Gladys Wilson,
hand to formally gown and pin secretary, of the senior class; and
the seven students as charter Ernestine Henderson, vice presimembers were members of the dent; and Shirley Knox, both junhonor society from Manassas high tors.
school.
Participathag on the program
The guest speaker for the pro- were Misses Countess Johnson,
gram was Rev. William Bell, Beverly Williams, Maggie Hankteacher of Spanish and English at ins and Goldie Parks and Albert
Manassas. Louis Holmes, presi- Thompson from Manassas, who
dent of the visiting chapter, pre- gave the new chapter members
sided at the program. Member- pertinent information about the
ship cards were distributed by National Honor society, including
Prof. Jesse D. Springer, principal advantages of membership, qualiof the school.
fications for joining, a brief his- GROUP OF SCHOLARS - A
Charter members are James tory of the society and the mean- chapter of the National Honing of the insignia.
or Society was installed reThe four cardinal principles of cently at Douglass High
the honor society - scholarship, school and on hand to assist
leadership, character and service In the ceremony were mem- were emphasized during t h e
touch c rem ony with Aruester
Hughs, Misses Marilyn P o 1 1,
Arma Jean Holmes and Nellie
Criglar lighting the candles.
Applications for the sixth annu- Music
for the program was proal Rose McClendon - Ira Aldridge vided by the
Douglass High
Memorial scholarships for Negro school band
and concert choir.
actor-students can now be sub- The
charter for establishing the
mitted to the Paul Mann Actors
Douglass chapter was presented
Workshop. The four scholarships to the
principal by A. D. miller.
are valued at $2,000 each,
a member of the Guidance CornAssisting Mr. Mann in the semittee, who sponsored the chaplection of recipients will be Sidter. Other membrs of the cornney Pottier, star of "A Raisin In
mitte are Mrs. M. G. Jones,
the Sun", and Lloyd Richards, di.
rector of the prize-winning play chairman, Mrs. Emma Tom Johnson, co-chairman; Mrs. C. Baker,
which recently won the Drama
Critics' award as the best play of Miss Cecelia Willis, W. Wilson, C.
the season by an American play- Reed, F. Gray, Omar Robinson
and Fred Garner.
wright.
STATE TRACK NEWS
The scholarships were inaugur- Louis Holmes, president of the The state annual track meet was
ated six years ago at the school, visiting chapter told the n e w held at Tennessee A and I State
according to Mr. Mann, in the members: "Even after leaving university's campus in Nashville
hope that they would make a con- this high school, you should al- last week end, and Fayette countribution to an integrated profes- ways chrish the opportunity of ty won several first places and
encouraging in other youth to some second places.
sional theatre.
Applicants should submit re- high principles and ideals of the A new record was set by Charle
'tomes and three professional ref- National Honor society. Y o u Bowers in tossing the discus.
erences to: Paul Mann Actors should regard yourselves as hav- Students who participated in the
Workshop, 1129 Avenue of t h e ing been elected to the National state track meet were Vera DurHonor society for life."
Americas, New York City.
ham, Ada Shields, Areatha Jones
Barbara Jones, Lorice Brewer,
Charles Bowers and John Williams.
The coach of this very excel'= lent team is none other than Leon
Pearson. Let's salute the State
Track team of '59.
TOP FELLOWS
1. Leroy Rhodes.
2. Charles Bowers and John Williams.
3. Leon King and James Futtrel,
4. Hardin Franklin and hlose
Williams.
5. Nelson Bonds and Ken Jones.
6. John Holmes and Walter
Dean.
7. Duren Cleaves and Davy
Grimes.
8. Harry Coleman and Herbert
Sloga,,.
9. Willie Bolden and Charles
Dunlap.

Four Grants
Available For
Student-Actors

• It's Convenient

2-

• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO:" I

Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. -7-=E1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T-1:

"You Darlings!
My Extension Phone
Is the Nicest
Mother's Day
Gift Ever!"

Now which shall it be?
A kitchen phone at her fingertips?
Or a bedroom phone for

Wilson, secretary;
Gladys
Charlie Booker, Shirley Knox,
Henderson, vice
Ernestine
president; and James Alexander. Visitors from Manassas,
standing, same order, are Ax-

Report$175In
Pledges Paid To
YWCA Branch

Cleric Fined $2.80

FAYETTE COUNTY
High
School
News

B y BUS11111111111111111111111

I

-ey„c mot' aaplaqa aq ps stag
nassas High school. Douglass
honor students, seated on
front row with candles, from
left, are William Rodgers, jr.,
Genthia Collins, president;

Boating, a sport almost un- tion of powerful outboard motors,
it obviknown to West Tennesseans unti1! and other factors make
recently, has become one of the ous that a more intensive water
NO
leading outloor pastimes on the safety program is needed
great lakes of the south. Boats1 drownings are to be kept at a
have become as common as au- minimum. Already, 11 people have
tomobiles, and the once quiet wa- lost their lives due to drowning
ters of the lakes are now crowd- In Tennessee this year. No doubt
ed, especially on week ends and there will be more before the sum.
holidays as more and more peo- mer is over. Will you be one of
iAhem?
ple take to the water.
Fishermen, swimmers, skiers HEED AND LIVE
for
the
and others now compete
You can increase your chances
once removed and seldom used of being around for another sumpublic access areas. There are mer by following these simple
some 10,00 boats on Kentucky - rules when you go out on the waTennessee Lake alone exclusive of ter.
the thousands which are hauled
1. Make • a serious effort to
to the lake on trailers.
learn to swim before engaging in
The over - crowded conditions, activities involving water,
lack of experience in the opera- 2. Wear a life preserver when
_
._
you go out in a boat,
vester Hughes, Albert Thomp3. Always be courteous. Giveson, Suretha Toy, Maggie
and-take courtesy is the easy
Hankins, Countess Johnson,
way. Good manners afloat figure
Goldie Parks, Louis Holmes,
into docking, tieing up and shore.
Anna Jean Ilolmes, Nellie
side conduct, too.
Crigler, Beverly
Williams,
4. Know your boat,
Marilyn Polk and Jeff Brown.
5. Balance the load,
6. Watch the weather,
Pledges amounting to $175 were 7. Don't overload and
tlIIiIIliItiIIItIllIIIIitifl Iii118111IIlIIIlIIItllIlIIllIlIIIII 111111
branch
of
paid to the Vance ave.
8. Avoid sharp turns,
the YWCA last week by 22 indi- 9. If you are involved in a boatviduals and three organizations, ing accident, stay with the boat
and will be used for the construc- until help arrives. Do not try to
tion of a new building, the Sarah swim for shore.
Many state and local organizaBIRMINGHAM, Ala.-(UPI)-- II. Brown branch, when all pledgtions such as Tennessee Game
Three Birmingham white men es are in.
Paying sums ranging from five and Fish Commission, the U. S.
were sentenced to six months in
prison Monday for the attempt- !dollars to $25 were Mrs. Hilda Coast Guard and-or the American
ed bombing of a Negro home. Helm, Mrs. Nellie J. Osborne, Red Cross will be glad to achedThe trio, Herbert Wilcutt, El- Mrs. Nettie 0. Cole, Mrs. Rosa ule a water safety program in
lis Lee and Cranford Neal, en- Lee Mauldon, Mrs. Alzora E. your area for you or for your
tered guilty pleas before Cir- Haste, Miss Mattie L. Horne, Mrs. group.
cuit Judge Wallace Gibson. Gussie Lester, Mrs. Willie Lewis, All of these agencies have colThey were charged with setting Mrs. Marion McCuiston and Mrs. or Movies on water safety whirls
off explosives last year in a Mary Johnson.
are available for public use withOrganizations paying pledges last out charge. Contact one of these
white section of Birmingham into
week were the Friendly Social club, agencies and arrange for
prowhich Negroes were moving.
Klondyke Cheer club and Kay's gram on water safety in your
11111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111 Apparel shop.
area today.

READING, England-UPI--The
Rev. Charles M. O'Doherty, 61,
was fined $2.80 this week after he
pleaded guilty to a charge he rode
a bicycle while drunk.

the crowning of "Mr. and Miss
Senior" and "Mr. and Miss Junior." The selections were made
on the basis of gracefulness in
dancing and corrct dress.
And now let's meet Mr. and
Miss Senior and also pick up on
By BARBARA ATKLNS
Mr. and Miss Junior.
The title of Miss Junior went
to Miss Jean Cartawright, the 1710. Carl Neal and Eddie Mason
year-old daughter of Mr. a n d
TOP CO-EDS
Mrs. Jim Cartawright, while Mr.
1. Vera Durham.
Junior title went to Charlie B.
2. Shirley Neal and Shirley Pye. Price of Somerville.
3. Brooks Twins and Bloomie
Mr. Senior is James Futtrell. He
Johnson.
is president of the senior class
4. Mamie Clark and Juanita and is consittred one of the top
Poole.
fellows on the campus.
S. Barbara Morrow and Maggie
Miss Senior is Miss Barbara Yolande Atkins, 17-year-old daughter
Thompson.
6. Shirley Morrow and A d a of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Atkins.
She also wears the title of "Miss
Shields.
7. Barbara Powell and Melba NFA" for the present year.
"I would like to express my sinWinston.
8. Juanita Brewer and Gerry cere thanks to the principal, facWashington.
ulty and students for helping me
9. Bettye Morrow and Jean to attain the honor of being Miss
Senior.
I shall endeavor to live
Cartawright.
10. Mary Thurman and Azater up to this wonderful title."
CURRENT COUPLES
Kee.
Shirley Pye and Hardin Frank.
THE 1959 PROM
"Moonlight Serenade" was the lin, Bettye Hopson and Vandy
theme of the recent 1959 prom, Johnson, Bettye Morrow and Tomand the gym was beautifully dec- my Green, Dot Hurt and Bobby
Jones, Yours Truly and Leroy
orated for the occasion.
The highlight of the prom will Rhodes.
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3 Birmingham Men
Draw Jail Terms
For Bombing Try
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Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps

Memphian Top Catcher
On 35th Infantry Teami
A former Melrose High school! -The medium-sized Tennessean
athlete, who graduated from Mis. with a big bat and a strong
sissippi Industrial college at Hol- throwing arm arrived in Hawaii!
ly Springs, Miss., with the class just in time for the season's open.,
of 1958, is making sportswriters Mg," wrote one paper, "his playin the 50th state sit up and take ins ability is not only impressive,:
notice of his baseball playing abil- but is needed in the Cacti."
ity.
Pvt. Sharp had an impressive
He is Joe Sharp, catcher for average of .330 while a student i
the 35th Infantry Cacti, and the at Melrose, and later played with
grandson of Mrs. Callie Walker the Letter Crriers cub. He was.
of 895 Pendleton at. Ile w a s voted the Most Valuable Player!
for two seasons while at Holly,
Springs.
Said the newspaper: "Sharpr
hits the ball well and has shown
great potential in the first few,
exhibition games against teams in
and around Schofield Barracks.
What's more surprising is t h e
ease with which Sharp handles
the ball at the plate. His fancy
glove has changed many 'could
be' runs into easy outs.
According to Mrs. Walker, several trophis which her 24-yearold grandson won are now on display at Melrose High school. He
also played football and w a a
Memphis City Champ for two
years in the 440-yard dash.
The Hawaiians consider themselves very fortunate in having
the Memphian on the Cacti team.
"This year and next season, Schofield
can look forward to seeing
JOS SHARP
the agile Joe Sharp playing top
drafted into the army last fall.notch baseball for the 35th loftjust as he was preparing to en-i try," according to the island
ter the teaching pkofession.
sports writer.
Aluminum Combination
Storm, Screen Doors
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Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri., 7:35 p.m.

Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night

Maureen O'Hara and Robert Young
with Clifton Webb

"Confidential Agent))

cozy chats? Or a "special-spot"

school
at., visit
schools
because
in schoc
son to t
Accort
percents

with Charles Boyer
and Lauren Bacall

phone where she likes
to sit most? 'Whichever way you
pamper her with an

1)

extension phone, it'll be her

udden Fear

best Mother's Day ever!
And you can choose her pet

with Joan Crawford
and Jack Palance

color, too-because Slactension
phones come in I rainbow of
decorator colors, including

"Casablanca"

lovely new pastels.

with Humphrey Bogart
and Ingrid Bergman

Come to think of it, extension
phones in color are gifts

Mother Far Away?
Call her on her day. It means so much
to keep in touch. And it costs so little,

anyone would welcome, any
time of the year. To order. just
Call our Business Office and
we'll do the rest.

because Long Distance rates are low.
Fyn 1"-lasalatrd
Regularly $69.50

SPECIAL ;49.50
"Open All Day Saturday

BUILDERS
ORNAMENTAL IRON
873 Chelsea

WORKS

15

4,1

HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND member of the sales force of
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
is
Works for the past year
Charles lles, Sr.. of 1416 Starr
at. When winter approached
Mr. Iles was on hand to take
orders for storm doors, but
now that Spring is almost here
he is prepared to offer such
home improvements RS MOJilts. screen doors and patios.
All year round he sells carports and steel stairways. Con.
tact him at firm's office located at rig Chelsea St.

11 Errol Flynn and
Olivia
DeHavilland

Lane, Ronald Reagan
""
Brother Raf withEddiePriscilla
Albert and Jane Wyman

There's More To See On Channel 3
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